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A Father's Advice

If a sportsman true you'd be
Listen carefully to me ...

Never, never let your gun
Pointed be at anyone.
That it may unloaded be
Matters not the least to me.

When a hedge or fence you cross
Though of ti~e it cause a loss
From your gun the cartridge take
For the greater safety's sake.

If twixt you and neighboring gun
. Bird shall fly or beast may run
Let this maxim ere be thine
"Follow not across the line."

Stops and beaters oft unseen
Lurk behind some leafy screen.
Calm and steady always be
"Never shoot where you can't see."

You may kill or you may miss
But at all times think of this:
"All the pheasants ever bred
Won't repay for one man dead."

Written by Mark Beaufoy of Coombe House,
Shaftsbury, Dorset, England, in 1902, on pre
senting his eldest son, Henry Mark, with his first
gun. Reproduced here by permission of the au
thor's granddaughter, Mrs. P. M. Guild.

STURM~RUGER & Company~ Ine~
2 Lacey Place
Southport~Connecticut 06490 'T.S.A.
Manufacturers of Firearms for the Responsible Sportsman



This flare launcher was specifi
cally developed to signal for help
in emergency situations. For
boatsmen, mountaineers, private
pilots. hunters, as well as
recovery and rescue services.
The compact, easily handled
launcher fires 19 mm signal
cartridges from areloadable 5
round magazine. The emergency
flare attains aheight of 213.25
ft. (65M). The launcher is
designed for fast, simple one
handed operation. It has been
proven and adopted by the West
German Armed Forces.

Specmcations
Operating principle
Feed

Caliber
Mode of fire
Safety
Dimensions
Overall length
Height
Width
Weights
Flare launcher, full mag.
Flare launcher, wlo mag.
Magazine with 5 rounds

Semi-automatic
Straight magazine for
5 rounds
.75 in. (19mm)
Single lire
Hammer safety catch

3.15 in. (80 mm)
5.75 in. (146 mm)
1.45 in. (37 mm)

15.70 oz. (445 g)
7.94 oz. (225 g)
7.76 oz. (220 g)
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Customize your own gun with the
famous M·S Safari Arms components

At M-S Safari Arms, we are constantly developing cus
tom components for the average shooter/sportsman as well
as the true professional. We developed the .45 caliber auto
matic Enforcer® and MatchMaster® pistols and now, those
same.custom features are individually available for your own
handgun. These parts are designed and priced so that you can

customize your Browning, s&W, or Colt automatic easily and
inexpensively with the same professional features that were
once only attainable through custom gun mechanic~.

All components are supplied in satin finished stainless
steel or high luster blue ready for yourr, .M!!-
local gunsmith's installation. ®rn~Urcer

------$--
-- $--
------~--

---_. --$--

-----$--

-----$--

• Adjustable Rear Sight Set. Includes
front sight. Gives the proper light gap
between front and rear sights. Provides
shooter with optimum flat sighting surface.
Designed for fast sight/target alignment.
Blue or stai,;less steel. Will fit S&W K
frame. Standard: $29.95 White outlined
rear, dove tail front: $39.95

~ Ambidextrous Safety Set for
S&W Models 39 & 59. A must for
the serious combat shooter, police
officer and left handed shooter.
$39.95

• Combat Magazine Base Pads. Available
for all Colt, S&W Model 39, S&W Model 59,
Browning High Power automatics. With this

component, you don't have to.worry about noise or damage to magazine
when ejecting the clip - even from a standing position - during match
shooting or in combat. $1.95

~ The Enforcer (3.8" barrel, E·I02)
or The MatchMaster (5" barrel, E·I03.)
Deadly accurate, .45 caliber
combat pistols. Loaded with cus·
tom features. Available in Teflon,
Armaloy, blue, alloy, or stainless steel
finishes. Send $1.00 for fully illustrated
catalog and ordering information.

VIS4

Alaska & HawaH
1-800-824-7919

°Manufactured under pat. #3492748

T Ambidextrous Combat Safety Set.
Full position control with right or left
hand. Get the most from your automatic.
A must for combat shooters, police
officers, and all left handers. Browning
High Power: $39.95 Colt: $34.95·

T Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release Set.
Now full control of the .45 automatic with
the left hand. $29.50

Ca lifomia only
1-800-852-7777 .

24 HOUR TOLL FREE ORDER DESK
Master Charge

Visa
C.O.D. Only

Call
Operator 758

Dealer Inquiries Invited

~.,.

T Fixed Rear Sight Set. No·nonsense front and rear sights
designed for fast target acquisition. Provides the proper light
gap between front and rear sight. Melted full radius style. Blue
or stainless steel. Rear sight fits standard dove tail. $14.95

• Hammer. Stainless steel .
commander style. Designed with
enough metal for correct fitting
of the sear engagement. $14.95

• Beavertail Grip Safety. Provides
better control of the weapon by
spreading recoil over a larger area of
the shooter's hand. This reduces
apparent recoil and eliminates hammer
pinch. Requires minimal frame
contouring for a perfect fit. $15.00

A Extended Combat Safety. Match proven design assures
positive control of safety without having to shift or
reposition grip. Browning High Power: $19.95 Colt $16.95

National
1-800-824-7888

A Extended Combat Slide Release. Now the same technology as
applied to the Enforcer parts provides for one hand control
during reloading leaving the left hand free to insert a fresh
magazine. B'rowning High Power: $19.50 Colt: $17.50

,--------------
I

MAIL TO: M-S Safari Arms Dept. AH-981
P.O. Box 23370 • Phoenix, AZ 85063 Make, .

Please enter my order for: Quantity: QUanti~:)(:)~~ng

I 0 Fixed Rear Sight Set St,inle" Blue (e) Colt Total,

8 Standard $14.95
With front sight ready for insert $19.95 ... $__

I 8 Ambidextrous Combat Slide Release Set $29.95 -- -- --$-
Ambidextrous Combat Safety Set

BBrowning $39.95 0 S&W $39.95

I Colt $34.95 ..

§Hammer \Stainless only) $14.95 .

I
Beavertal Grip Safety $15.00 .
Extended Combat SafetLo Browning $19.95 0 Colt $16.95 .o Extended Combat Slide Release

I 0 Browning $19.50 0 CC!lt $17.50 .o Information .on The Enforcer/MatchMaster

I
& other M·S Products $2.00 .o Adjustable Rear Sight Set

BStandard $29.95

I
Outlined rear, dove tall front $39.95 . . . . .. -- -- --$-

o Combat Magazine Base Pads $1.95

I
Bg~Yrn.i~~ ..~ .~~~..3.9.. ~. ~~~ .~~. . . . . .. -- ----$--

. 0 Mast. Chg. 0 VISA Card Shipping & Handling $2.00

SAFAR II Date Card Exp.__D My Check 0 My Money Order Is enclosed .. TOTAL: $--

ARMS I ::::55 _
M-S Safari Arms. P.O. Box 23370. Phoenix, AZ 85063 • (602) 269.7283 I Clty state Zip _
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MILLETT
Series 100 Adjustable Sight System

The Finest Pistol Sights In The World

INDUSTRY INSIDER
JERRY RAKUSAN

This sight system replaces the factory sights with an all steel,
highly finished, better fitting unit, which has finer click
adjustments for windage and elevation. NO GUNSMITHING

MOO,"" "" "" ".", '"""""" JiI
•

Colt Combo 56.95
Browning Combo 56.95
Rear only 44.95

"THEY WON'T TAKE MY GUN AWAY
UNTIL THEY PRY MY COLD FINGERS •• ~"•

Series 100 SefleslQO

1911 Colt 45 Combo Browning Hi-Power

Interchangable Sight Pictures

Continued on page 68

bill. If you have any constructive com:
ments, perhaps the Congressman would
like to hear them; you can write to him
thus: Congressman Peter W. Rodino,
House of Representatives, Washington,
DC 20515.

MAIN PROVISIONS OF THE
RODINO HANDGUN CRIME

CONTROL ACT OF 1981
I. Ban the manufacture, importation,

assembly, or sale of handguns known
as Saturday night specials, which are
easily concealable and not suitable for
sporting purposes.

2. Require a 21-day waiting period be
fore the purchase of any handgun, to
allow for FBI and police checks to in
sure that the intended purchaser is not
prohibited from making the purchase.
An exception from this waiting period
is provided for persons in possession
of a state "license to carry" or a state
"license to purchase," if these licenses
are granted by states under provisions
which meet minimum federal stand
ards set by the act.

3. Prohibit any person from purchasing
more than two handguns annually
without approval by the Attorney
General. .

4. Prohibit the sale of handguns by
pawnbrokers.

5. Increase the license fee for handgun
dealers from $10 to $500; increase the
fee for manufacturers and importers
from $50 to $5000.

6. Require private parties who transfer
handguns to effect such tran'Sfer
through a licensed dealer.

7. Require manufacturers and importers
to keep records, for a ten-year period,
of all handguns which they introduce
into commerce. This includes receiv
ing and keeping records of all transac
tions subsequent to the original
transfer.

8. Provide mandatory prison sentences
of at least 2 years for the first offense
and 5 years for subsequent offenses of
using or carrying a firearm during the
commission of a felony. Under present
law, the one year minimum is not
really mandatory, in that it can be sus
pended or the defendant given
probation.

Charles Dickens would have had a ball
writing about the firearms industry.

Great Expectations are the order ofjust
about every day. They are born of rumors,
promises and sneak previews of prototype
models. Some come and go like wisps of
smoke; others drag on for years, when fi
nally we lose interest, and others do come
to the marketplace, eventually. ,

Here are some rumors, promises and
some "straight dope" we've received. Re
member that this is written several months
before this issue is mailed, and by the time
you read this, the rumors may become
true, the promises broken, and the straight
dope may be confirmed or denied.

From the preliminary list of the 1982
SHOT Show in Atlanta, we learned that an
outfit up in Minnesota, called Magnum
Research Inc., has taken 1500 square feet
of exhibit space to show some unique auto
pistols; they say that they'll have a .357
Magnum and a .44 Magnum. Evidently
this is not connected to Coonan Arms, also
of Minnesota, who has been promising a
.357 Magnum autoloader for some time.
Coonan tells us that "they are on the verge
of production:'

Joining in for a piece of the large ca
pacity magazine autoloader market, Inter
arms is now bringing in the Astra A-80, a
9mm P auto, double action, with a 15
round magazine. Promised for later will be
a .38 Super ahd a .45.

WHO CARES?
Which is the better locking system for an

auto pistol, a dropping barrel or a rotatirig
barrel? Evidently, few people care which is
used. Jim Mongello, who has been work
ing on a .45 auto for a number ofyears, felt
that the rotating barrel was best. He
worked up a prototype gun and showed it
at a recent gun show. When he explained
the system, most of the folks said, "So
what?" Maybe a gun does not have to be
good, just good looking:'

THE PETER PRINCIPLE
Peter Rodino, Congressman from New

Jersey, introduced what he calls "Handgun
Crime Control Act of 1981:' In June of'81,
he wrote to a number of manufacturers,
asking for comments on the provisions of
his "anticrime" bill. We thought that you,
our handgunning readers, ought to kn~w

what Peter Rodino would like to have in
store for you. Here are the provisions ofhis

WHITE OUTLINE

-PPC TARGET

-

S&WKor NFrame 39.95
(Specify model & barrell length)

SefleslQO

~

~cuPcomb051.95~ '~~:~Revolver 39.95

POSITIVE \
L1GHI' .............. \ \D

DEFLECTION ~
SYSTEM /

II"C" fiij IIDlllllU<l1
16131 GOTHARD ST., HUNTINGTON BEACH, CA92647
Dept. AH·l1 (714) 842-5575

SEE YOUR LOCAL DEALER
If there is no dealer in your area. please send Cashier's Check or .
Money Order. plus sales tax ICA residents) and $2 for shipping

Mark I Fixed Sight
This a11 steel precision made sight fits Colt 1911 Autos and the
Browning P-35 hi-power fixed sight version. (Browning requires
minor dovetail modifications. Mark I Combo 27.95

~~ "'"~ ~~n Wesson 3995

Series 100

Smith & Wesson K & N Series

Series 100 Series 100

Ruger Revolver Dan Wesson Revolver

Gun Smith's Service Kit
Series 100 Sight System 99.95

Seflesl00

Colt Gold Cup Combo Colt Revolver
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LIVE OFF THE LAND IN THE CITY AND COUNTRY
by Ragnar Benson

An all-new, practical guide written especially for survivalists and retreaters. Ragnar Benson,
well known as the author of Survival Poaching, has based this information-packed book on
his own experiences while living off the land-even in cities-forthe past 40years. No frills,
no gimmicks, and no nonsense in this one. Just 20 big chapters filled with over 120 "how-to"
photos and diagrams in a deluxe hardcover edition. Contrary to similar writers, Benson
believes that fresh game (not plants) is the best source of nutrition in a survival context.
Even in urban areas, critters are always plentiful-if you know how to find and trap them.
Reveals many secrets known only to Indians and old-timers. PLUS hands-on advice about
survival medicine, firearms, reloading, beekeeping, fuel storage, diesel generators, preserv
ing food without refrigeration; survival gardening, hunting, deadfalls and snares, and much
more. Order now!
5Y2 x 8Y2, hardcover, illus., 260 pp., ISBN 0-87364-200-7. $14,95

THEY SHOOT TO KILL
by Ronald Tobias

Comprehensive survey of criminal
sniping incidents in America,
documenting the lives of infa
mous murderers such as "Son of
Sam," and Charles (Texas Tower)
Whitman. Explores the minds, mo
tives, and methods of dozens of
criminal snipers. (Note: We guaran
tee you won't be able to put this
book down!) 5'h x 8lh, hardcover,
283 pp. $14.95

FIREARMS SELF-DEFENSE
AN INTRODUCTORY GUIDE

by Robert M. Price
A comprehensive teaching guide
about safe, defensive gun-han
dling for firearms-owners. Price
uses photos and nontechnical
language to explain how guns
work and how to use them effec
tively and legally. Chapters include
"Is a Gun the Answer?" "Buying
Your Gun." "Maintenance." "Basic
Marksmanship," and more. 8lh x
11. hardcover. illus.. 160 pp. $19.95

11IY
~-
KlL· .

SEC'RETS OF THE NINJA
by Ashida Kim

This is the real thing-the only
complete, hardcover study of this
terrifying and deadly martial art
available anywhere. Over 175 pho
tos illustrate Ninja principles of
invisibility, covert entry, escape
and evasion, assassination, sentry
removal, meditation, .mind cloud
ing, and much more. A riveting,
all-new selection. 5lh x 8lh, hard
cover. illus .• 160 pp. $14.95

GET EVEN 1 & 2
by George Hayduke

GEl: Hilarious overview of the methods people
use to get even with big business, government, and
plain old enemies. Tactics of the CIA. Mafia. and
political dirty tricksters.
GE2: Hayduke's outrageous sequel to his under
ground best seller. All new mind-boggling tactics to
use against asinine enemies, business bums, foot
loose lovers-ripoffs of all types.
Both vo/s. for entertainment purposes only!
GEl: 5\', x 8\',. hardcover. 180 pp. $9.95
GE2: 5\', x 8\',. hardcover. cartoons. 170 pp. $9.95
The Set (2 volumes) $19.90

RioT CONTROL
MATERIEL AND TECHNIQUES

by Col. Rex Applegate
This revised 1981 edition of Col.
Applegate's classic manual is the
latest study on tactics and tools
needed to defeat every type of riot
action. Law officers will welcome
this look at riot control techniques
and equipment. Includes info on
training riot patrols. handling
snipers, preventing looting, using
control tools, and more. 51h x 8Y2,
hardcover. illus.. 300 pp. $19.95

REAL SOLDIERS OF FORTUNE
by Richard Harding Davis

Classic true stories of six nine
teenth-century men "who for pay.
or for the love of adventure. fought
under the flag of any nation."
This reprint chronicles the military
careers of such heroic men as
Winston Churchill. William Walker.
and Frederick Burnham. A thrilling
tribute to men who worked at a
profession they believed in. 5l,7
x 8\',. hardcover. illus.. 240 pp.

$12.95

MANTRAPPING
by Ragnar Benson

Explains how to use primitive traps to catch and kill
that most dangerous animal: Man. Ragnar Benson.
well known as the author of Survival Poaching, has
based this gut-wrenching book on his personal
mantrapping experiences in Africa. North and South
America. and Cuba. You have to see this one to
believe it! Details plans for over a dozen ingenious
mantraps. such as the Malaysian Hawk, the Andes
Mountain Trail Trap. and the Cuban Water Trap. A
must for retreaters. 5% x 8%. softcover. ill us.• ~8 pp.

$8.00

mn
. . \"
I I I I,

~
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LIFE AFTER DOOMSDAY
by Dr. Bruce Clayton

Who will survive the nuclear war
that many experts predict is com
ing? Lite After Doomsday tells you
how to survive such a radioactive
nightmare. Includes eye-opening
information about shelters, food
storage. home medical techniques,

.survival psychology, and shelter
defense. 8lhx11, hardcover, charts,llIIiiiiii.1 drawings. photos. 180 pp. $19.95

$8-00
$8.00

$10.00
$26.00

CARE & FEEDING OF TENANTS
by Andy Kane

A humorous yet practical look at
the lucrative art of landlording by
an author who may be the meanest
man in America. A former gag writ
er. Realtor Andy Kane tells how to
keep wily tenants in their place
paying rent to make their landlord
rich. Covers how to collect rents.
fill vacancies. handle complaints.
outsmart inspectors, and make
money from tenants. 5lh x 8%,
softcover. cartoons. 120 pp. $6.95

$24.95

.$12.95

.. $12.00

BLACK MEDICINE I, II & III
by N. Mashiro. Ph.D.

Vol. I, Dark Art 01 Death-thorough and intriguing
discussion of the human body's 140 vital points. Vol.
II, Weapons AI Hand-112 parts of the body that
are natural weapons. plus 180 deadly makeshift
weapons. Vol. III, Low Blows-Mashiro's favorite.

fighting techniques. Lethal responses to wrist
holds. punches. chokes. rear attacks. bear hugs.
knives and clubs.
Vol. I 5'h x 8'h. softcover. 92 pp .. photos
Vol II 5\', x 8\',. softcover. 88 PP.. photos
Vol III 5\', x 8\',. softcover. 140 pp.• photos
The Set (3 volumes)

Automatic & Concealable
Firearms II ..

Special Forces Combat
Firing Techniques ... $15.95

Home Workshop Guns I: The
Submachinegun $ 8.00

Home Workshop Guns II:
The Handgun. . . . $ 8.00

Slash & Thrust. . . . $ 6.00
The Revenge Book. $ 6.00
Kill Or Get Killed $17.95
SWAT Team Manual $12.00
Complete Book of

Karate Weapons
Special Forces Operational

Techniques

FLEXIBLE WEAPONS
by John Sanchez

Definitive study on flexible weap
ons. by the author of Slash and
Thrust. Learn how to use chain
maces, manrikikusari, steel whips,
meteor balls, and rope knives
their lethal potential is for real!
Provides a complete training pro
gram and construction plans for all
weapons covered. Heavily illus
trated. 5lh x 8lh, softcover, i1lus:, 88
pp. $6.00

EVERYMAN'S GUIDE TO
BEITER HOME SECURITY

by Vincent J. Guarino
What price peace of mind? Gua
rino presents practical plans for
safeguarding homes and busi
nesses from burglars. Detailed
suggestions help readers deter
mine appropriate safeguard levels
and how to achieve them with
locks. doors. lighting. alarms.
safes, and insurance. 5% x 8lh.
softcover. illus.• 135 pp. $7.95

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

OTHER FASCINATING TITLES
Combat Survival $12.95
Survival Poaching $12.95
Don't Become the Victim $ 6.00
Home Workshop Silencers $12.00
Never Say Die $ 8.00
Survival' $ 8.00
Alive In The Desert $ 7.00
Total Resistance. $12.95
How To Kill I $ 6.00
How To Killll .........••...... $ 6.00
How To Kill III $ 6.00
How To Kill IV $ 6.00
How To Kill V $ 6.00
(No Volume in the How To Kill Series

available in Canada)
Deal The First Deadly Blow ... $12.95

p------------------I t PALADIN PRESS Send $~~U~~s
I PO BOX 1307-AH11 CATAl

BOULDER, CO 80306 ..,..~ Catalog freeI Phone (303)443·7250 __~ with order.

I Call TOLL FREE for credit card orders: 1-1100-824-7888; Ask for OperatorI in California. 1-1100-852-7777; Alaska & Hawaii. 1-800-824-7919.

I Please send me Ihe following titles:

I ~------- 1
--------

1 ---- --------.I Bill my: 0 VISA 0 MasterCard Exp. Date___ I
SUBTOTAL

I C~_ •
Please include

I
NAME $2 postage
ADDRESS and handling. •

CITY STATE ZIP___ TOTAL _I•..............................•_-------------------_..
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three feet above the ground. The shooters
were required to 'advance and knock the
can off a post with their gun hand before
drawing their weapons. The shooter then
engaged two 18-by-24-inch steel rectangles
at 10 and 15 yards downrange before hit
ting the 12-inch disc at seven yards to stop
the timer, which registered to the nearest
lOOth of a second, with the best four of five
runs to count.The course layout was dupli
cated for runs to be made moving both

John Shaw, left, & Lanny Provience

right and left alternately. John Shaw was'
the stage winner, with a total time of
9.90 seconds.

Stage Two was the Sturm, Ruger &
Company Speed Option. This stage was
bne of the more difficult to engage. Five 12
inch discs, placed at five to 25 yards away
from the shooter, were formed into a rough
"V" with an 18-by-24-irtch steel rectangle
at 35 yards as the stop plate. The catch here
was the 25-yard disc which was the "op
tion" plate. To miss it, or leave it alone,
incurred no penalty. However, to hit it
meant a deduction of three seconds from
the total time of that particular run.

The result was John'Shaw's astounding
time of 4.89 seconds, with the best four of
five runs counting.

Stage Three was the G. Wm. Davis
Double Trouble. The word "trouble" was

Continued on page 75

MIKE FICHMAN
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STEEL CHALLENGE BIG MONEY MATCH
. .

DRAWS HEAVY MEDIA AnENTION

Combine desire to conduct a challeng
ing match that gives equal weight to

speed and accuracy, encompasses all
shooting disciplines, offers spectator and
media appeal, is easy tojudge and admin-.
ister, and here is a winner, "The Steel
Challenge." Hosted and run by the South
west Pistol League, the match boasted the
title of the Wofld Speed Shooting Cham
pionships, which was quickly adopted by
the media-particularly NBC's "Real
People:'

The match, in Saugus, California, at
tracted most of the finest shooters in the
country, headed by the 1980 IPSC cham
pion John Shaw of Tennessee. Part of the
drawing power. was a $20,000 guarantee of
cash and merchandise. This included
$5,700 in cash and 19 handguns. Shaw
proved to everyone's satisfaction that his
recent winning streak is no fluke. As he did
in Virginia last year, Shaw quickly took
charge of the match and never looked
back, finishing first overall and winning
three of the four sub-matches. John used a
customized Jim Clark .45 auto out of a
Gordon Davis cross-draw. For his efforts;
he took home $2,750 in cash, five guns
worth $2,256, and the Bianchi first overall
plaque worth $300, as well as other as
sorted merchandise for a grand total of
$5,420. Not bad for three days' work.

Mickey Fowler, 1979 IPSC champion
and winner of the 1980 Bianchi Cup,
scored second overall and three second
place finishes in the sub-stages.

The four courses of fire consisted en
tirely of steel targets. This proved benefi
cial for several reasons. Spectators and the
media were able to register the hits, both
visually and audibly. A hit was all that was
required, so there was no scoring of the
targets. The final score was simply the
accumulated time of all stages added to
gether. Depending on the stage, five to six
runs were made, with the contestant's
worst rUIi being discarded. This eliminated
the "malfunction" or "bad luck" factors
that can sometimes plague shooters of all
skill levels. This became an important part
of strategy to some shooters. If a handgun
ner can shoot the first runs smoothly, he
can go for broke on the final run.

Stage One was the Safariland Flying M.
This stage was the only one that required
the contestant to move prior to shooting.
Eight feet from the start line was a can
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YOU MAY NOT BE ASSIGNED to the waterfront but ... you need the added assurance of stainless steel.

Check out the latest UNDERCOVER .38 SPL. MODEL 7382.
Seriously consider the outstanding features of this all Stainless Steel double action revolver.

o Stainless Steel for maximum corrosion resistance, minimum maintenance. 0 Life-time, unbreakable heat treated Beryllium
Copper Firing Pin. 0 Superior accuracy achieved by Rifling with 8 Grooves instead of 6. 0 Wide patridge type front sight and
square notch rear sight provide Fast On Target capability. 0 Completely blocked hammer gives you that extra measure of
Safety. 0 One Year Full Warranty, reflects the confidence of Charter Arms in the Materials and Workmanship in its products.

Purchase your Stainless Steel Undercover .38 SPL. Revolver wherever fine handguns are sold. Write today for your free catalog, with
all the details on the Charter Arms full line of firearms. Send $2.00 and get the handsome Charter Arms shooters patch.

Cha,le, A,m, Co,po,allo" e
~6~n~11~~s Lane ~ Charter Arms Corporation
Stratford, CT 06497 Fine American Firearms



PHILIP C. BRIGGS

S'lUErAS

long as the pistol does not touch the
ground or some artificial rest, such as the
top or sole of a boot, and is safe.

First, I'll cover safety because this is
clearly the most significant consideration.
That piece of sporting equipment in your
hand is actually-and don't you ever forget
it-a weapon. Long exposure to firearms
used for paper or steel shooting tends to
lower one's respect for the awesome de
structive power waiting to be unleashed by
the mere curl of a finger. It's there, though,
and seeing a few jackrabbits blasted into
chunks of stewmeat scattered across the
desert by that innocuous device will return
you to reality. Rabbit's foot or your foot,

Most handgunners start shooting
silhouettes while in a standing

position. Some never change. The NRA
Hunters Pistol course is shot only in the
standing position. And the IHMSA .22 LR
short course offers a standing class, as do
both organizations' long range courses.
But, if you compete in any of these
matches, you'll be tempted to give some
other position a try.

And why not'! After all, the sport started
as a way to simulate handgun hunting, and
what sportsman would risk wounding and·
losing an animal.by taking a 100-yard-or
more shot while standing? Then, too, after
you've invested all that gasoline and time

FREESTYLE SHOOTING AND ITS
SOMETIMES EXCITING POSITIONS

Author shooting Creedmoor position with ballistic armor pad.

to travel to a match, it seems silly to shoot it's all the same to that mindless collection
just one class, then head for home. Shoot of wood and metal. Be careful!
that same pistol freestyle, and you can This means exercising great care in load
double your fun. More to the point, few of ing and bringing the pistol into battery. Be
us are satisfied with recording the minis- mindful of the muzzle and make sure it's
cule scores we shoot while standing. Face always pointed down range, and be posi
it, even though you'll always shoot against tive that there's no part of your anatomy,
someone ofsimilar skills, you enjoy knock- or anyone else's for that matter, in front of
ing over targets and you can do more of that firearm's gaping maw.
that from a freestyle position. I doubt whether any shooter would

So, let's assume you've yielded to temp- touch off a round while some part of his
tation and want to give freestyle a try, but own person is in view of the sights. The two
maybe you aren't quite sure how to go accidents of which I'm aware occurred
about it. Or, you've tried freestyle and find while the shooters were getting ready, be
you don't bend that way. Worse yet, you fore their sights were aligned. Still, there's
find you don't score enough targets to be a goodly number of shooters with "free
competitive in freestyle classes, either. style pants leg;' that ragged hole just above
Fear not! There are several freestyle the cuff caused by the supersonic blast
positions and some basic principles that from a muzzle incorrectly placed in too
will allow you to find a stable position that close proximity to the lower extremity.
fits your body and-most importantly-is That's too close for comfort. If you have a
safe. pair of pants so decorated (I own several),

Freestyle is just that. Anything goes, so take this as a warning. In fact, IHMSA's
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safety rules require the muzzle to be posi
tioned so that no part of the shooter's body
lies within an imaginary 90-degree cone
extending forward from the muzzle and
coincident with the pistol's bore. This is
good advice for anyone.

Positions, basically, are prone (belly
down), supine (on the back) and side
winder (lying on the left or right side).

The elemental principles are common to
all positions and simple enough.

First, don't choose a position that's not
comfortable. You can't do well when
there's pain gripping your body-no
matter how well this particular position
works for the local hotshot. Not everY0!.1e
bends the same way. Those with ample
torsos or thick thighs will find it difficult to
assume the supine Creedmoor position.
That's okay. Try something else. Flop
down on your family room floor and worm
around until you find a comfortable posi
tion that will allow you to shoot the legs off
the TV stand.

Second, the position must be one in
which the pistol is not supported by muscle
tension. To provide a solid hold, the sup
porting body elements must be relaxed,
rather than held tautly in position. The
shooter's skeletal structure provides the
support, bone-to-bone or bone-to-ground,
with only flesh and cartilage separating the
hard parts and the pistol pointed at the
target. Muscling yourself into battery is

fatiguing, difficult to maintain and, at the
worst, subjects· the pistol to the steady beat
of your heart.

Third, pay attention to your head posi
tion for a clear view of the situation.
Prescription lenses will provide a distorted
or out-of-focus view of the sights and
target, as the line of sight can be far from
the optical center of the lens. Even plano- .
lensed shooting glasses displace the target
when the line of sight is not perpendicular
to the curved surface of the lens. Prone or
supine positions move the line of sight
farthest from the center of the lens and
thus require extra effort to bend the neck
to its limit to minimize the problem. (You
can't eliminate it.) Sidewinder positions
allow a view through the center of the lens,
albeit at 90 degrees to normal. If you need
prescription glasses, get a set ground for
your selected position-everyone else can
bend or otherwise adjust their glasses to
reduce the displacement.

Fourth, the pistol is steadier when held
solidly, as when pushed into the thigh in a
Creedmoor hold. At rest across the ex
panse of the body, the pistol seems to bob
around more than is necessary.

The prone position was one of the first to
be used in freestyle. It is a classic, solid
hold for rifle and pistol shooters. It's
favored by revolver shooters because that
hellfire blast from the cylinder/barrel gap

Continued on page 66
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and value.
Smith & Wesson,

- Springfield,
Massachusetts 01101.

and large frame
revolvers with
barrels to 61/2"
and large
frame
automatics.
Il:I1]J Each
S&Whol-
ster, belt
and acces
soryis
crafted in
our own
leather
factory to
provide
unmatched
quality,
performance

and holster tight
against the body.
There's a removable
belt strap on the
opposite side and a
removable hammer
strap. This holster
is available fully
lined as Model 45.
Both handle
small, medium

Special, Model 38
Bodyguard® and
automatics.) Il:I1]J
Shooters who pre
fer a shoulder hol
ster will appreciate
the maximum con
cealment and com
fort of Smith &
Wesson's Model 43.
It's a fast draw,
breakout spring
tension design.
With a soft, glove
leather shoulder
strap and an
adjustable, elasti
cized nylon har
ness. An offset belt
strap pulls the gun

The Model 28 is all
synthetic and has a
high padded lining
to protect the leg
from chafing. And
it fits all 2" small
frame revolvers
(including S&W
Model 36 Chiefs

(Model 28) keeps a
back-up or under
cover gun tight and
secure even while
the wearer is run
ning. Which means
there's no need for
a hammer strap on
revolver models.
That makes for a
fast, easy draw.

~t
loops. Meticulously
stitched and pre
cisely molded to
fit the gun, the
Slimline rides
high in the
"FBI" tilt for
maximum
comfort and
a smooth, fast
draw. Model
29Lis lined
with suede,
Model 29 is
unlined.
Bothaccom
modate 2"
to4" small
and medium
frame revolvers.
Il:I1]J A unique
and adjustable
strap on our new
ankle holster

@ a BANGOR PUNTA Company

~ Smith&Wesson

Smith & Wesson
understands the
way a shooter feels
about leather. You
can see it in the
attention to detail,
the perfect combi
nation of function,
comfort and rugged
good looks of each
holster. Just check
the facts on these
outstanding
models.1l:I1]J
You'll hardly know
you're wearing
our new Slimline
(Model29L and 29).
The Slimline stays
snug, tight and
out-of-sight, thanks
to its rugged con
struction and wide
concealed belt

THE FACTS
REVEAL A

CONCEALING
STORY



Weaver's New
HANDGUN SCOPE
Weaver's no-nonsense introduction to the handgun scope field
is a quality design, competitive in price

R·ding high on the reputation of their
"T" model scopes as the toughest

and most reliable in the business, plus car
rying the endorsement of the rifle silueta
clan, W.R. Weaver of El Paso, Texas has
entered the pistol optics market. Entering
this market is no surprise, it was just a mat
ter of time since they had all the engineer
ing and know-how that was applied to the
design of the "T" models that revo
lutionized the rifle scope industry.

The new pistol model has no excep
tional external features and looks like any
veteran Weaver scope sans the objective
bell. Of all steel construction, as is stand
ard with Weaver, it features the exclusive
reliable MICRO-TRAC internal adjust
ment system. The magnification is two
power (technically 1.95X) with a field of
view of 15 feet at 100 yards. The overall
length is 10 inches and weighs in at 10
ounces, which is lighter than one competi
tor of all aluminum construction and heav
ier than the others. COlltillued 011 page 67

Eyepiece of the new Weaver handgun
scope clears bolt handle of a stock
XP- J00 with plenty of room to spare.



I had the silly notion I could improve on
this and handloaded the Hornady 55 grain
SX bullet ahead of25 grains of Winchester
748 ball powder. The accuracy was equal

to the Hornady factory loads, but it was
not better. However, the lighter easier to
expand jackets of the SX bullets will ex
pand easier at the lower velocity from the
shorter Contender barrel.

For the handgunner answering the chal
lenge of long range varminting the new
Burris 6X-LER is a dependable scope well
suited for its intended use on a~
long range varmint pistol. ~

BURRIS
6.XLER

By Russ Carpenter

You have a choice of three different reti
cles and I recommend the Plex. This is the
popular style that features four heavy
wires that change to four fine cross wires at
the center. This reticle tends to center the
shooter's eye on the target area, even in
poor light, and the fine center crosshairs
make close holding on small targets possi
ble. The other reticles available are the
plain crosshair and a 2 inch dot.

Burris catalogs their new 6X-LER as the
ideal scope for high velocity .22 caliber
pistols. The idea being the greater magni
fication extends the practical range of a
varmint type handgun. For this test I
mounted the 6X-LER on a 10" barrelled
Thompson/Center Contender chambered
for the .223 Remington. I used a set of
Weaver top detachable mounts. The
Weaver base for the Contender is com
paratively new, but I have found it an ex
cellent choice for use on the heavier rifle
type calibers.

All the shooting was from a sandbag rest
and groups were fired at both 50 and 100
yards. I sighted in with Hornady's Frontier
ammunition loaded with 55 grain spire
point bullets. After sighting in, I fired a
number of 5 shot groups and several of
these were well under 2 inches at 100 yards.

.Those that were over, I was able to call as
my error was evident as the gun fired. Back
at 50 yards the average group size was
slightly over 1.10 inches and several of
these groups were under 1.0 inches.

quality American made lens and their spe
cial Hi-Lume lens coating process accents
light transmission without reflections or
distortion. These scopes are nitrogen filled
to insure against internal fogging and they
are sealed and tested against leakage.

The windage and elevation adjustments
are graduated to move the point of impact
V2 inch at 100 yards. However, I found this
movement about 20 percent less than this,
but I feel this is no problem as the adjust
ments on a hunting scope such as this will
seldom be moved after initial sight in.

The field of view is 8 feet at 100 yards
and the eye relief is approximately 14
inches. Most pistol scopes feature an eye
relief of about 20 inches. Don Burris tells
me that with higher magnification it is op
tically difficult to build in a long eye relief.
However, sighting with a scope of this
magnification requires a two hand hold
which brings the gun closer to the shooter's
eye. Shooting over a sand bag rest and
using two hands I experienced no difficulty
with a clear sighting picture.

Powerful' handguns need powerful
scopes and Burris has met the challenge
with a sturdy scope that has the power

In spite of its high power, the new Sur
ris 6X is not too big for such as the
Thompson / Center Contender pistol.

For years handgun scopes tough enough
to take the recoil of heavy caliber

handguns were few and far between.
However, the shooting world changes and
today there are several recoil proof models
to choose; and from the looks of things we
even have a power race on.

The Leupold M8-2X was the first of the
long eye relief tough ones, but over the
past few seasons other makers have en
tered the field with models from 1.5X to
3X. Last year Burris and Thompson/
Center moved up to 3X and at the same
~ime Leupold and Redfield moved up to
4X. This year Bushnell introduced their
I.3X Centurion with a 2.5X adapter, BurFis
and Thompson/Center added a 4X and
Burris has gone one step farther and added
the ultimate 6X.

The new Burris 6X-LER is lOW' long
and weighs in at 9V2 ounces. The tube is I
inch in diameter and the eye piece and ob
jective lens housings are about l1"g inches in
diameter. This is a small package for a 6X
scope, but the optics are very clear and
brighl. This is due to the fact Burris uses
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Here's a run-down on what s new in sighting gear for '81
AH Staff

Sighting equipment for handguns have
come a long way in a short period of

time. It wasn't too long ago that the only
vocal proponent of glass sights for pistols
was Al Georg, and the only scope made
for handguns was a little l.5X Bushnell.

Today, just about every handgun is
being fitted with something other than the
factory sights, and a surprising number are
wearing scopes. Shown here are some of
the new offerings in scopes, mounts and
other non-metallic sights. We test the new
Weaver and Burris offerings on the preced
ing pages and spotlight some of the newer
items on this page.

Weaver's first handgun scope mount
that requires no drilling or tapping is made
for the Ruger Blackhawk and Super Black
hawk ... To get into the power struggle
that seems to be shaping up, Bushnell
announced their Centurion handgun
scope, a l.3X that quickly converts to 2.5X
with a power booster attachment. Redfield
is into the power game, and to their line of
handgun scopes in l.5X and 2.5X they
have added the 4X model. With an eye
relief of 12-22" and a field of view of 9 feet
at 100 yards, it is ideal for hunting or target
shooting ... J.B. Holden has See-Thru
mounts for most popular handguns;
shown here is the Model 430 on a S&W
Model 29 ... Maynard P. Buehler has been
offering pistol scope mounts for many
years. They can fit most popular hand
guns, and some of the odd-balls like the
Auto-Mag, S&W 41 and 46; shown here is
the Ruger .22 auto ... B-Square Co. has
new clamp-on mounts for the Colt Python
and the Dan Wesson. No drilling or tap
ping is required ... If you prefer side
mounts rather than a top mount for your
.45 or 9mm Colt auto, Whitney Sales has a
pistol grip mount with a base clamp to fit
the Bushnell Magnum Phantom scope ...
Because of the increased number of rifle

Continued on page 70

5. Grip mount for the .45 auto is of
fered by Whitney Sales Co. 6. Buehler
bases fit Dan Wesson .357 Magnum or
.22 revolvers and attach to the barrel
shroud. 7. The Conetrol three-ring base

shown on a TIC Contender. 8. Red
field's new 4X pistol scope. 9. The
Aimpoint electronic sight fits most
handguns. 10. The B-Square mount for
the Python requires no drilling.
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1. Holden's Ironsighter Model 430 mount on a
Smith & Wesson Model 29 .44 Magnum. 2. Buehler mount on
Standard Ruger .22 Auto. 3. Bushnell 1.3/2.5X
Power Booster pistol scope. 4. Weaver's new pistol
scope mount system on a Ruger Blackhawk.
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I have often stated my preference for
heavier bullets in both handgun and

rifle cartridges. The trouble with expound
ing such a preference is that it asks the
reader to accept a sweeping generality
without consideration for certain i~por

tant specifics. There should be' qualifica
tion with regard to the purpose for which a
handload is intended whenever one risks a
revival of the over-argued controversy of
light versus heavy bullets. However, even if
I had said that I harbored a preference for
heavier (within a given caliber) bullets as
so-called "man-stoppers;' I would inevita
bly have found myself at loggerheads with
someone.

The gentle flak of disagreement in this
instance hails. from Monsey, New York.
Reader-experimenter Martin W. Boxer
observes that conditions such as expected
range, barrel length, powder type, and
charge weight must be taken urider consid
eration. He then writes, "Since the discus
sion involved the Government .45 Auto
matic Colt Pistol, only the usage and the
range remain unresolved. If the usage is
personal defense, then the range. would be
very short, and a lighter bullet would be
preferable. If a ballistic pendulum is the
target, then a heavier bullet may be
chosen.

"As you know, and I will state, in any
particular caliber or cartridge the ultimate
limitation is the working pressure. If you
wish to increase bullet weight you must do
so without increasing the working pres
sure, particularly the initial pressure de
veloped. Due to their greater inertia, heavy
bullets have a tendency to increase the
initial pressure. Using a slower-burning
powder will help, but the short barrel
length of the pistol limits the effectiveness
of slow-burning powders; and heavy bul
lets have a reputation as 'ice wagons: That
means less muzzle energy. If that satisfies
you, fine, use heavy bullets. However, if
you wish maximum energy output, and the
range is Short, use lighter bullets.

"The simple formula for energy squares
the velocity, but not the bullet weight.
Consequently, up to a point-and this
point depends upon the case volume, the
caliber, and the barrel length-one can
develop more energy with lighter bullets
than with any heavier bullets.

"As it happens, I have developed max
imum energy with the Government pistol

when I lised a homemade half-jacketed
bullet weighing 140 grains. It traveled at a
chronographed velocity of 1500 fps, de
veloping 700 foot-pounds of energy. Of
co'urse, the muzzle blast was sensational
with the short barrel, but we do not have a
proper powder for that usage-caliber and
bullet-weight combination in a short bar
rel. Someday we may.

"Let's face it, a 140-grain bullet traveling
at 1500 fps is a stopper for personal defense
and in .45. caliber it is better. Unfor-

Standard .45 Colt, left, and 165 grain
bullet in Boxer's .45 Super.

tunately, the cartridge length is too short to
function through the magazine. What was
needed was a longer case. This was accom
plished with my .45 Super cartridge. Total
cartridge length is the same as the standard
.45, and it fits and feeds through the maga
zine. Only the chamber has to be length
ened to 1-1/l6th inch to chamber the
longer .45 Super case.

"The gun itself seems to prefer slightly
heavier bullets, and it digests 165~grain

half-jacket bullets very nicely for close
range havoc."

While there is no argument against
Boxer's statement regarding the potential
effectiveness of the l40-grain bullet as a
"stopper," there is, nonetheless, an abun
dance of incontrovertible evidence that
persists in favor of heavier bullets in close
combat situations.

The question of bullet weight and ve
locity should have been settled over 75
years ago when the U.S. Ordance Depart
ment's Thompson-La Garde Committee
compared the effectiveness of light and

COlltillued 011 page 73
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Handgun· Specialties
... from handgun specialists. At Caraville Arms every product we
develop is tested and retested to make sure it measures up to our
personal performance standards..

STAINLESS STEEL HEAVY
DUTY RECOIL SPRINGS
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Precision manufactured, micro polished. stress relieved.
Available for all Colt type 45 autos, Browning high power,
S&W Model 39 and S&W Model 59 State make and
model with order.

ONLY $3.95

7 DOUBLE ACTION KITS FOR
• YOUR 45 AUTO (Double Ace Mark II)

THE SAFEST MOST RELIABLE DOUBLE ACTION SYSTEM
IN THE WORLD!!! No Modifications Or Alterations To Your
Weapon' Drop In installation' Fits all Colt type automatics
in all calibers. Full double action operation with single ac
tion trigger pull every shot. Built-in external adjustable
trigger stop and 100% stainless steel construction. The
housing is fully contoured to tit your hand: increasing
controlability and recovery time. Eliminates hammer bite
and reduces apparent recoil. Currently in use by Police
Departments and combat experts throughout the world.
Safety verified by N.RA ELMER KEITH: "I consider the
.45 Colt 1911 with C.A Raville's Improvement Double
Action Kit. to be the fastest anq best of all auto pistols for
peace officer or any defense work against man"targets."
Available in blue. nickel or natural stainless finish.

ONLY $79.95 Each

8 TO ORDER:• •

State make and model with order.
Please include $2.00 shipping/handl-
ing. .
Send check or money order to:

CARAVILLE ARMS
P.O. Box 4545
Thousand Oaks, CA 91360'

California resident~ add 6% sales tax.
Factory address:

1355 Lawrence Drive
Newbury Park, CA

Call (805) 499-1234 for special service.
Dealer inquiries welcome.
Custom work available - send for prices

6.

SOLID BRASS EJECTOR ROD
HOUSINGS FOR RUGERS

THE NEW MULTRA ACE
MARK II RECOIL ABSORBER4.

5.

,CARAVILLE

Custom made for RUGER single action including' Bear
Cat.' A beautiful match for your brass frame or a con
trasting touch of class for your blued RUGER. Hand
polished to a mirror finish State model and caliber when
ordering.

ONLY $26.95

Makes a combat load feel like a light target load' In
creases target recovery time during rapid fire' Reduces
wear and tear on your weapon increases accuracy and
feeding reliability. Drop in installation: no modifications to
your weapon. Increases lock up pressure during feeding
and tiring. Increased pressure is used while the slide is in
battery. As the slide is unlocked, the force is transposed

, to the barrel: holding it down and back. with spring
pressure transmitted through the cam link. This accurate
ly positions the barrel during cartridge feeding. Also
helps stop scoring the top of the barrel during cycling.
The increased pressure also pulls the barrel into the lock
ing lugs, holding it in battery with increased pressure
transmitted through the cam link: letting the bullet travel
further down the barrel before the barrel starts to unlock
from the slide INSURING THE GREATEST POSSIBLE AC
_CURACY' The Multra Ace is a precision instrument with a
recoil absorbing chamber set with pressurized inert gas
to a precise poundage to control the we'ght of the slide
versus the powder charge. Two Models are available:
Standard for Combat and Hardball loads or Light for Light
Target loads .. Includes stainless steel micro polished
recoil spring, solid stainless steel recoil spring plug
precision ground with laper lock to bushing. New

. stainless steel cam link. Available for Standard or Com-
mander Model in blue. nickel or natural stainless finish'
When ordering state finish desired. model of weapon, and
Standard or Light model"

$49.95 Each

..

• ...
I!ll .'

3 ALL NEW
• COMBAT

GRIPS FOR
YOUR 45
AUTO

Hi-strength black neoprene and steel inserts. Full wrap
around design contoured for the pertect grip. Shure-grip
stipling to insure no slippage during rapid fire. Fits all
Colt type autos. Solid Brass Medallions.

ONLY $12.95 Each

New stainless steel barrel bushing with a zero clearance
Teflon '0' ring that grabs the barrel prior to lock up pull
ing it all the way into the lock up position. The barrel and
bushing never come into metal to metal contact because
of the Tetlon '0' ring. Available tor all calibers. In blue.
nickel or natural finish. Your barrel must be turned for the.
Exacta Ace: instructions supplied or send us your barrel
and we will turn it for an additional $8.50 and tive day
service time.

$24.95

EXACTA ACE BUSHING FOR SMITH &
WESSON MODEL 39 & 59

Same specifications as Exacta Ace for Colt only for your
S&W Model 39 - 59 THE ULTIMATE IN ACCURACY'

$29.95

STAINLESS STEEL MATCH BARREL &
BUSHING KIT

THE ULTIMATE 45 AUTO BARREL. One piece con
struction. Machined from heat treated 416 stainless steel.
Consistently tested for accuracy. Throated for wadcut
ters. Includes our patented Exacta Ace Teflon insert
bushing and cartridge port window. Precision matched
sets. No fitting necessary Available for all Colt type 45
autos including the Commander model. Bushings finished'
in blue, nickel. or natural stainless. State finish. make,
and model when ordering.

$79.95 Per Set '.
$ 5.00 Add. for Jeweling

MATCH STAINLESS BARREL THROATED
FOR WADCUTTERS!

Including cartridge port window is also available for all
other Colt type 45 autos. State make and model when
ordering.

$59.95 Each
$ 5.00 Add. for Jeweling

HIGH VISIBILITY NON-SNAG COMBAT SIGHTS
give you the edge in low light situations. The rear is white
outlined and the fronts have large inserts in your choice ot
colors: white. yellow. or international orange. STATE
COLOR ANO MOOEL OF GUN WITH ORDER Available tor
Colt type autos and Browning high powers.

$27.95 Per Set
$16.95 Rear Only
$12.95 Front Only

COLT PYTHON INSERT FRONT SIGHT
Your choice of whiie. yellow or international orange in
sert. Drop-in installation. State barrel length with order.

ONLY $14.95 Each

2 NEW EXACTA ACE STAINLESS
• STEEL BARREL BUSHING

1 COMBAT -11....
• SIGHTS U --y-



BULLET MASTER LUBE@
LOCKS IN ACCURACY
LOCKS OUT LEADING!

HANDGUN HUNrlNG
J. D.JONES

-1 --- ._-,---.. J _I LI .J
.~

Send me 1/2 pint of Bullet Master Lube'"
today. I've included my check or money
order for $11.95 (which includes postage
and handling) on the special no-risk,
money-back guarantee.

Charge My D Visa D Master Charge

ClIy Stale Zip

I understand my entire order is completely
protected by Bullet Master Sale's exclusive
no-risk no-questions-asked money-back
guarantee.

(Use this coupon or write to)
Bullet Master Sales,
Suite 2081 AH
5420 S W. Alfred St.,
Portland, Oregon 97219
• Bullet Master Lube is d reqlstered trademark of

Bullet Master Sales.

ing become so low that additional external
bleeding just doesn't occur. By the same
token, the animal is usually very near
death and is often found very close to the
end of the blood trail.

In my experience, a low lung hit usually
leaves a good blood trail. A high lung hit
usually contains the blood within the chest
cavity with correspondingly less external
bleeding. A blood trail usually does not
start at the point of impact. You may find
hair, bone or tissue in the area where the
animal was standing, but blood usually
won't be found for a few feet or yards, if at
all, particularly when the animal does not
fall at impact.
. In general, I favor a gun-ammunition
combination that is likely to penetrate
completely through the animal on a broad
side shot. This allows ample penetration
on the angle shot through the shoulder or .
diaphragm for penetration of the chest
cavity. On a typical 45-degree angle shot
from behind, I would aim to strike mid
body height in line with the shoulder on
the far side. This allows the greatest mar
gin oferror for a quickly fatal hit. From the
front angle, the mid-body height and junc
tion of the neck and shoulder is the best
aiming point. The idea is to penetrate the
chest cavity with the bullet. On a broadside
shot, I would go for the shoulder-spine, _
lung or heart, if possible.

In my opinion, a center chest shot with
any suitable handgun usually will result in
the deer's death within one minute.

Even though deer aren't difficult to kill,
only large caliber, powerful handguns
should be used on them, I don't have much
use for the .357 magnum for hunting very
large animals. The .44 usually makes
wounds three or four times larger than the
.357, resulting in quicker, cleaner kills. A
small whitetail, in optimum position for
placing an accurate killing shot, is about as
large an animal l believe is within the
.357's capability. Obviously, you can kill a
moose with a .22. You can also kill them
with a .357, but that doesn't make either
the .22 or .357 as suitable for moose as a
larger, more lethal weapon.

It simply boils down to the fact that
while a lightweight, high-velocity
medium-bore bullet will doa decent job,
under some conditions, a heavy, high
velocity big-bore bullet will do a better job
under all conditions. There's no such thing
in handgun hunting as being ......
"overgunned:' ~

THERE'S NO SUCH THING IN HANDGUN
HUNTING AS BEING OVER-GUNNED

Sometimes I get all choked up reading
about how Joe Blow shot a 125-pound

whitetail dead center through the lungs
with his 80-ought-80 Hong Kong, only to
have the animal leave a profuse blood trail
for three miles that gradually petered out
at about six miles. Our hero then spends
another week, unsuccessfully, looking for
his slightly misplaced deer and concludes
he needs a 100-ought-100 Whizbang as the
Hong Kong just ain't no good no more.

If you haven't heard it before, let me be
the first to tell you no center lung shot deer
is going to go very far without stacking up.

If he is hit with a small caliber, par
ticularly when the bullet does not exit, he
may not leave any blood trail at all because
little, if any blood will exit the small en
trance wound. Internal bleeding though,
will be profuse and death will occur
shortly. This is the kind of wound that will
result in the loss of a deer. At the hit, the
deer is going to head for the thickest cover
he can reach. Let's say the average lung
shot deer that doesn't go down in his tracks
and stay there will be immobilized within
20 to 100 yards of where he is hit. He will
almost always be dead when found, which
means he will not move to give away his
position when the hunter is nearby. In a lot
of heavy cover you almost have to step on
the deer before you can see them.

Deer are easily killed with well-placed
bullets. No heart or lung shot deer will go
far. A solid liver hit also seems to kill very
quickly. Those stories of bulletproof super
deer are just the mark of inexperienced or
ignorant hunters.

The only time you can be sure of an
animal dropping in his tracks and staying
there is when the brain or spinal column is
destroyed. Don't take that to mean I like
head and neck shots. I don't favor them at
all and consider most of them I hear about
the mark of a rank amateur. A slightly
misplaced shot results in a jaw blown off or
the bullet passing through the throat. In
either case, the animal usually cannot
drink and either slowly suffocates from
swollen tissue or dies of thirst and/or
infection. The statement that head and
neck shots result in either an instant kill or
an instant miss is born of sheer stupidity.

Frequently, a heavy blood trail-and I'm
not talking about a few occasional drops
but a track that looks as if the ground was
painted-will slow up and stop. I feel this is
a case of the animal's blood pressure hav-

Exp. Date

Street Address

Account Number

Name

Velocities Up To 2700 FPS
A well known gun writer tested 35 168 grain
.30-06 Lyman 31141 bullets cast from lino
type, fired through a Ruger Number One
with a 26 inch barrel. He found that the
bullets treated with revolutionary new Bullet
Master Lube® gave him the "tightest
groups fired from that rifle with any cast
load in that velocity range." "That" velocity
averaged just a hair under 2,700 fps!

BML Keeps Lead Out
This same seasoned shooter reports this
amazing story about his pet Colt Python:
"Fifty rounds were fired double-action, just
as fast as I could work the trigger and
reload ...gloves had to be donned to permit
handling the pistol. It was too hot to hold.
Despite the rapidity of the fire-and keep in
mind those bullets were oversized and had
no gas checks-there wasn't a trace of
leading in the bore, forcing cone, or
cylinder throats" using Bullet Master
Lube®.

Wax. Grease. Gunk Old Fashioned
Now, you too can lube your bullets with
this clean, dry, black coating that won't
pick up the foreign gunk in the bottom of
your pocket. No more messy, waxy, greasy
slugs. Because it's dry, Bullet Master Lube®
lets you load faster-when it counts.

Lube Up To 7.000 Bullets
Lock in accuracy and lock out leading the
economical Bullet Master Lube® way.
Bullet Master Lube® is a space-age
Molybdenum di-sulfide that bonds to metal.
Yet, only 112 pint will lube up to 7,000 .38
wadcutter bullets for little more than 1Il0th
of a cent per bullet!
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G.I.45 MAGAZINES
NOW AVAILABLE!
LATEST GJ. ISSUE
.45 AUTOMATIC
MAGAZINES.

EXTRUDED ONE·
PIECE BODY.

INDIVIDUALLY
PACKED IN
POLYETHYLENE
BAG.

480 PIECES TO
GOV'T. CASE'

RETAIL $6.95

ORDER NOW!

SAMPLE UNIT

$5.00 PPD.

NEW G.!..45 AUTOMATIC MAGAZINES
LATEST ISSUE- EXTRUDED (SEAMLESS)
ONE-PIECE BODY.

THE ONE AND ONLY M.45 MAGAZINE
MADE TO EXACTING U.S. GOVERNMENT
SPECIFICATIONS.

COMPARE THESE G.!. MAGAZINES TO LA,KA,
COLT, VEGA, AND ALL THE REST· WE KNOW
YOU WILL FIND OUR G.!. MAGAZINES THE
VERY BEST!

FUNCTION AND FEED FLAWLESSLY! NO
MORE JAMMING OR STICKING IN YOUR GUN!
GUARANTEED TO FEED WITHOUT FAIL.

PRICED AT LESS THAN COLT MAGAZINE··
LESS THAN HALF. SUGGESTED RETAIL $6.95

INDIVIDUALLY PACKED IN POLYETHYLENE
BAG. 480 PIECES TO GOVERNMENT CASE.

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED! ORDER NOW!
NO MINIMUM ORDER. SAMPLE UNIT $5.00

LUCRATIVE DISCOUNT FOR ALL! GUN SHOPS, GUN SHOW DEALERS, GUNSMITHS, GUN DEAL
ERS, JOBBERS, DISTRIBUTORS! FOREIGN ORDERS WELCOME! WRITE FOR PRO-FORMA

PRICE LIST

Item No.

33451

Description

New GJ. .45 Auto Magazine, Extruded

Retail

$6.95

1-50

$3.50

50-100

$3.25

100-480

$3.10

480+

$3.00

Terms: All orders must be accompanied by remittance in full. Orders paid by cashiers check or money order shipped .
immediately.
C.O.D. Orders: C.O.D. orders are welcome. We ship via UPS only.
Freight: Add sufficient shipping or your order will be shipped C.O.D. for freight charges. 5 .45 magazines weigh one pound.
Samples: Sample units of G.!. .45 Auto Magazine are available for $5.00 postpaid.

48-page Illustrated Catalog-Send $1

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED!
MAIL AND PHONE ORDER SALES

PHONE: (312) 598-4466

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1981

EXCLUSIVELY BY

PARELLEX CORPORATION DEPT. HG
P.O. BOX F, CHICAGO RIDGE, ILLINOIS 60415
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Buy One IDatiBoOk, Get One Free!
Buy OBI Books Locally - Or Order By Mail

1982 GUNS
ILLUSTRATED
14th Edition
Edited by Harold A. Murtz
All-new articles on handguns, rifles,
shotguns, muzzleloaders, scopes,
sights, ammo. Here are a few: shooting
tests of the Whitworth black powder
and FN-LAR Match auto rifles; evolution
of the all-plastic shotshell; H&K's P7
pistol- how this radical new design
looks and functions; how to get the most
in accuracy, reliability and velocity from
autoloading rifles; a report on one of
the best autoloaders for hunters and
plinkers, Ruger's 10/22; a look at a fine
all-around hunting rifle, Heym'sSR-20N.
Much more, plus an extensive catalog
of guns and accessories available with
current retail prices and specs. 320
8W'x 11" pages.

#GL8026

Edited by Ken Warner
Whether you're a full blown gun nut,
hunter, collector, historian, shooter,
handloader or just find gunlore fasci
nating, there's plenty of good reading in
store for you. A sampling: The story of
Remington's 721-722; John Amber's
advice to young collectors; Jeff Cooper's
comments on the Bren Ten; a look at
long rifles with smooth bores, swivel
guns of Indonesia; a 12-page Testfire
Section and new product reports; much,
much more. The book you wait for,
for great articles and the most up-to-date
firearms catalog section available.
Nearly 150 pages of specs, illustrations
and current retail prices on all U.S.
and imported firearms. 448 8V2"x 11 "
pages.

1982 GUN DIGEST ~\t~f\ ,~<:---
36th Edition _--

_--- '9"

.--.-----. w14th Ed~i()n

_C<Jmrncte'lis 1982
t GLU~RATEOIt IL..

#GD1026

#ME9146

MILITARY SMALL
ARMS OF THE
20TH CENTURY
Edited by 4th Edition

. Ian V. Hogg &John Weeks
The cover features the Austrian Steyr
5.6mm AUG automatic rifle, just one of
many new or modified weapons includ
ed in this fully revised edition. A few
of the others are the Heckler & Koch
4.7mm G11 automatic rifle, the revolu
tionary Hughes Chain Gun, the MR73
in .357 Magnum, the new SovietAK-74
assault rifle. It's the most comprehen
sive illustrated encyclopedia of those
small caliber firearms currently in use by
the world's armies, those used during
two world wars, and those destined to
see service in the '80's. 288 8V2"x 11"
pages.

#GM7526

S895

THE COMPLETE
GUIDE TO GAME
CARE AND
COOKERY By Sam Fadala
Wild game meat is the most nutritious
meat in the world. It can also be the
best table fare you can provide thanks
to gourmet-in-the-wild, Sam Fadala,
whose unique approach starts in the
field and ends in the kitchen. While some
truly great recipes are included, the
special value of this book lies in its
coverage of every conceivable aspect
of game care and cookery from harvest
ing to preparation to cooking and serving.
Learn to butcher, bone, can, smoke,
age...but, best of all ...enjoy. 288
8W'x 11 " pages.

Announcing Part Six: Law Enforcement Weapons!

Gun Digest Book Of

FIREARMS ASSEMBLY/DISASSEMBLY
ByJ. B. Wood

#LW8666

Wood has now added a sixth volume to
his firearms assembly/disassembly
series.Those weapons covered include
sub-machine guns such as the Uzi,
Thompson and MAC 10; semi-automa
tics such as the AR-1 80, AR-1 5 and the
HK-91; carbines, handguns, rifles and
shotguns. As with the other books in the
series, disassembly takes you step-by
step to the "field-strip" level, cautioning
about proceeding further without having
developed a basic mechanical aptitude.
With that note'of advice, Wood continues
to describe the complete disassembly
procedure, down to the last pin, spring

and screw. Accompanying the text are
hundreds of close-up photographs
showing the most intricate detail. Where
reassembly involves more than just
reversing the order, Wood illustrates the
more complicated steps to "avoid an
embarrassing trip to the gunsmith carry
ing a boxfull of parts". Eachvolumealso
includes an illustrated section on tools,
anda list of sources for specialized
items. All told, this series gives the most
comprehensive, uniform and profes
sional presentation available to either
hobbyist or gunsmith. Each book con
tains 288 t0320 8V2"x 11" pages.

PART I: AUTOMATIC
PISTOLS
#FP8616 $8.95

PART II: REVOLVERS
#FR8626 $8.95

PART III: RIMFIRE
RIFLES
#RR8636 $8.95

PART IV: CENTERFIRE
RIFLES
#CR8646 $8.95

PART V: SHOTGUNS
#SR8656 $8.95

PART VI: LAW
ENFORCEMENT
WEAPONS
#LW8666 $9.95

ORDER INDIVIDUALLY
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Book'

Book I

$,--,---

S

S
Book'

Book H

Name' _

Cily Stale Zip _

u.s. & Canada only... 2 for 1 offer expires in 60 daysl

Address' _

Book I Book'

Please send the OBI book(s) listed above.

Column 'B' Total

PLUS postage, insurance, and handling charges
($2.00 for each FREE book). $ --''-'-

TOTAL ENCLOSED $, _
OR

Enclosed is genuine proof-of-purchase (dealer
sales slip only) for OBI book(s) bought locally.
Send FREE book(s) listed in Column' 'C'
above. I've included the $2.00 processing fee
for each book.
TOTAL ENCLOSED $.-,-~ _

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE...
PLEASE ALLOW

THREE WEEKS FOR DELIVERY.
DBI BOOKS, INC.
Dept. E323, One Northfield Plaza
Northfield, IL 160093

the proper use of the equip- HOME WORKSHOP
ment. From there, it's on to DIGEST
field work - what~ame to pur- , By Dean A. Grennell
sue, reading the wind, stalking, Expert guidance on tools of
caring for downed game, im- the trade, from simple, inex-
proving bowhunting skills. pensive hand tools to routers.
This book is as essential to planers, and more. Also glu-
the bowhunter as his armguard mg, measuring, finishing, and
and quiver. 288 8W'x 11" pages. plenty of troubleshooting

advise. 256 8W' xII" pages.
#BW7426 ........ $8.95 #HW7326 ...... $7.95

LAW ENFORCEMENT
HANDGUN DIGEST
3rd Edition By Jack Lewis
All that's new for on and off
duty weapons: shotguns, spec
ial weapons, ammo, leather and
body armor. How SWAT
works, combat shooting, a visit
to S&W's Police Academy.
288 8~" x 11" pages.

UU5236 .... , .. $8.95

PISTOL AND REVOLVER
DIGEST 2nd Edition
Edited by Dean A. Grennell

and Jack Lewis
All-new 2nd edition covers
reloading, maintenance and
repairs, silhouette shooting,
handgunning for big game,
new developments in ammo,
leather, grips. 288 8V2' x II'
pages.
#PR5926 $8.95

This all-new edition presents
both the basic skills and sub
leties of bringing down game
on th~ hoofor wing, Adams is
a prolific writer on bowhunting
who not only has brou~htdown
hundreds of trophiesnimself,
but is an articulate, convincing
instructor, First the basics 
bows, arrows, quivers, blinds,
clothes;. then, step-by-step,

SHOTGUN DIGEST
2nd Edition Edited by

Jack Lewis & Jack Mitchell
All new articles: classic re
novation ofa 1920 Winchester
Model 12, understanding
chokes, comparing gauges,
Rottweil's new movable rib,
Ljutic's spacegun, much,
much more. 288 8~"x 11"
pages.
*SD5726 $8.95

BLACK POWDER
GUNSMITHING

By Ralph T. Walker
Replicas to restoration. Cov
ers many specific projects,
kits, plus original guns
when to upgrade and when
to keep hands off. Complete
directory of suppliers. 288
81/2' x II' pages.
#BG5626 $8.95

BOWHUNTER'S
DIGEST
2nd.Edition
By Chuck Adams

Buy One IDal1 Book, Get One Free!
At Your Dealer Or From'This Ad!

~~~~~~E3~:~~~~~ SHOTGUN~:RSR g~~T'l:~~JN~EVIEW OF
3rd Edition, By Jack Lewis EditedbyRobertS. LAnderson Edited by Ken Warner

Expanded to include all non- The psychology of trap and Investigates checkering,
military guns introduced in the Skeet reloading, wildcatting, woods, barrels, actions, sights,
U.S. between 1900and 1978. home defense and slug reloads, finishes and more. Price and
Thousands oflistings andover patterning, much more. Plus design trends. Plus special
1800 photos. Current market over 70 ygs. of load data for Artisan directory, listing
values, full specs and descrip- 10, 12, 6, 2'1 28 and .410 gunsmiths and specialty shops
tions. 384 8W'x 11" pages. boreshot~ns.Latalogsection. by type. 256 8W'x 11 "pages.

224 8W x 11" pages.
1-- #_M_G_5_8_3_6_.._._.._.$_9_.9_5-+ ----:!#!:.!:R~S:.:.26~0~6...:... '-"'..:.;'.:,.:..,:..:.~7.=....:..:.9~5~ ~<:'':8.? ~ ~.:. ~ ':"": ~~.:~~

CARTRIDGES OF THE ABC'S OF RELOADING TWO BOOKS FOR PRICE
WORLD, 4th Edition 2nd Edition
By Frank C. Barnes By Dean A. Grennell OF ONE! HERE'S HOW!
Completely up-dated, this en- Step-by-ste~ instruction on Buy one of these OBI books anywhere and get
cvclopedic work covers the ~wders, s ells, shot and h OBI b k FREE' N
di' . oJ anot er 00 . ow you can own

menSlOns, pe••ormance para- oading density. Covers
nleters physl'calcharacter'st any of the books shown in this ad FREE!, I - handgun, rifle and shotshell
ics for over 1,000 different procedures. New ballistic (a) Buy any book(s) in this ad at retail price.
cartridges in one, well-organ- mfo and reload testing tech- (b) For each book you buy, ,you may select a
ized book. 384 8W' x II" pages. niques. 288 8W' x 11" pages. second book from this ad of the same price

#CW5046 $9.95 *AB5636 $8.95 (c) ~e::: ~~I~~~ $2.00 for each FREE book

GUN DIGEST BOOK OF GUN DIGEST BOOK OF you order to help us cover postage, insur-
P1STOLSMITHING GUNSMITHING TOOLS... ance, packing and handling.

~
Jack Mitchell AND THEIR USES

h· . (d) If you buy OBI books from your local
overs smoot mg, tunmg, By John E. Traister

tl'm'I'ng J'ol'n'ng metal temper dealer, send genuine dealer sales slip show-, I, - Introduction to virtually every
ing, rebarrelling, troubleshoot- professional .8unshop tool. ing which books in this ad you bought and
ing, accurizing, installinwal- Hundreds of informative, where. Same FREE book offer applies,
tering sights"l,making reprace- explanatory J:hotos. Covers including $2.00 postage, insurance and
mentparts.lI..itsfora45 auto h . r r h F EE brebuildingajunkerpistol. 288 all the fun amentals plus andllng ,ees ,or eac Rook.
8W' x 11" pages. many tips for the expert. 256 ABC

$ 8W'x 11" pages. I'm Buying Retail Send These
#PS9546....... 8.95 #GT8816 $7.95 These Price FREE!

THE COMPLETE THE BLACK POWDER S
BLACK POWDER HANDGUN
HANDBOOK By Sam Fadala

By Sam Fadala From the Duckfoot to the
Everxthingfrom proper lubes Ruger Old Army. Covers
and nfling twist to do-it-your- loads and loading, moulding
selfaccessories. Plus surefire bullets and balls, ballistics,
loading methods, ballistics, tuning and timmg, lubes,
safety, successful shooting solvent, patching, sighting-in.
tips. 320 8W' x 11" pages. More. 288 8W'x 11" pages.

*BL8326 $8.95 #B09266 $8.95

'-- --1. ...... - _
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LUCY CHAMBLISS

SIGHT SETTINGS

SOME IMPORTANT THINGS
THAT NEED TO BE SAID
ABOUT HANDGUNNERS AND MATCHES

among the NRA members, in effect, said,
"We don't need you anymore." I asked
Harry approximately how many days he'd
spent away from home in 1980, traveling
and working matches and meetings. His
answer was 92. It will be interesting to see
which of the new directors spends that
much time working for pistol shooting. If
we want people like Harry, willing and
able to do everything from plug a shot at a
Regional, to wording a new pistol rule at a
UIT meeting in Denmark, we'd better re
verse this trend toward losing competitive
shooting directors on the NRA board. I
have embarrassed Harry and Mike by
writing this about them, for they are very
unassuming, dedicated shooters who do
not seek glory or recognition, but I thought
these things should be said about them. If
more NRA priority isn't given to competi
tive shooting and its importance realized,
what, I wonder, will happen to us?
Legislative power and a large membership
are fine, but let's not have tunnel vision,
and funds, for those two activities only. If
handguns are legal and millions of Amer
icans are NRA members, but the sport of
competitive handgunriing is discouraged
and even allowed to die, we have still lost.

The jury system to replace referees in
NRA matches apparently is not working,
and is disliked by both officials and com
petitors. When it can wind its way back
through the rules maze to be avoided by
the NRA, I predict it will be. As I've always
said, though, you never know until you try.

In shopping around, more than ever, for
the best competition at the least expense,
the match program becomes increasingly
important. I throwaway several a month ,,
that won't tell me what I need to know. A
"turkey" program usually means a "tur
key" match: save your money for a good
one. I have noticed in shooting in matches
in 16 states, a good match program has'
nothing to do with the size town, club, or
range. Big ones write bad ones, little ones
can write excellent programs. Along with
other valuable information, tellus if the
event is NRA-approved, registered, or a
tryout. If the match is none of these, whose
rules are you going by? Location? Draw an
accurate map. This doesn't have to be to
scale, but don't turn visiting shooters right
when you mean left. If it's on a military
base, don't say "the range is in the vicinity
of the flower shop." I can just see the MP

Continued on page 29

I have attended some nice award dinners
and ceremonies in my shooting career,

as well as co-hosting awards banquets for
my police department's II consecutive
combat regionals. However, The Out
standing American Handgunner Awards
Foundation dinner in Denver recently is at
the top of the list alongside the 40th World
Shooting Championships dinner in 1970.
J. D. Jones, his wife, Jane, and their associ
ates, hosted a distinguished dinner, honor
ing the 10 nominees. I know it is easy to
compliment those who have honored you
by nominating you for this prestigious
award, but there was more to this dinner. I
saw more people there from the shooting
industry than I have seen at any gathering
in 20 years. There were more celebrities
there, Joe Foss; the guest speaker, Bill Jor
dan; and Hank Williams, Jr.; and who
doesn't notice when famous people attend
a shooting function! The company of hosts
and other guests, the beautiful commem
orative plaques all nominees received, as
well as a presentation firearm, the honor of
the whole event makes it one of the highest
tributes a handgunner can receive. I thank
all those again, who made it possible for
me.

Harry Reeves, a member of the NRA
Board of Directors for many patient years,
was not re-elected in the '81 voting. His
membership on the board will be missed
by all, and by handgunners in particular.
Harry was an articulate voice on the board
and on the Executive Committee for us,
and was a willing, knowledgeable worker. I
notice that more of Harry's type are not
being re-elected; in 1980 it was Mike San
tanello. Luckily for us, at this writing,
Mike is still on the Pistol Committee and
Harry is still chairman of the NRA Police
(LEA) committee of the NRA. However,
we needed them on the board, and unlike
my decision not to run for re-election, they
both did run and were defeated. These two
gentlemen have, and probably still will,
perform official duties at any NRA match,
year after year, tasks that you cold not get
one shooter out of 500 to undertake. Not
two shooters out of 1,000 have studied the
rule books for a lifetime, as they have, to
make the necessary decisions from them.
Harry and Mike probably will work the
Nationals, both at Perry. Harry at the Po
lice Combat Nationals, or anywhere else
they are needed. They are still helping
handgunners, after some strong faction
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CONTENDER

THE HANDGUN
THAT ALTER
THE GAM

When it comes to past history, Contender wasn't there.
Built for "sport" not "argument", Contender didn't partic

ipate in the "Indian Wars" nor the "fight at the OK Corral".
Unconcerned with the esthetics of yesterday, Contender has

about as much in common with a frontier revolver as a jet liner has
with a covered wagon.

What Contender does offer is downrange capability. Its superb
accuracy and strong break open design - coupled with a unique
interchangeable barrel system affords the kind of performance that

was hitherto unheard of in the handgun world. Think about it! Before
there was a Contender did you ever hear of a handgun firing varmint

loads such as .222 and .223 Remington? Did you ever hear of a handgun
that handled .30/30 Winchester, .35 Remington and a trio of fiesty wildcats
(.30 & .357 Herrett plus the new 7 M/M T.C.U.)? Of course you didn't

because a true hunting handgun did not exist before there was a Contender.

By increasing the effective range of the handgun - offering workable terminal
ballistics (heavy bullet weights accurately placed with sufficient remaining

energy to do the job properly), Contender has made history in the hunting
handgun field. The first "out of the box" production pistol to shoot a perfect score
In Metallic Silhouette, Contender is racking up additional merits at every match. If
you're serious about long range handgunning, shouldn't you be thinking in terms
of performance?

W,ife Today! FOR OUR NEW
NO.8 1981 CATALOQ

See how one single shot pistol with a full range of
interchangeable barrels can handle the hottest of wildcats or the

tamest of pussycats. A rugged handgun that is superbly
accurate. A handgun that will smash out a varmint load such as
the .222 Remington at 2,512 F.P.S. A handgun that can down a

Whitetail buck in the morning and win a Silhouette match before
. suppertime.

\

', P.S. All Thompson/Center firearms are American Made and
backed by a Lifetime Warranty.

',. THOMPSON/CENTER ARMS
Farmington Road, P.O. Box 2426, Dept. TAH 11, Rochester, New Hampshire 03867
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Offers the smallbore pistol
and revolver shooters the
same quality and record-set
ting potential as the RWS
small bore Rifle Match
ammunition ..

Tailored for the individual
looking for a cartridge specif·
ically tailored for serious
practice and day·to·day com
petition. Ideal for running
boar matches and silhouette
shooting.

the Competitive Advan.tage

Dllnamil Nobel

~.~

A premium match cartridge
designed especially for
world·class competition. This
international record setter is
a perfect example of RWS
unmatched quality control
... from design to packaging.

22 Long Rifle R 50

22 Long Rifle (Pistol Match)

22 Long Rifle MATCH

COMf.'ETING AND
WINNING ALL

OVER THE
WORLD

For almost 50 years the RWS 22 rim
fire cartridge has been relied upon by
competitors in world championships
and Olympic Games shooting events.
All RWS cartridges are designed to
meet the special needs of the most
demanding smallbore competitor.

22 Short R25

m~ A highly specialized cartridger for rapid·fire match pistols,
combining minimum recoil,
positive feed and function
with match·winning accuracy.

nlUmF!1'e
~ cartridges

STOCK CLASS IN PPC
CALLED UNNECESSARY
The current call for "Stock Class" PPC
mah:hes in the interest of economy fails
to recognize that shortly after any such
rule inception there will be a stampede
to the pistolsmiths for every conceivable
modification which is not outwardly
distinguishable. The price for a fully
blueprinted "stock" weapon will soar to
the present price of a custom.

Until a competitor is scoring within
the top 4% there is little -need for the
specialized weapons of Expert shooters.
Anyone can enter and compete
successfully with a stock weapon, _
including 4" duty arms, except in that
top 4% (576 up) range.

A more logical, truly economical
solution to these complaints could be
made by using existing classification
systems and allowing use of custom
weapons only by those currently holding
Master classification; 93% and up.

This adds the distinction of a visible
rank as reward in itself to those who
have attained that level of competence,
and provides incentive for others.

Most of the complaints I've h,eard are
"Sour Grapes" or excuses-the Experts
who wish to use stock weapons are doing
so ill the present time-and holding their
own I might add.

Jim Saddlemire
Endicott, NY

OLYMPIC SHOOTING
CAMP PERRY STYLE
Truth is, the United States is a sorry
failure in International-Olympic pistol
shooting because the National Rifle
Association is still trying to sell the old
domestic Camp Perry program in a
world and a country where no one still
cares for that ancient game.

No wonder U.S. shooters are still
shooting scores just a few points above
Bill McMillan's gold-medal rapid-fire
total-while Eastern-bloc kids are
surpassing that long-ago folklore in
increasing numbers. Legend cannot
compete with fact in a real world.
Prospective young shooters turn to other
sports because spending a humid August
at Camp Perry is a geriatric exercise that
lacks appeal-but try selling shooting if it
could lead to Rome or Tokyo or
Moscow!

Lucy Chambliss' iconoclasm about
NRA is right on target, although she's a
bit wrong in denigrating defense Dynamit Nobel of America Inc.
shooting-because for most Americans 105 Stonehurst Court
(not Olympic-focused kids but the Northvale, N.J. 07647__-1
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SPEAK OUT

Director

JEFF COOPER

JOHN BROOK

Student
Coordinator

BEEMAN, INC.
47-HGNY Paul Drive
San Rafael, CA 94903
Phone: (415) 472-7121

Is now perating at
double capacity to meet
demand.

Six-day classes in rifle,
pistol, and shotgun
including refresher and ad
vanced training for
graduates.

Operations
Officer

CLINT SMITH

Incredibly
. accurate
-'./'" and power

ful, Beeman's
FWB 80 is tops

for match or
field use.

Sugg. Retail
$595 at your

Beeman dealer
or direct.

-Capable of5-sllOt groups 5/100" ctc at
10 meters - Velocity to 525 fps -Special
weights (85, 60. alld 15 grams) attach in
various combinations to adjust balance
-Fully adjustable trigger, anatomical grip,
alld match sights - Recoilless -No pump
ing, no C02, and no valves

Send for 92-pg Adult Airgun Catalog!
Guide ($1.50 or FREE with mention of
code HGNY. Add $1 for first class mail.

Paulden, Arizona 86334

Gunsite
Ranch

The American
Pistol Institute

Beeman's FWB 80
~ for shooters
who appreciate
thebes~

.~
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Want more details? Write us.

Power and accuracy. Not usually
found together in an air pistol-until
now. The BSA Scorpion charges to
full power with a single cocking
stroke. No "pumping" or CO 2 vari
ables. The unique power seal gives
you an identical release of air pres
sure for every shot. You get the same
sizzling velocity and same straight
trajectory. Accuracy is phenomenal.

See what innovative design does
for air pistol ballistics. Try a Scorpion
at your Gun Shop.

Division of General Sporting Goods Corp.,
Box 30·06, 798 Cascadilla Street, Ithaca. New York 1-l850.

majority of us), defense shooting is
where it's at.

Truth is, with the world's highest per
capita gun ownership, we don't teach
shooting of any kind very well-neither
for sport nor survival. Americans resent
and resist the discipline of it and won't
accept discipline unless it's pacakged and
publicized and sold-and NRA's lack of
a public-relations program proves its
incompetence at selling anything except
on Capitol Hill.

Bill Davidson (ex-NRA staffer)
Tucson, AZ

Regarding ill-fitting holsters-with a little
water, a piece of Saran wrap, and a set
of nimble fingers, anyone can make a
holster fit the gun it was designed for
like a glove.

You merely moisten the leather where
it needs working with luke warm water;
wrap the gun tightly in 3 or 4 layers of
Saran wrap and insert it in the. wet
holster; "finger" the moist leather to fit
the gun properly; let the leather dry
slowly (so as not to ruin it) around the
protected gun; and then apply a very
light coat of good leather conditioner
when dry.

I think your magazine is the greatest
thing since smokeless powder.

Philip A. Miller
Webster, New York'

FIT LEATHER HOLSTER
BETTER WITH WATER

45 SHOOTERS GET THE
MOST IN ACCURACY

Check, COD or Credit Cards Accepted

5" Match Grade $100.00
6" Match Grade $150.00

Dealer and DIstrIbutor InquIries Invited

Guaranteed 2 }S" Groups at 50 Yards
Buy NSGI Match Grade Barrels made from
chrome moly steel by Nott's Industries Inc.

We offer a full line of Parts, Accessories and
Services at Wholesale prices.

CAST BULLETS
THAT DELIVER EVERYTHING

A HANDGUN PROMISES.

The Sho Gun Shop
26646 5 MILE RD

REDFORD. MICH 48239
Hours: 10-5 Monday-Friday

313 - 535-0819

send $4.00 for the complete
mall order catalog, or a

SASE for Service and Product List

When you demand top performance
from your silhouette handgun, don't settle
for anything less than Saeco.

Saeco Silhouette Xpress@) cast
bullets are designed to deliver
your gun's maximum poten
tial. SSX@) bullets cast from
Saeco moulds will deliver
200 meter accuracy and knock-
AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1981

downs equal to any bullets available,
jacketed or cast.

See your dealer for the full line of Saeco
casting equipment. When you select

Saeco, you know you've made the
accurate choice.

Your accuracy is our busi
ness. Saeco, 525 Maple Ave.,

Dept. AH Carpinteria, CA 93013
25



ANOTHER RECOIL SPRING GUIDE
SYSTEM-THIS ONE FROM BRITAIN

Now you can join the champions, Mickey Fowler and
Mike Dalton, in the latest, most improved techniques
in the arts of self defense, competition, or just those
who must carry a pistol daily. Classes are now forming
with the personal supervision of Mickey and Mike at
their new facility in So. Cal. These international experts
will teach you to fire fast controlled shots, with the
mental conditioning to attain pin-point accuracy and
fulfill your personal goals!
Send $1.00 Postage and Handling For Full DescriptIve Brochure To:
International ShootlSts Inc PO. Box 5254. MISSIon" Hills. CA 91345

I met Peter Sarony in New Orleans at the
. 1981 S.H.O.T. Show and soon dis
covered him to be a fascinating individual.
First: he is a Londoner. That isn't unusual,
but as it turns out he is an accomplished
freestyle combat shooter, which is some
what uncommon in' gun-restricted Great
Britain. If that weren't enough, he is also a
designer and fabricator of accessory items
for John Browning's 1911 Service Pistol.
There can't be many of those (guns or
makers) in England. To me, Great Britain
seems an unlikely place for Sarony's kind
of operation, but he is oblivious to any
feelings of being handicapped.

Sarony was in the United States to show

after each shot, the barrel returns to the
battery position. If the tube can "float,"
tight groups will be a sometime thing. If it
returns to exactly the same place after each
shot, five holes fired from a machine rest at
50 yards can be covered with a silver
dollar. The process of hand-working a
pistol to this point of excellence is called
"accurizing;' and requires the services of a
skilled pistolsmith, plus a wheelbarrow full
of cash. (This isn't intended as a slam.
Good 'smiths are worth the money, and
full-house jobs correctly done are a lot of
work.) Combat guns generally don't re
quire this perfection and, to some degree,
absolute accuracy will affect reliability.

INTERNATIONAL SHOOTISTS INC.

THE procedure preferred by
knowledgable shooters to Reduce

Muzzle Lift and Recoil.

While an occasional jam may be tolerated
in a bullseye paper-puncher, hang-ups
must be eliminated from weapons used for
serious purposes.

In recent years, Colt has tried to im
prove the Government Model and Gold
Cup by offering a collet style barrel bush
ing that wedges to the slide and barrel as
they go into battery. By eliminating play
between those parts at the muzzle, average
accuracy has improved to a point at which
it is more than acceptable for military/
police/combat sidearms. But if nothing is
done at the chamber end, and the barrel
can float at the breech, any advantage at
the muzzle may be negated. The accepted
technique to correct this is to weld up and
fit the lug on the bottom of the barrel so the
slide stop pin will cam it upward, or use a
"long link" with greater hole spacing to
achieve the same end. An ingenious alter
native, which Sarony uses, is to apply
pressure to the slanted front of the barrel
link lug from a horizontal plane through
the recoil spring guide, and thus force the
barrel up. But, as a practical matter, this
travel is limited by the length of the link. I
checked this out in an old loose-as-a-goose
G I gun. First, I assembled it with the
Perfector and a barrel, minus the link. As
~xpected, the barrel locked up all the way.

, (;oll/illutd Oil paRI' 28

ofr to the press and potential distributors a
full-length recoil spring guide he has de
veloped. After some discussion, I obtained
one of the few samples he had with him,
promising I'd return to Arizona and try it
out.

Most full-length guides intended for
Colt's Government, Gold Cup, and Com
mander models-or copies thereof-are
simply that, a long rod to guide the spring.
Depending on how well the slide and
frame are fitted, they mayor may not
generate some beneficial effect on
accuracy. They do tend to make recoil feel
a little smoother and, if they're heavy
enough, reduce the kick, making for faster
recovery between shots.

Sarony's device, called the "Perfector,"
does all of this and much more. First, a
spring-loaded buffer has been built in in
order to protect the frame and slide against
cracking when they are subjected to steady
diets of top-end loads. Second, unlike
other guides (including the standard item)
that are flanged at the back in order to seat
on a matching shoulder in the frame, the
Perfector rests on the front of the barrel
link lug and presses against it in such a way
as to push the lug upward, thereby locking
the barrel firmly at the breech.

Inherent accuracy in Browning design
automatics depends largely on how well,

PISTOL

Mag-Na-Port Arms has 20 years experi
ence with EDM technology, and 10's of
1000's of satisfied customers will attest to
our expertise.
There's only one, genuine Mag-Na-Port
process, and it's available only from the
Mag-Na-Port locations listed below.
Mag-na-Port (313) 469-6727
Mag-na-Port of Canada (204)633-7018

Send for FREE literature today.

~~~~
AIMUNC. USA ARMS. INC. CANADA

30016 South River Road 1861 Burrows Avenue
Mt. Clemens. Michigan 4B045 Winnipeg. Manitoba R2X 2V6,

•
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I>eluxe First Edition

Written For You!
The only thorough and imaginative, highly de
tailed book about the art of gun engraving.
Sweeps aside the mystery and teaches you to
appreciate and evaluate the work of others.
Clear instruction will show you how you can do
fine engraving like the masters.

DESIGN & LAYOUT-what is good layout,
how to draw scrolls, leaves, borders.

MATERIALS-engravers tools, how they
work, how to make tools, using gold for
inlays.

ANATOMY-big game & small, fowl, birds,
dogs, bears, big cats ... good vs. bad
animals.

LETTERING-laying out letters, tools for
cutting, nameplates,-initials, monograms.
THE CAMERA, ANOTHER TOOL-use to
enlarge, reduce patterns and photos to
designs.

BEGINNING TO ENGRAVE-tools to use
how to make cuts, effects and practic~
steps.

ADVANCED ENGRAVING-improving
skills.

THE GRAVERMEISTER-a very special tool..Ca. residents add 6% sales tax

THE ART OF
ENGRAVING

Please send The ART OF ENGRAVING
$19.95 per copy plus $1.50 Postage
ENCLOSED _

BACIVISA 0 MC 0 Exp._

#_---------
(Signature) _

NAME _

ADDRESS ~

CITY _

STATE ZIP _

....._----------~

Authoritative
Hundreds of examples of master en
gravers works in 208 handsome
pages with 1378 photos, designs,
drawings and illustrations to show
specific s'tyles, techniques and the
effects they achieve. Thorough cross
referenced index with over 600
entries makes locating tools, designs,
letters and techniques fast and easy.
Listing of books and complete names
and addresses of all tool, equipment
and precious metal suppliers.

Mail to: Ita ndgunner Books, Dept 31·Hll
591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92108

c5\tfggru.nTL
"Dryer Model 357

JlThe
authentic western
gun hair dryer c..~

• Silver with Pearl Handle
• Includes White Holster for

Storage
• Safety Trigger. Switch
• 3 Speeds-3 Heats
• 300 - 600 - 1000 Watts
• 110 Volt AlC
• Light Weight
• Patents Pending

r---------------------------------~I CHARGE TO MY 0 BACNISA 0 MASTERCARD # . Exp. Date . I

I
(M.O., CASH & CHARGE ORDERS • IMMEDIATE SHIPPING) • ADD $2.05 POSTAGE/HANDLING I
(CHECKS • ALLOW UP TO 4 WEEKS. NO COD'S) • TEXAS RESIDENTS, ADD 5% TAX

I SEND ME: 0 ONE (1) MAGNUM DRYER @ $26.95 0 THREE (3) MAGNUM DRYERS @ $23.95/EACH I
I 30 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE TEAR OUT AND SEND TO: MAGNUM SALES I
I NAME 122 Spanish Village, Suite 357 I

Addre.. Dallas, Texas 75248

I Cit St8te·. ZI II Y: p: I

L
SIGNATURE: A •

------------------~--------------~
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NAZI-Collectors M-43 Style
Black S-S Caps. Only $15.00
Postpaid. Order your size
NOW. Our 224-page fully il
lustrated catalog only S3.OO
<free with order).

OVER 40,000 hom. In Sloek

STONE PFACTORY
Poginy Hill Road

Newport Center, VT 05857
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

FOUR STYLES AVAILABLE
Please specify choices

Two for $11.00 PPD.
Four for $20.00 PPD.

Send check or M.O. to:

FINEST QUALITY STONEWARE

GUN MUGS

Then I replaced the link and tried again.
This time the barrel didn't come up quite
as far. For the record, when I tested this
particular piece it did somewhat better
with the device than without it. And
clearly this pistol was a horrible example.

At the other end of the scale, I tried it in
, myoid Gold Cup_ Some years ago this

pistol was worked over by some Air Force
armorers at Camp Perry, and I. knew it
would shoot all day into three inches at 50
yards. Installed in this piece, the Perfector
showed no improvement in accuracy. Un
derstandably, it couldn't because the
breech and slide/frame fit were tight
initially. Recoil control was notably
smoother, however.

An out-of-the-box Gold Cup showed
about a three-quarter-inch reduction at
the same distance, as did a new, but well
broken-in Series 70 Government Model.

So, we come to the bottom line. At the
suggested retail price of around $50, the
Perfector is expensive. But it is excep
tionally well made and machined from
stainless steel bar stock. First class always
carries a price tag, and this is a quality
item. The system works well. Between th~ ,
buffer and the fact that the assembly is
butted against the barrel lug instead of the
normal recoil spring guide seat should
negate any chance for cracking the frame
or slide, and for end-peening of the seat.
This should justify the unit's cost to many
users who shoot a great number of heavy
loads and/or have aluminum frame
pistols. The breech lock-up feature will
help some guns more than others, depend
ing on how sloppy they are in the first
place. I haven't tried it yet, but I suspect
that substituting a government match
grade "s" link with an oversized lower I

hole might be beneficial in some cases.
Fixed sight users who employ the Perfector
should expect a slightly lower point of
impact, requiring a little file work to re- ,
zero.

The only thing I didn't like about the
Perfector system is that when it's installed
you can't "pinch cycle" the slide back with
the thumb and forefinger to load one
handed. This mayor may not be of conse
quence, depending on how you use your
gun. In any event, the condition is com
mon to all full-length guides, regardless of
make, and there are other ways to one
hand load the pistol. Sarony is aware of the
problem and working on a variation to
correct it.

Price aside, and considering a market
crowded with spring guide options, the HANDGUNNER SPECIAL
Perfector is an at~ractive device. I Send this coupon with order I
. The Perfector IS available from: Prac- I SAVE 10% I

tlSport, 30 Old Bond Street, London, I on 0/A Govt. or Browning Holster
England WIX3AD. Dealer and~ IE· 12 31 81 I
d···b . .. I ~ L xplres - -Istn utor mqUines are we come. I

Continued from page 26

-I PISTOLSMITH
I

$

PISTOL

Swenson Extended Speed
Safety for all above
models:
$25.00 plus $1:50
postage & handling.
6% Calif. Sales Tax
for Calif. Residents.
Overseas slightly
higher postage.
Complete installation
instructions included.

COLT .45
AUTO

AOORESS

Now-the Swenson
Ambidextrous
Safety.
Patent No.
3492748.

CITy ST ATE__ZIP _

SWENSON'S .45 SHOP
Post Office Box 606
Fallbrook, Ca. 92028
Phone: (714) 728-5319

This book covers nearly every facet of
the Colt .45 Auto Pistol. From mechan
ical training to manual of arms for the
pistol to marksmanship training to
complete detailed inspection, disassemb
ly, repair and replacement of parts.
Plus drawings on the construction of
repair tools and fixtures. With over 100
pages and over 80 clear photos and
illustrations, this book has it all on the
Colt .45 Auto. A must book for any
gunsmith or pistol owner.
128. $4.95

------II! DESERT PUBLICATIONS
'\I Dept. AH Cornville, AZ 86325

I have enclm,ed $__ Please Rush me·

_cOpy(s) of

The Colt .45 Auto Pistol

NAME

RIGHT HANDERS!

LEFT HANDERS!

For use on all .45 caliber Colt, Mk IV, Gold Cup,
Lightweight and Combat Commanders, 1911 and

1911 Al govt. models, and Vega, AMT Hard
baller, Detonics and Crown City Arms. $40.00
plus $1.50 postage & handling. California resi

dents add 6% State Sales Tax. Overseas postage
slightly higher. Installation instructions included.
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WHERE TO EAT AND SLEEP
List a couple of motels in your pro.gram,

with prices, addresses and phone numbers,
even noting which is closest to the range.
With a rented car, or your own, miles are
expensive nowadays. Be assured when you
call or write the motel, they won't know
how far they are from the range: "What
range?" Eating facilities? Again, if the
match is on a military base, give directions
or draw a map to the post cafeteria in your
program. And, ifyour program says, "This
is an excellent place for competitors to
eat," be sure that it is, and that shooters can
find it and eat on that 45-minute lunch
break.

Continued from page 22

SIGHT SETTINGS

who is going to stop you at the gate know
ing where the flower shop is and, if he

, does, taking the time to tell you in detail
the program should. I remember getting
such hopeless directions to an NRA Com
bat Regional in one of our biggest eastern
cities and becoming so lost that I started
following a truckload of Port-O-Lets (out
houses to the non-shooter), figuring they
were headed to this "deluxe" range I had
travelled 1,200 miles for. They were. That
was the same match that listed a motel in
the program, we'll call it Cherryville, three
miles from the range-only it was 28 miles.

HARDCOVER
ILLUSTRATED

SEI\D

$4.95 PLUS 77C; POSTAGE
TO:

GOLD STAR PUB. CO.
DEPT. AH111, 90 CRICKET AVE.

ARDMORE, PA 19003

A TEXTBOOK BY E. R. FENJOHN
ABOUT THE PROPER USE OF A
HAND GUN TO DEFEND A HOME

AND ITS OCCUPANTS

FIRE
WORKS

JEFF COOPER'S

Available Now

The Ultimate Cooper!
Foreword by: Mel Tappan
Cooper on Everything
• Auto Racing
• Big Game Hunting,

~.:---...

• Mental
Conditioning
for Combat

• Rhodesia
• Terrorism
• And much more

Illustrated by:
Fred Lucas
Casebound 19.95

$1.00 Postage
from

the lanus press
P.O. Box 578 R

Rogue River, OR 97537
Dealer Inquiries Invited.

Personal checks must clear before shipment can be
made. Please include street address for UPS shipment.

DON'T SKIMP ON USEFUL
WORDS IN THE PROGRAM

Fees? List how much per match and
whether the N RA fee is included or not.
For some matches, a package price is prac
tical, for some it isn't. Make amounts clear
for figuring exact expenses. The statement,
"Awards will be given on basis of number
of entries," tells us exactly nothing. You
could require four or 40. You know going
in how many you need to break even or
make a little profit for the next match, so
tell the competitors. Finish time?
Approximately an hour and emphasize
that you're only guessing-but your guess
is better than ours-what time the last relay
will finish. If you've worked the match be
fore, heaven knows, you remember what
time you finally got to go home. Airline
reservations or driving time home are bet
ter decided, and extra nights at motels
saved. Don't skimp on useful words in a
match program, give details and see if en
try doesn't increase.

Finally, combine matches into as few
days as possible. Bullseye shooters can do
2700 in one day, International can do at
least three matches in one day. Don't drag
an International Preliminary Tryout over
four days, because it's hurting the sport's
popularity. Which brings me to my next
column's subject, the civilian's mistake of
shooting all the International ~
events, instead of specializing. ,
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low individual time was 3.95 seconds, shGt·
by a 13-year-old boy with a .45 auto!

The .45 auto is a highly popular choice
for several reasons. First of all, is its 25%
greater ammunition capacity than the re
volver. Secondly, its recoil is moderate
when compared to full power Al and .44
loads. Thirdly, the .45's reputation for
knockdown power is well deserved. Lastly,
at least in its MKIV version, it possesses
adequate accuracy right out of the box.

On the surface, at least, the A5100ks like
the best choice. There are, however, a cou
ple of problems that arise with the
selfloader. First of all, hardball has a tend
ency to glance off the rounded surfaces of
the pin. Even with the .45 hollow point
loads, the area that will ensure that the pin
is consistantly taken off the table is rather

For those who have never shot the
course, it sounds as easy as falling off the
proverbial log. It is, however, a rather diffi
cult course. I've watched a number of ex
cellent shots walk away from the line in
disgust. It's depressing to see a pin fall over
on its side and then just lay there and spin
as you hit it with successive rounds.

What's the best gun to use? Well, the
overwhelming majority of shooters used
the .45 auto. The overall winners for the
last two years, however, used long
barreled .44 Magnums with heavy loads.
To muddy up the water even further, the

Since Richard Davis, President of
Second Chance, devised the combat

match using bowling pins, it seems that
you can find shooters popping the wooden
pegs all over the country.

Davis decided on bowling pins for sev
eral reasons. First of all, their relatively

SHOOTING TECHNIQUE

By Evan Marshall

} .

small size requires accurate shooting. Sec
ondly, while they're relatively easy to
knock over, they're rather difficult to
knock off the table. This requires the use of
a big bore weapon with full power loads
for reliable results. Thirdly, they can gen
erally be used over several times before
being discarded. Lastly, they're about as
far away from conventional targets as you
can get, and that suits Richard just fine.

The match consists offive pins placed on
a steel-topped table. The front of the table
is covered with Second Chance Vest mate
rial to eliminate the chance of ricochets.
Each competitor shoots ten times, and
then his individual times are totalled and
an average is obtained. The object is to
knock the pins off the table in the shortest
possible time.

Best gun for bowling pins?

"ere are one man's thoughts
on the right gun for
second chance matches.

TEXAS
ARMAMENT CO.·

P.o. Box 135 AH11Br::lwnwood, TX 76801
915/646-5827

.45 AUTOMATIC PISTOL PARTS

Hammer Strut $1.25
Hammer Strut Pin . . . . . . . . .20
Barrel Link .75
No. 13 Barrel Link

(For Matching Guns) 12.6x19A

Barrel Link Pin
Firing Pin .
Firing Pin Stop
Plunger Tube

Ejector
Grip Screw .
Recoil Spring .
Magazine Catch Spring
Firing Pin Spring.. . .
Main Spring
Plunger Tube Spring
Recoil Spring Plug ..
Grip Screw Bushing
Main Spring Cap .
Main Spring Cap Pin
Main Spring Retainer
Slide Stop Plunger

Safety Plunger
Grip Safety (Long) .
Hammer Pin
Sear Pin .
Ejector Pin
Main Spring Housing Retainer Pin
Mainspring Housing (Flat)
Mainspring Housing

(Gold Cup Style)
Recoil Spring Guide
Disconnector .
Trigger (Long) .
Trigger (Short)
Trigger (Adjustable Match.

Aluminum) 8.95
Trigger (Adjustable Match.

Blue Steel) 10.95
Sear Spring .95
Hammer (1911A1) 8.95
Barrel Bushing. . . . . . . . . 5.95
Sear . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.95
Magazine Catch Lock. 1.25
Magazine Catch 5.50
Grips (G.I) 3.95
Magazine 5.95
Slide . 65.00
Rear Sight 1.50
Front Sight 1.50
Extractor. 4.75
Thumb Safety 6.95
Slide Stop. . . . . . . . . . . .. . . . . . 6.95
Barrel 35.00
Pin Set 1.50
Spring Set. 2.50
Please include postage. Texas residents
please include 4% sales tax. COD and
Visa and Master Charge orders accepted.

Write or call to get our monthly mailing
of bargain priced gun parts and
accessories.
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HORNADY MANUFACTURING co.
P.O. Box 1848. Dept. AH-ll
Grand Island, Nebraska 68802

.45 Combat/Target Match ...
a favorite of champions
like JOHN SHAW
(Winner 1981 Steel Challenge 
1980 and '81 IPSC Champion)

~
John Shaw has always been very impressed
with the excellence of Hornady Bullets. He

........-::::; won the coveted 1980 IPSC championship
using the Hornady 230 gr. 45 FMJ FP.

Now he is even more impressed after using the new
COMBAT/TARGET Match, a 45 cal. 200 gr. Jacketed
Semi-Wadcutter (JSWC). This was the winning combi
nation for John in the 1981 Steel Challenge speed
shooting championship, as well as the 1981 IPSC·

What makes the Combat Target Match bullet a
favorite of champions? Accuracy and dependability.
During an initial 4000 rounds of test firing, this
bullet performed flawlessly. The special point en
hances feeding in automatics. The new Semi-Wadcutter~
design gives sharp, clean holes and the long bearing
surface means greater accuracy. In its' jacketed con
figuration, the bullet delivers consistent performance
at both combat and target velocities.

Join the champions. Shoot
Hornady bullets. We have over 110
jacketed bullets to choose from.
Send for free list or see your dealer.

IPSC
Champions
Wi.With
~'1IornadJ .."

small. The area on the pin where the AS
jhp load can offer 100% success is only
about 2" x 6~' Hit in other places, the pm IS

just as likely to fall over as be carried off
the table.

The big bore revolvers, however, allow
the shooter to be as, Winner Ad Clark said,
"A little bit sloppy:' A full power .41 or .44
will carry the pin off the table regardless of
where you hit it. In fact, the Al police load
out of the longer barrel lengths has proven
to be 100% reliable. The Al and .44 seml
jacketed loads tend to blow the pin apart
while taking them off the table.

Both of Clark's Model 29s had custom
full-length ribs with Elliason sights, and
had been Mag-Na-Ported. He used'a 250
grain cast semi-wadcutter on top of a stiff
charge of Blue Dot. While not a maximum
load, it produced velocities in the 1400 feet
per second range, which proved to be more
than adequate.

Fellow American Handgunner staffer
Massad Ayoob used a Colt National
Match AS with Federal hollow POlllt
ammo. He did fairly well, after overcom
ing some initial problems. Next time,
however, he'll rely on a long-barreled .44.

I used a Colt MKIV .45 that was stock
except for a set of Micro sights and a trig
ger job. I used current production Super
Vel jhp. As anyone who was present could
testify, I had a multitude of gun problems.
However, the feeding problems were not
the fault of the ammunition, as my gun
wouldn't even feed hardball reliably. As
luck would have it, my Bar Sto barrel and
bushing arrived in Detroit three hours
after I left for the match. A change of bar
rel, magazines, and extractor cured all the
problems I was having with my AS. Unfor
tunately, this wasn't possible until I
returned home from the match. For me,
the match was a disaster.

For the '81 match, Bill Clede, the PR
Honcho for S&W, shipped me a 8¥Sths inch
barreled ModelS? Al Magnum. The gun is
in the process of having a trigger job and
Bo Mar full-length rib installed by Shoo
ters Service in Livonia, Michigan. When
they're through with it, I'll take it over to
Mag-Na-Port to be ported. A pair of
Pachmayr rubber grips will finish the
alterations. A ModelS? with a six inch bar
rel will be used as a backup. I haven't final
ized a load yet, but two years ago I ended
up in 28th place using a long barreled .41
with the police load. Using this moderate
load, I never needed more than five shots
to clear the table.

Information regarding rules and accom
modations can be obtained by writing
Richard Davis at Second Chance, Box 56?,
Central Lake, Michigan. Richard has
practice targets featuring life size bowling
pins lithographed on heavy paper for $5.

Choosing the revolver over the auto may
seem a backward step to some, but it seems
to me that we ought to be honest enough
with ourselves to choose what works best
instead of getting tangled up in ~
intellectual exercises. ~
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Hard on the heels of the GCA '68 which
restricted importation of numerous

.25 auto pistols from Europe, new man
ufacturers of .25 autos sprang up in this
country to fill the steady demand for the
diminutive automatics. But one of the
oldest manufacturers of firearms in the
world, Beretta of Italy, beat the devil
around the bush by instigating the man
ufacture of their fine .25 Jetfire and .22
Short Minx in this country. The Jetfire,
also known as the 950 BS, is a proven
design of long standing, being a single
action blowback operated autoloading
pistol. With an aluminum alloy frame, the
Jetfire weighs but eight ounces empty. It
holds nine shots with one in the chamber.

We have been testing the new Amer
ican-made Beretta Jetfire and can give it a
clean bill of health. Fit, finish, and func
tion are all flawless. The little pistol

By Ray Ordorica

is .61 inches. The case headspaces on the
mouth, just like the .45 ACP. Published
ballistics give a 50-grain bullet a nominal
velocity of some 810 fps.

There is no question that with similar
barrel lengths, the .25 ACP is much more
powerful .than even the .22L.R., a state
ment many will dispute. However, I make
it based on actual tests this past winter on
small game, testing my Beretta against a
six-inch barreled S&W K-22. The .25 hits a
harder blow than the .22L.R., even hollow
points out of the K22, for head shots on
small game. Many of our experts have said
otherwise, but I wonder if they have really
tested the .25.

misfire, you have to pop up the barrel and
clear the chamber manually. You can't just
whip back the slide and eject the bad
round and jack in a new one. In fact if you
try this you will have a heluva mess on
your hands to clear. I can't help feel this
fine little gun would be improved with the
addition of a good extractor.

The grips are checkered plastic. Near
the bottom of the left grip panel is a button
release for the magazine. This is not the
most convenient position for a fast reload,
but I doubt if many will want to use this
gun in combat matches.

The trigger guard is actually a leaf
spring that bears against the underside of
the barrel. There is a lever on the left side
of the receiver which, when pressed for
ward, releases the breech end of the barrel
from a recess in the frame. The barrel,
which is pinned to the frame by a trans-

Foreign-born but American made, the
Beretta pop-barrel.25 auto is fast becoming
one of our most popular pocket pistols.

It takes a lot of ammo to fill the maga
zine. Eight in the clip and one in the
chamber is a handful of shells.

punches them out reliably as fast as you
can work the trigger, and the gun shoots
exactly where it looks. It puts them into the
x-ring of a standard NRA B-7 target when
fired with center hold at seven yards, when
I do my part. That's less than a two-inch
diameter circle.

Whatever the reason, the .25 ACP is one
of our most popular calibers. Historically,
the '.25 ACP came into being in 1908 when
John Browning designed the Colt Vest
Pocket pistol and the cartridge for it. The
cartridge is a rimless configuration which
gives ultimate feeding reliability from
magazine to chamber. Bullet diameter is
about .251 inches, and over all case length

Since beginning assembly in the States,
Beretta has added a nice-but little-safety
that operates similar to that on the .45 Colt
Government Model. This permits carrying
the gun in a cocked and locked configura
tion. I for one prefer to pack the little rod
around with one in the chamber and the
hammer fully down. It is a very easy gun to
thumb-cock.

Fired cases have lots of room to escape
the gun, as there is no ejection port per se,
the slide being completely open on top
from halfway up the side of the barrel in
front of the breech, a typical Beretta de
sign. The gun has no extractor, which
means if you have a faulty round and a

verse axle-pin underneath the muzzle, is
then popped up by the action of the trig
ger-guard/spring, leaving the breech open
and accessible for cleaning, loading, or
inspection.

Opening the barrel is also the first step in
field stripping. After ensuring the gun is
unloaded and the magazine is removed,
pop up the barrel and push it forward
"over center" out of the way. Cock the
hammer, then move the slide very slightly
rearward and lift up on it. It will come up
and off the receiver, exposing the innards
for cleaning. This is all that's necessary or
recommended in home care of the Jetfire.

To reinstall the slide, match the ends of
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Next to a .44 Magnum, the .25 looks like a pipsqueak, but
there's a lot of reliable firepower in the Jet fire.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1981

. trigger pull is clean and adequately light,
breaking at a shade over five pounds. Once
in a while I would get nicked by the
hammer pinching my hand between it and
the frame, but not every time. In all, I
think there is enough of an overhang to
pn;>vide the needed protection.

Empties tend to fly at random from the
gun, landing all over the landscape to the
right side and behind me. Never has one
hit me, though, and never has a fired shell
failed to exit the gun. Reliabilitv i~ bv far

Continued (In page 62
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.25 Auto (.25 ACP)
Blowback, single action
Eight in magazine, plus one in
chamber
2% inches
4.7 inches
8 ounces empty; 11 + oz.,
loaded
Fixed. Front tapered; and
rear is a squared-U notch.
Sight radius 3 1/4 inches.
Checkered plastic
Blue
About $175

Stocks:
Finish:
Price:

Caliber:
Adion:
Capacity:

Barrel: .
LOA:
Weight:

Sights:

both appear easy to achieve.
The first impression one gets shooting

the Jetfire is that it takes a lot of ammo to
fill the magazine. With eight in the maga
zine and one in the chamber, one has a real
handful of shots available. It is no big job
to haul back the slide to chamber a round,
but there is no need to do so. It is easil<r to
pop up the barrel and drop in the first
round, then snap it shut and you're in
business. I found the tip-up barrel feature
really convenient. In fact, every time I pick
up the gun I pop it open to check the
chamber. .

can easily get two fingers around the
grip which is adequate for firing control.
However, the muzzle flips up less with both
my mitts around it, and it is an easy gun
with which to do this. I wrap the left index
finger around the front of the guard and
find this most comfortable. With such a
hold the m~zzle hardly leaves the center of
the target with each shot. With a little
practice, I was able to keep all shots easily
within my hand span, shooting as fast as
possible from seven yards. Recoil and
noise of the Jetfire are both very slight. The
grips are wide enough to cushion the recoil
adequately. I can shoot my Jetfire with no
ear protection, and I have pretty sensitive
ears. Muzzle flash at night is likewise very
slight, with only a few sparks visible. .

I found the trigger to be positioned
nicely and it did not pinch my finger. The

the recoil spring to the slots in the under
side of the slide and press the slide down
and back until it snaps into place. Close
the barrel and you're all set to load and
shoot. Very simple, very clever, and very
well done.

The sights are a fixed tapered front
blade and a small rear notch cut in a
protruding lump at the rear of the slide.
While they are rather dismal by target
shooting standards, they look where they
shoot and are adequate for an arm's length
weapon. It would be nice to have a wider
flat-topped front blade and a correspond
ing wider rear notch. Neither would de
tract from the Be~etta's pocketability, and



Sequence, 'eff to right: in holster with hammer down; strap opened and gun pushed down; pistol
.~ ,,~ -. - '.

TEST REPORT:

By Don Shumar

el~.een
Organizations aren't the only ones that

get nervous about Condition One. Many'
of the big auto's fans prefer to keep the
hammer down and do a fast fumble when
it's time to shoot. Others, through gross'
ignorance, wear the pistol half-cocked,
which is totally unsafe.

An alternative is Condition Three
(empty chamber, 'loaded magazine, ham
mer down). When a shellshucker is left in
this mode most of the accident potential
previously noted is sharply reduced. But
then you may be too safe. What if you're
caught by surprise and have to shoot

• quickly without time to jack back the slide?
Fast "clicks" won't save your bacon, so
there you are. Either sacrifice some safety
in exchange for speed, or be completely (?)
safe and hope that in an emergency there's
plenty of time to get ready.

Richard Seldeen, a Los Angeles Deputy
District Attorney and part time holster
maker, was well aware of all this and ~.

decided to do something about it. His
answer is an excellent one-what he calls a
"double action holster" for single action
automatics.

In this rig, the pistol is carried in Condi
tion Three, about as safe as you could ask.
To draw, you thumb off the safety strap,
grasp and push the grip down, then come
up and out. This f1ash-of-a-second move
ment cycles the slide, chambers a car
tridge, and cocks the hammer. You're
ready to go!

Holster loading a .45 isn't new. Back in
the '50s Sgt. Tom Lougnhan, a USAF
Military Policeman stationed in New York
City would demonstrate one way using his
standard 1911-Al and G.1. holster, slightly
modified by removing the trigger guard
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the barrel, and then does something
foolish; (2) the gun goes off while being
cleared or loaded; and (3) the hammer
slips from under the thumb while being
lowered.

In addition, Public Information person
nel must calm uneasy citizens by explain
ing that yes, it is O.K. for officers to carry
cocked pistols, while Community Relation
functionaries rush about trying to placate
minority and sob sister groups out protest
ing how "provocative" and "intimidative"
those obviously prepared sidearms are. No
wonder some chiefs think "automatic" is
just another word for hassle.

Cock your Colt
in the I t

J:?:t~~ 0 S er
innovative holster

One reason more law enforcement
agencies don't use Colt's Govern

ment Model .45 or Browning High Power
pistols is they can't or won't tolerate the
piece in Condition One (chamber loaded,
cocked & locked) and don't want their
people on the street with anything less
than an instantly ready sidearm.

From an institutional point of view
safety is the overriding question. Improper

. handling can result in a loud bang
followed by lawsuits or worse.,The major
ity of 1911 or P-35 pistol related accidents
fall into three categories: (1) when some
one incorrectly unloads, leaves a round in
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Pistol being cycled when pushed
down. Slide retracts and a round is
chambered and you're set to go.

boys from Mongoose Security Engineer
ing, a local protection and investigation
service that looks after a number of silver
mines and other interesting projects. Their
operatives are very much into automatics
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because they often work in wide open
desert areas where fast back-up from a
black & white isn't likely.

It wasn't long before we began to appre
ciate the way the D.A. holster worked. The
only problem was that on infrequent occa
sions the slide would hang up in the rear
position as pressure from the right sid,e of
the holster backed out the slide stop as it
came opposite the take down notch. Dick
tells me this has been corrected in current
production by cutting a groove or slot for
the pin to ride in. I simply cut the protud
ing stop pin to just under flush with the
slide. This didn't hamper regular field
stripping and cured the problem.

Since you have to push down against
recoil spring pressure it's a good idea to
mount the holster on a wide, sturdy belt
and retain it with keepers. When drawing,
come up quickly so the slide will snap into
battery or you may leave a case rim hung
up under the extractor hook.

The Double Action holster is made for
Colt's Government Model, Gold Cup, and
Commanders; the AMC Hardballer;
Browning's P-35 Hi Power; Detonics; and
the Star P.D. in stock issue form. If your
gun has been customized or modified be
sure to tell them in what manner when you
order. Most alterations can be accommo
dated, but they need to know what they
are. Suggested retail price is about $40.00.
For more information or to order write:
Seldeen Leathercrafters,
222 Ramona Place, .....
Camarillo, CA. 93010. ~

wedge. Tom would whip up the flap with
an extended right thumb, wrap his fingers
around the butt, lift the gun about halfway
out, twist the handle outward, digging the
rear sight tightly into the lifted flap, and
then push down to do the thing. This
technique wasn't new when I first saw it,
and while it worked for him I didn't find it
dependable. Occasionally the sight's
rounded corner would slip and I'd end up .
with a stovepipe or on half-cock.

Seldeen's design avoids this. The lower
pouch is steel reinforced, open ended, and
has a block sewed in at the bottom to
support the slide. The center is cut away to
expose the ejection port and provide clear
ance so the frame/handle assembly can be
shoved down. On top the gun is securely
retained by a strap which wraps around,
but does not depress the grip safety (if
there is one). It's simple, and it works.

The self-loading feature in no way com
promises other carry options. As situations
dictate use any Condition you choose. It's
even possible to partially drop the maga
zine and clear the pistol while it's still in
the holster.

One seldom-appreciated advantage of
wearing a vacant chambered automatic is
that snatchers will come away with what in
effect is an empty weapon. By the time
they find out, they should be in serious
trouble. No street cop armed with a maga
zine pistol should overlook this point.

Proper use and speed come with prac
tice, so Seldeen wisely includes a dummy
cartridge with each order. With it you can
develop proficiency without danger. Never
work out with live ammo, and keep at it
until you've got the movements down pat.

I took my test sample to some of the
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America's premier money shoot produced
few surprises, but a lot of hard competitive

action by a gathering of today's best gunners.

Following the 1980 Bianchi Invitational
Pistol Tournament, which Mickey

Fowler won handily with a SC0re of 1878
85X, I prognosticated in my American
Handgunner report, that Fowler's impres
sive score was "likely to stand as the target
score for future participants as long as the'
Tournament employs the same set of four
individual matches." Well, the tournament
format is unchanged and the winner in
1981 once again was Mickey Fowler, but
his 1980 score would have gotten him no
better than third this year. That still
wouldn't be so bad, in this, the richest
shooting match going. However, my only
prediction regarding scores for upcoming
anniversaries of the Bianchi shootout is
that the perfect score of 1920 is not only
possible, but likely. I would not be sur
prised to see ties at the perfect score,
settled, of course, only by the X-count. .

Fowler's winning score in the 1981
Bianchi Tournament was '1890-88, only 30
points shy of the perfect 1920.

Because of his win last year, and also
because it is simply a pleasure, as well as
an education, just to watch him shoot,
Fowler attracted a gallery at every event.
That gallery got its only disappointment at
Match No: 4 when Mickey left but one
plate standing at the completion of the 48
plate string. Not to take a thing away from
Fowler's accomplishments, since he needs
no apologies whatsoever for his perfor
mance, but had he cleaned the Falling
Plate event, he would have thrown the 1981
tournament into turmoil.

First of. all, the additional 10 points
would have made him the first shooter to
join the 1900 club and receive the one-time
cash award of $5000 from John Bianchi.
This was the first year that the award was
posted, and Fowler is odds-o!! favorite to
be the first to win it. It wasn't to be in the
1981 tournament, though.
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Secondly, had Fowler knocked over all
48 plates, it wouldn't have been known at
the time, but it would have thrown that
event into a four-way tie. The three super
shooters who starred in the drama were
Mark Duncan who finished 2nd overall;
Mike Dalton, 3n1; and Nick Pruitt, who
finished 4th.

Ray Chapman, whose Chapman Acad
emy is location for the shoot, envisions a
different method of determining the win-

By Jim Woods

ner of the plate event next year. Ifa shooter
cleans all 48 in the regulation match, he'll
keep shooting until he misses one. This
way, a record for the event automatically
will be set for future shooters to pursue
and there will be less likelihood of a tie.
The shooter will still record 480 points
toward his aggregate score. The total num
ber of plates shot, over 48, will determine
only the winner of that event.

Other top finishers are tabulated
elsewhere in this report but some of the
major winners include Paul Liebenberg of
So. Africa, the International winner who
finished 8th overall as well; and Edith
Almeida, winner-of the Ladies Event with
a 1652-45X also of So. Africa, and who
took the· same prize last year.

The firm of Mike Dalton, Mike Fich-

man, Mickey Fowler, and Graig Gifford
took team honors. This is a new award with
this just past tournament, and like other
special awards, does not require shooting a
separate match. It is required that a team
be registered as such at application time to
be eligible for the team award. The total
score of all four team numbers was 7433
323X out of a possible 7680 (4 x 1920).

Another award, new this 1981 Tourna
ment, was the Median Award presented to
the man (or woman) in the middle of the
list of scorers. The award, $500 in cash plus
a silver tray, sponsored by THE AMER
ICAN HANDGUNNER, was presented
to Mike Carmean; whose 1605-4X placed
him 119th out of 238 competitors.
. Just to prove that all the recognition,

and prizes, don't have to go to the very top



Line up of shooters at the Practica'
Match. Here they are at the JO yard
'ine, where each shoots 36 rounds.

The only reason a
revolver didn't win
is because Mickey
Fowler shot an auto

nament, even though all winners so far
have shot the Colt auto system in custom
dress. At the start, three years ago, the
courses of fire were designed to present no
advantage to the auto pistol. There are no
speed loading requirements, no reloading
while jumping or running, and all courses
are fired in six-shot increments.
Theoretically, at least, a revolver should
have an equal chance against the auto.

A PPC shooter has finished second the
last two years, and I'll predict a First Place
for someone of PPC persuasion in the very
near future, possibly even next year. There
are just too many good revolver shooters

ianehi

shooters, our Man-in-the Middle hails
from Newport News, Virginia, where he is
active in the Virginia affiliate of IPSC, the
Lafayette Gun Club. His club, of which he
is on the Board of Directors, is the host
club for the 1981 IPSC Championships,
and was for the 1980 Championships a,s
well. His gun for the Bianchi shoot was a
Clark long-slide Colt .45 auto.

And, on the subject of competition guns,
Mickey Fowler's was a custom long slide
.45 auto by Devel, named by its maker
"Gammon:' (The American Handgunner
will report on this gun in the next issue.)

Second place finisher Mark Duncan
brought back the same PPC revolver th'at
he built himself, and with which he placed,
5th last year.

PPC revolvers and their shooters con
tinue to make good showings at the tour-

Mike Carmean receives the'American
Handgunner Trophy from Jim Woods.
He scored in the midd'e of the list.
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competing to ignore their chances of tak
ing the tournament.

There has been much verbal and printed
discussions these past three years of the
Bianchi Invitational Pistol Tournament, as
to the merits of the revolver vs. the auto. In
spite of my prognosticating, again, this
time that a PPC shooter will take a nel!r
future winner's spot, I believe I have the
answer.as to why a revolver has not won up
to now. It's so simple. It's because~
Mickey Fowler shoots an auto. ~

NAME
FOWLER, MICKEY
DUNCAN, MARK
DALTON, MIKE
PRUITT, NICK
WEDDLE, ROYCE
MURRAY, MICHAEL
CAMPBELL, TOM
L1EBENBERG, PAUL
(REP. OF so. AFRICA)

GIFFORD, CRAIG
PRIDE, JOHN
CARSON, GAVIN
(REP. OF so. AFRICA)
FICHMAN, MIKE
WILLIAMS, KENT
ROGERS, WILLIAM
ROCK, JOHN
SHAW, JOHN
CLARKE, DAVID, PETER
(RHODESIA)

GRAY, BRUCE
BOWKER, WAYNE
GRABBATIN, CHARLES

SCORE
1890-88
1882-83
1869-83
1868-64
1863-78
1858-82
1854·73
1851·71

1843-76
1835·66
1831-85

1831-76
1831·64
1829-57
1825·60
1824-66
1822-61

1816-55
1815-49
1810-47

was still "snakebit" for the next day's
match as well. He went on to finish in the
Number 20 position, and the term "Bianchi
Jinx" was started to be heard buzzed
around the Chapman Academy, Murray
shook it off in the 1981 tournament,
though, and climbed back to 6th in the
overall standings this year.

Gavin Carson of South Africa was the
1981 victim of the Bianchi Jinx. This time it
was at the Barricade event, and his embar
rassment was similar to Fowler's in 1979
an auto clip not fully loaded. Gavin was the
International Event winner in 1980, and
finished 2nd in that special category in
1981. Again, not to downgrade the Num
ber 1 shooter in that event, but only 20
points ·separated winner Paul Liebenberg
from second place Gavin Carson. Possibly
Carson's lapse did cost him First Place. As
Gavin related it, "... Iwas on a real 'high;
just me and the target, and I was shooting
well. No one or nothing distracted me, I· just
blew it ..." .

Well, "Bianchi Jinx" was whispered
about the range and hotel once again, this
time a little more seriously than the year be
fore. All the shooters affected so far have
not been those of lesser talent who may not
make the "cut" and not get invited back
next year. They have been among the very
best, the pros, the contenders. What gets in
the way of their total concentration? Hard
to say. Will it happen again next year,
maybe at the Practical Event? Also hard to
predict. Does the jinx exist at all? A lot of
shooters at the Bianchi ~

Tournament think so. -,

The Bianchi Invitational Pistol Tourna
ment, in its three years of operation,

has attracted top shooters, worldwide;
serious competitors who are accustomed to
the pressures of the high prestige, big
money shooting matches.

Yet, in each of the three tournaments to
date, a top competitar has experienced a
lapse in concentration that resulted in a
failure to reload for one stage, and a resul
tant lower finish.

It started in 1979, the first tournament,
with Mickey Fowler who had fired six
rounds from a .45 auto clip that was
loaded with the usual seven rounds. At the
start of the next stage, he checked the
same magazine, saw the single round in the
lips, thought it to be a fully loaded maga
zine, slammed it home in the butt of his
pistol, and jacked the round into the cham
ber. He was shooting the steel plates, and
dropped five shots of his six round string, of
course, and wound up in second place at
the end of the tournament. He may not
have beat out Ron Lerch, who won that in
augural match, even if he had fired his five
more rounds, but he sure didn't help his
cause any. But for that one lapse of con
centration, he could have owned the tour
nament from the very start.

The same year, 1979, the Third Place
finisher was a top PPC shooter, Mike
Murray. Obviously, his high finish made
him ane to watch the following year, and
dozens of spectators watched him in 1980
when he failed to reload for a stage at the
moving target. Not only did he drop three
rounds, 30 points, on that event, but he

Tom Campbell of Smith & Wesson as
he attacked the falling plates. He is
in the process o·f going prone.



JOHNW\YNE
Commemorative
Holster and
Gunbelt Set

An authentie
reproduction of
the holster, gunbelt
and trousers' belt
worn by the legendary
John Wayne in his
many motion pictures.
Meticulously hand
crafted by Bianchi
Gunleather and endorsed
by Wayne Enterprises.
Each set is handsomely
packaged with a signed
Certificate of Registration
and a to-page color booklet
describing this collectors'
item. Limited to only 3000
editions, each individually
numbered and registered $250.
(Plus $5 postage and handling.
CA Res. add 6070 sales tax.)

A portion 0/ the proceeds/rom this
sale will be donated to the John
Wayne Cancer Clinic, Los
Angeles, CA.

issued exclusively by the

~~~ HISTORICAL CENTER
100 CALLE CORTEZ. DEPT. AH11 • TEMECULA CA 92390







I n the English language, arcane would
mean something old fashioned, or

out of date. In French it means mysterious
or secret. Though it is not well known now,
in the language of the American handgun
ner, it may in the future signify the most
lethal of all armor-piercing pistol
ammunition.

Arcane bullets are manufactured in
France. They do not at this time have a
U.S. importer. Nor are they currently
being made under license in this country.
Their performance is so astonishing,
however, the editors felt it would be worth
while to inform its readers of what is a sig
nificant development in the history of
pistol ammunition. .

Arcane bullets are currently available in
.380,9 mm, .38 Spl., .357 Magnum, and .45
ACP. All but the .380 have a conical bullet.
The .380 is a round nose design due to lim
itations in overall cartridge length in that
caliber. The .380, 9 mm, .38 and .357 all
share the same bullet weight, which is a
miniscule 70 grains. The .45 ACP weighs
only 120 grains! So, how do they do it?
Arcane bullets are made of copper. They
have no jacket, nor do they need one. They
are made out of pure copper, through and
through. This, as well as their light weight
and efficient configuration, account for
their remarkable performance.

The traditional problem with light
weight pistol or rifle bullets has been that

This devastating handgun ammunition was developed especially for
the French Secret Police. It may be overloaded, but it is effective.

they were just too fragile, and their pen
etration and expanded frontal area
suffered as a result. Since they are made of
copper, rather than having a copper jacket
around a lead core, Arcane bullets are
utterly indestructible. They are not an
expanding bullet. And that brings up the
traditional problem with armor piercing
bullets; lethality. This, of course is also a
problem for all the small bore pistol bul
lets. They count on the expansion of the
bullet to make up for low mass and frontal
area. The Arcane bullets solve both prob
lems quite well.

I do not have samples of .380 Arcane
bullets, but was fortunate to be able to im
port samples of everything else. Chro
nographed velocities are listed in Table A.

Because the Arcane bullets are traveling
so fast, and because their conical bullet
shape apparently sets up a shock wave, the
little copper bullets produce wound chan
nels as large or larger than the very best
conventional, expanding bullets! I have
killed a variety of large animals with this
ammunition and I can vouch for its effec
iiveness. To try and demonstrate just how

By Andy Tillman

ettectlve a lightweight, indestructible bul
let is, I shot samples of each caliber into 25
lb. bricks of potter's clay. I shaped each
brick to a dimension of II inches long and 4
inches deep. Its water content was about
15%. It produced a deformation on
expanding bullets similar to what I have
found exists when thin bones like ribs or
the sternum are hit on ferral dogs. Penetra
tion was also comparable. The only thing
which is unrealistic about this potter's clay
was the huge wound cavities, however, it
does give you a relative idea of how the
various calibers and bullet designs com
pare. See Table B.
As you can see, the diameter of the wound
channels of the Arcane bullets equal or ex
ceed some very well-made expanding bul
lets and far surpass the excellent KTW
bullet in 9 mm (it also does so in .45 ACP).
So how does the Arcane concept stand up
against our own, home grown KTW bul
lets when it comes to penetration of bar
ricade material?

Penetration in dry tamarack logs.
9mm Arcane 7" (bullet tumbled.)
9 mm KTW 9 3/,"

9 mm FMJ 6"
.45 Arcane 6 1/,"

.45 KTW 5"

.45 FMJ 3"
It was interesting to note that the .45 Ar

cane bullet remained point forward in t'1\S
test, and the 9 mm did not. Upon closer ex
amination it was found that the ogive of
the 9 mm bullet was not as steep as that on
the .45. As a result, it is apparently not as
stable, and it tumbled, significantly reduc
ing its penetration. The ogive is identical
on the .38 and .357 bullets and when tested
they too tumbled. I would suggest that the
manufacturer increase the length of the
bearing surface and increase the caliber of
the ogive on their 9 mm".357 diameter bul
lets to solve this problem.

Penetration of 1/16 inch rolled steel
plates was also tested. Three plates were
lined up, 8 inches behind one another. Re
sults indicated that the Arcanes were just
as effective as the KTW armor piercing
bullets.
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Looking more like medieval towers,
the rounds of Arcane ammo show their
pointed bullets that are devastating.

Needless to say, I am very Impresseo
with Arcane ammunition. It is the only
pistol ammo I am aware'ofwhich com
bines high shocking power with equally
high penetration. In concept I think it is
the best pistol ammunition available.

The fly in the ointment is that the man
ufacturer in France insists on loading Ar-

9 mm Arcane
entry 5 112"
exit 7"
top 7"

.38 Spl. Arcane
entry 5"
exit 5V2"
.357 Arcane
(2Y2" barrel)
entry 6 112"
exit 7 112"

.45 ACP Arcane
entry 6V2"
exit 9"

Table B
9 mm KTW

entry 3"
exit 4V."

.38 Spi. + P WW STHP
entry 5"
exit No exit

.357 Rem. 125 gr. JHP
(2Y2" barrel)
entry 6"
exit 6"

.45 CCI Lawman 200 gr. JHP
entry 3%"
exit 3112'''

Best of both worlds. The .45 ACP Arcane bullet weighs only J20 grs.
but it produced the 'largest wound channel in the test program•.

Table A

9 mm .38 Special .357 Magnum .45 ACP
Barrel
length. 411." 4" 2" 5" 2" 5"
Velocity.
(fps) 1792 1790 1728 2018 1856 1602
Bullet
weight. 70 gr. 70 gr. 70 gr. 120 gr.
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cane ammo to what we in the U.S. consider
(and rightfully 'so) ridiculously high pres
sure. After several phone calls to France I
was finally able to learn that pressures are
approximately as follows: 9 mm-45,000
psi; .38-50,000 psi; .357-54,000 psi; .45
ACP-unknown.

The manufacturer claims that Arcane
.38 ammo is labeled plus P in Europe; con
sidering that 19,900 psi is plus P in this
country I should certainly hope so! Do
not, I repeat, do not shoot. 38 Arcane
ammo in anything but a .357 Magnum re
volver. That I almost tested it in a .38 air
weight still gives me the shudders!

What is maddening about this whole sit
uation is that the Frenchmen know there
are U.S. powders which could achieve ve
locities within 100 fps of what their am
munition is now loaded to, and do so
within normal pressures. HS-6 is probably
ideal, but it is not available in France. So

. they use a French single-base pistol
powder known as GS-7. It is green in color
and has a burning rate about like Unique.
This is a little bit too fast to be optimum,
but it bulks out the case perfectly. But so
does HS-6. You would think they would
import some!

To this they reply that only Bullseye and
2400 are available in France, and that the
Arcane ammo achieves its high pressure
for only a few milli-seconds. Not long
enough, they claim, to blow up a gun. I for
one don't plan to find out they are wrong.
The .45 ammo I tested has a bulge around
the unsupported portion of the case which
is so large it looks almost like a belted mag
num rifle case. To this they responded that
it is combat ammo, not for target practice!

I reloaded some of the.45 ACP bullets
with 15 gr. of HS-6 and got 1500 fps and
apparently normal pressures.

The accuracy of the Arcane ammo is
surprisingly good. I did not conduct a for
mal accuracy test, but instead fired at an
IPSC Item silhouette in the roll-over prone
position at 50 yds. All calibers put 3 or 4
out of 5 shots into the center 5 zone. Even
though this ammunition is at least 300 fps
faster than any other ammo on the market,
in my pistols, with my grip no major sight
adjustments were necessary.

Despite their eccentric attitude towards
pressure, the French manufacturer has a
sane policy towards the sale of this am
munition. It is strictly for police, military
or other state, federal or legitimate para- .
military organizations. It is not cheap. In
France I believe each round sells for about
$2.00 U.S. This is largely due to the anti
quated method they use to make the bullet
itself, which is turned on a lathe, rather
than an automatic screw machine.

If they receive an order for a million
rounds they can afford to have them made
in a more efficient manner. Then the cost
should come down below what the KTW
bullets sell for, since copper is cheaper
than the bronze alloy used in them (and I
would think a lot easier on the bore of your

Continued on page 66
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ANNOUNCING
our new

CustOID COIDbat coIDplete
gun as shown $395 00

.

Standard with following:
.• SAFARI AMBI. SAFETY

• WILSON SIGHTS, SHOK-BUFF AND SPRING.
• FUNNELED MAG. WELL
• POLISHED RAMP AND THROATED CHAMBER
• METALIFE FRAME
• DIAMOND-BLUE SLIDE
• PACHMAYR GRIPS AND MAINSPRING HOUSING
• COMMANDER-TYPE HAMMER
• NATIONAL MATCH TRIGGER
• ENGRAVED LOGO

MICHIGAN ARMAMENT PISTOLSMITH OF CHAMPIONS:

Nid< Pruitt finished 4th overall and won the shoot-off at the recent
U.S. Nationals and has qualified for the U.S. team at the World
Shoot in South Africa.

t98 t Bianchi Cup
4th place overall and winner of Falling Plate Shoot-off. Nid< Pruitt
of New Hall, California.

6th place overall
Michael Murry of Upper Arlington, Ohio

t98 t Second Chance Combat Shoot
Michael Murry and Nick Pruitt
New record for two man team 3.64 sec.
Nid< Pruitt winner of 5 pin event.

Both men using custom built-Mag-na-ported guns by

Michigan Armament Inc.
214 East Adrian St. • Blisafield. MI49228
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ARD
FACTS

about
ARD

FINISHES
The "blue steel" revolver and auto pistol

are slowly giving way to new nickel and
chrome finishes that are durable

Phoro by John Kleinman

By Michael Bane

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1981

Hard chrome, electroless nickel, Teflon,
Nitex, Metaloy-the number of

"new" surfaces for handguns seems to
grow daily. Just a few years ago the only
acceptable finish for a handgun was blued,
with maybe a few nickeled guns of ques
tionable ancestry on the side.

But the boom in the handgun shooting
sports, such as silhouette and combat
shooting, has triggered a search by hand
gunners for the "perfect" handgun finish.
This perfect finish will never require clean
ing, be indestructible in the face of grimy
fingerprints, salt water, and just plain ne
glect, never wear, and improve the perfor
mance of the gun.

Bob Cogan has heard it all before, and
he just laughs.

"No plated finish is the panacea people
think it's going to be;' he says. "No finish is
impregnable, and no finish can stand up to
everything people can think up to do to it."

Cogan should know. As the owner of
Accurate Plating and Weaponry in Clear
water, Florida, Cogan has become one of
the foremost gun platers in the country.
His specialty is hard chrome with a
brushed finish that uncannily resembles
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stainless steel, so much so that at the recent
S.H.OT. show in New Orleans an execu
tive of a major handgun company was
fooled by Cogan's .45 automatic frames.
"You're sure they're not stainless?" he
asked Cogan.

Mossberg's Abilene single action re
volvers and custom pistolsmith Jim Clark's
super .45s are both hard chromed by Ac
curate, as are guns belonging to Alaskan
guides and servicemen in Guam. So when
we decided to try to make heads or tails of
the glut of gun finishes, it's only natural
that we turned to Cogan.

"There are two kinds of people who
should have their guns plated," Cogan
says. "People who use their guns a lot, and

.people who don't use them at all."
Almost any finish, he says, will be more

durable than bluing, and any finish will ul
timately wear out. How often you have to
clean the gun and how much attention you
have to pay to its maintenance is more a
function of where you live than of the
gun's finish.

"If you live in Arizona and have your
gun hard chromed or electroless nickeled,
then maybe you won't ever have to clean

it;' he says. "Try that here in Florida and
no matter what kind of finish is on the gun,
it's going to rust;'

In terms of the straight-out resistance to
rusting and corrosion, Cogan says the win
ner, hands-down, is the Teflon" finish.
Rather than a plated finish, Teflon' is a
baked on chemical finish, and it is fiercely
rust and corrosion resistant.

"Unfortunately, it is also fairly soft aI\.<!
it scratches easily," Cogan adds. "With
Teflon, ' there is a heavy surface area build
up. On the plus side, Teflon \12 really
smooths out an action;'

In terms of corrosion resistance, next on
the list is one of the oldest metal platings,
plain old nickel.

"Nickel holds up very well to salt, but
there is a little problem;' Cogan says. That
problem is probably well known to the
owners of many nickel-plated magnum
handguns. "It blows away. The bond be
tween the nickel plating and the steel sur
face just isn't as hard as, say, chrome.
Nickel is like it's plated on the surface,
while chrome is welded to the surface.
We've chromed .458 Winchester Magnum
rifles and never had any problems, but we



won't guarantee nickel plating on a mag
num gun."

Many factory nickel plating jobs are the
result of a two-stage project-first the gun
is copper plated, then the nickel is put on
over the copper. "It's stronger, but I still
don't think it's strong enough," Cogan
says.

Electroless nickel, he says, is a whole dif
ferent animal. "Electroless, like Nitex
who does Colt',s .work-has the same
bonding characteristics as chrome," Cogan
says, "and it's more resistan t to salt than
chrome."

If it has any drawbacks, he says, they are
two-fold. Electroless nickel is a softer sur
face than chrome, with a Rockwell Hard
ness Rating in the high 30s as opposed to
chrome's Rockwell 60.

"Electroless also plates everywhere, and
that includes the inside of the barrel and
the inside of the cylinders," Cogan says.
"That means that you've added usually
about .002" of nickel to the bore and cylin
ders. To me, if the gun manufacturer had
wanted that bore to be .002 smaller, he
would have made it that size:'

Obviously, Cogan's favorite finish is
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A TRIO OF GUN FINISHES

There are numerous other types of gun
finishes. !-jere's a sampling of finishes

from three of today's top gun refinishers:

~ METALOY: "The basic element of Met-
aloy is chrome, but it's broader based,"
says Jim Turney, the owner of Metaloy.
"Metaloy is not industrial hard chrome,
decorative chrome, or anything like that."

What Metaloy is is hard, anywhere from
68-72 Rockwell and probably the hardest
metal finish presently available.

"Arkansas pistolsmith Bill Wilson has put
200,000 rounds through an accurized .45
auto that's been Metaloyed, and it's still
maintaining the same groups," Turney says.
"The finish is so hard that the gun doesn't
wear nearly as fast."

Metaloy provides anywhere from 10
100 times the corrosion resistance of bluing
(depending, of course, on the climate in
your locale) and is guaranteed not to chip
or peel. .

While Turney has noticed a tremendous
upswing in demand for his finish
especially among big bore handgunners
he is still quoting a turn-around of from two
to six weeks. Metaloy costs $82 for auto
matics, $77 for revolvers, and $72 for
snubbies, with appropriate discounts for
dealers and police. Metaloy, Inc., 6567 21
Place "E," Tulsa, Oklahoma 74129.

NITEX: "We can put a Nitex finish on
anything-iron, steel, stainless,
aluminium-except pot metal," says
Nitex's James Essary.

Nitex is best known as the originator of
Colt's electroless nickel finish, and over
100 of Colt's guns go through the Nitex

process each week. Nitex is one of the
hardest nickel finishes, pushing 49 Rock
well, and it shares traditional nickel's corro
sion resistant properties.

"During a field test on a Nitex gun, it
didn't show rust for 96 hours;' Essary says.
"And even then the rust didn't spread be
neath the Nitex." Retail cost for a Nitex job
is $95. Nitex, 600 N. Glenville, Richard
son, Texas 75081.

TEFLON-S:~ It's on frying pans and
sawblades, and if rust is your main
nemesis, Teflon'"' may be the answer for
your handgun as well.

"Teflon'"' doesn't rust, cuts down on lu
brication, and doesn't get super cold, which
is a big factor for people who use guns in
very cold climates;' says George Maguire
of West Coast SECOA, which has been
Teflon ®-treating guns since 1969. "A
Teflon~-coatedgun won't stick to your skin
when it's cold they way steel will."

Basically, Teflon-S'"' (a type of Teflon de
signed for industrial use) is a baked-on
fluorocarbon finish. Its lubricating qualities
are legendary, and many police depart
ments have adopted it because of that and
the ease of cleaning a Teflon'"' finish brings.

-"Teflon'"' will stand up much better than
any other finish to open salt, and we're get
ting a lot of business from coastal gun
shops and boat and yacht captains for that
reason;' Maguire says. -

A Teflon® finish retails for between $50
and $60, he added. West Coast SECOA,
3915 U.S. Highway 98 South, Lakeland,
Fla. 33803

(Teflon'"' is a registered trademark for

DuPont's patented
non-stick finishes.)

After chrome processl an accur;zed .45
;s ready tor reassembly.

hard chrome. While any gun finish is, ul
timately, a compromise, Cogan feels that
chrome has the fewest negatives with the
most positives.

"It's harder than stainless steel; it's a
slick finish, so it automatically improves
the wear surfaces; the boyding of the
chrome to the steel is tremendous; the
Rockwell is high; it doesn't plate the bores
or the insides of the cylinders, and, I think,
it's a beautiful finish," he says. "A man
who has a gun plated by me, if he takes
reasonably good care of it, it should last
the rest of his life. Even a cop should be
able to get a good ten to twelve years out of
the finish."

But, as he pointed earlier in the inter
view, no finish is a panacea. Chrome will
rust, he says, not as fast as bluing, but
quicker than nickel.

The other finishes on the market, he
says, usually fall into one of the three
categories-chrome, nickel, or a chemical
based finish like Teflon:" "The formulas
for those finishes are becoming closely
guarded secrets;' he says, adding that his
own employees now have to sign a strict
no-competition contract. .

In addition to chrome plating, Accurate
offers nickel, bluing, parkerizing, and gold
plating. Despite the demands, Cogan re
fuses to do black chrome work. "There's
more b-s about black chrome than any
other finish," he says. "We used to do it,
and although it doesn't rust, it wears just
like blue, and it wears just as fast as blue:'
It's also an extremely hard finish to apply,

.very finicky and prone to failure, another
reason Cogan prefers not to deal with it.

The secret of any finish, he says flatly, is
in the polishing of the metal before it's
finished. "It's that simple-you can't get a
better finish on a gun than the handwork
before the finish. Sometimes people expect
miracles."

As if to illustrate his point, Cogan lead
me to his gun safe. Included in the safe are
some incredibly rusty relics-the actions
won't work, the rust has eaten deep.pi~,

and the instructions art simply to "plate
it."
Even with those rusty relics, Cogan's busi
ness is a labor of love. The 34-year-old
Cogan had a degree in Humanities and
was working as an insurance salesman
when he decided to have a Hawes Western
Marshall .44 chrome plated.

"I'd always been a gun buff, and I'd al
ways worked on my own guns," he says.
"I'd left my gun at a gun store to be plated.
Four weeks passed, then six, and when I

-asked what happened, they blamed the
plater. So I went down to his shop to see
what had happened."

Within a couple of years, he'd bought
the shop. Continued on page 75
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PACK A .38

(312) 678-1900

BELLS CUSTOM SHOP
DAVE I\ORIN-Pistol Smith
3313 MANNHEIM ROAD
Franklin Park, Illinois 60131

Send S.A.S.E.
for complete
price list.

Specialists in
Combat & Competition

Handguns

RELIABILITY
ACCURACY
QUALITY

BELLS
CUSTOM'SHOP

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

Also available to fit base on current
production model Mark I.

Add $1.00 for postage
and handl ing.
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Jem~s t.Clerk
PISTOLSMITH
Rt.2 - Box 22A

Keithville, Louisiana 71 D47
(318)925-0836

(White outline blade - $350 extra)
Replaces rear sight on Ruger models with
adjustable sights. Large, flat rear blade with
deeper sight notch. Improved sight picture.
Beller click adjustments.

CLARK tI RUGeR
Adjustable
Rear5ight

By J.D. Jones

SIGHTING IN
YOUR NEW
SCOPE

CUSTOM HANDGUN STOCKS
Presentation grade stocks of fancy American
& exotic woods for discriminating shooters.

SUPERIOR CRAFTSMANSHIP
Illustrated brochure $1.00

ROBERT H. NEWELL
55 Coyote 51. Los Alamos, N.M. 87544

At last' A shirt for us You'll feel comfortable
gun lovers Wear thIs and look fantastic
top qUJllty T-ShIrt en
hanced with our full col
or print of a Colt 38
Special "packed into
your belt "
• Expertly silk-screened

• Will not fade. crack or
peel

• Hanes top quality 50
50 Poly I Cotton .

• A unIque, one-ur-a
kind design

• Full COIOf, blue steel
walnut grips, chrome
trim

• Great for clubs
• LIght blue shirt, sharp

navy blue trim

• Our trusted. money-
back guarantee

PRINTED T-SHIRT
small. med.
large. extra large

$5.95 ~~H~~~rst ,*,
ORDER 2 OR MORE Fr" "IllIg wn~ ordor
And We Pay Postage Clillog 0IIy-$1.00 poalplid
SPECIFY OTY AND SIZE WHEN ORDERING

INNOVATIVE PRODUCTS CO.
P.O. BOX 8411 H-11 CORAL-8PRINGS, FL 33065

THIS UNIQUE, LIMITED EDITION
T-SHIRT WAS DESIGNED JUST FOR YOU

N OW that your scope is mounted; either
by you or your gunsmith, what do

you do?
More than likely the bullets will not land

where the reticule of the scope is pointed.
The process necessary to get the bullets
and sight together is called sighting in.

In recent years many shops have been
advertising "bore sighting" as a service to
accompany scope mounting. In its original
concept, bore sighting simply meant look
ing down or through your cannon barrel
while adjusting the scope.

Today the terminology refers to a pro
cess whereby a mechanical-optical device

Do it yourself action jobs is inserted into the muzzle of a gun and the
S & W "K" & "N" DA Spring Kits cross-hairs of the scope aligned on an

.$10.00
RUGER SECURITY SIX. COLT MK optical grid. This process works some-
III. S&W M·36 & 60 Double action times, sometimes not. It will, when used in
spring kits. Specify Kit . $7.65 I h b' I
COMBAT PAK. Heavy duty spring kit . rifles, usual y get t e ul ets landing on the
for all COLT A5 autos and Browning target paper at 25 yards. In regard to
HI·Power. handguns, I've never seen a bore sighting
SpeCify which model $16.50
WHITE OUTLINE SIGHT BLADES device that worked. Forget it.
for RUGER. COLT. MICRO adJusta· Bore sighting by actually looking
ble rear sights. Specify. $6.10 through the bore at an object and adjust-
SECURITY SIX
Adjustable Kit $11.00 ing the scope to point at the object without
S&W TRIGGER REBOUND SPRING moving the barrel is usually useful. This is
PACKA Spring Strength . .$7.65 possible and realistic on a single shot such
TIC SPRING .PAK. 10,30 oz Trigger as the T /C as the barrel is readily removed
Return Spring. Heavy Duty Hammer
Spring & Heavy Duty Bolt Spring and easily rested on something steady.

NEW MODEL SA RUGER ~1~1~0 Simply pick out something to center in
GER RETURN SPRING Reduces what area you can see while looking
pull about 50% .. $7.10 through the bore. Then adjust the scope to
S A. RUGER Mainspring. Fast coincide with the same object. Check the
Hammer Fall. $6.50 J

CUSTOM T / C BARRELS for way it looks several times. This type bore
SILHOUETTE or HUNTING. sighting is also readily accomplished on
17 through 50 cal .... from $155.00
SECURITY SIX Hot Pink several .22 autos such as the Ruger and
Front Sight. $15.00 High Standards although it may be more
2 CAVITY MOLDS, 265 & 315 trouble than it's worth. It is not possible to
GR44. 225 & 275 GR AI. 182 & b' hid ' I
200 GR .357 $30.00 ore Slg t revo vers an many auto PIStO s
CUSTOM PISTOL SCOPE BASES by this method.

.. $27.50 Generally, I sight in in two different
Rechamber T / C-30-30 to 30-40 h fi' 11 b 'k'
Krag, .41 to All JDJ. A4 to .430 ways; t erst IS usua y y pIC mg out a
JDJ, 35 Rem & 357 H to rock on a hillside or dirt bank and firing a
.358 JDJ .$30.00 shot at it. Observe where the bullet strikes
Solid rib for Super db' h 'd
Blackhawk $60.00 an correct Ymovmg t e wm age and/or

Dealer Inquiries Invited elevation adjustments until bullets are hit-
SSK INDUSTRIES ting where you want them to. I gradually
Rt. 7AH, Della Drive progress to very small rocks at around 100

Bloomingdale, OH 43910 yards and quit when I'm hitting them
(614) 264-0176 regularly. Frankly, this method usually
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LOW COST - LIFETIME PROTECTION FOR ONLY
$34.95 plus $2.00 shipping and handling per handgun

Treat your guns to the amazing Vacuum Teflon' Process

MASTER SHIELD
• PERMANENT PROTECTION FOR ALL HANDGUNS •

• Totally eliminates the need to oil your gun • Not a surface coating so it can't wcar off
• Easier cleaning - surface dirt and powder residue • Warrantied for the life of your gun

simply wipes off • Does not alter the finish

• Reduces leading • Improves functioning of auto pistols
• Eliminates rusting • Minimizes wear of critical internal parts
• Smooths action • Proven in the field

saves time over the paper punching
method.

The key to saving time and ammo sight
ing in on paper is simply by starting the
actual shooting at close range. Set a target
at 25 yards. Shoot, and if there isn't a bullet
hole in the paper move in to 10 yards.
Whatever the distance,. when you have
holes in the paper adjust the sight until it's
shooting reasonably close to where the gun
is pointing.

You should have decided by now to sight
in at a particular distance. I can't recom
mend less than 50 yards for any scoped
handgun. If you've adjusted to hit the
point of aim at 25 yards and shoot at 50,
you'll find the gun is shooting quite high
and perhaps to one side or the other. I sight
in magnum revolvers about three inches
high at 50 yards. This allows the trajectory
of the bullet to allow it to fly within three
inches of the line of sight from the muzzle
to around 125 yards. It's not a bad way to
have one sighted in.

I normally sight in the flat shooting
TICs or XPs chambered for rifle or rifle
type cartridges about three inches high at
100 yards for general usage. Depending on
the caliber, load, barrel length, etc., this
combination can give a dead on hold on a
deer-sized animal at from the muzzle to
250 yards.

All manufacturers' instructions list the
amount of correction each increment of
adjustment give their scope. This is usually
given at 100 yards distance. If the man
ufacturer says one "click" moves the bullet
impact one inch at 100 yards it will usually
move it about one half inch at 50 yards.

As it isn't unusual for scopes to "hang
up" when adjusted it's a good idea to tap
the adjustment apparatus a few times after
making an adjustment. Firing a couple of
shots will usually also serve to free a "hung
up" reticule.

Shooting should be done from a steady
rest if possible. Assuming your first group
is a foot high from the center of the bull
and about the same amount right on a
scope that moves one inch per "click" at
100 yards, your next step would be to dial
in 25 clicks "left" and 18 "down" to try to
achieve an impact point three inches high
at 50 yards. After adj usting, tap the adjust-~.

ment mechanism and carefully fire at least
two shots to determine what adjustments
have actually taken effect. If further ad
justments are needed; make them. Sight
ing in is really a simple problem if you'Vti:
done it a few times. I realize it can be a
trying experience if something goes wrong,
but aside from mounting problems most

,.. ~
THE COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL.. . .. $6.30
AR-15, M-16 ANO M-16Al (5.56mm Rifles). . .$8.70
INGRAM MAC-l0. . .$5.50; Ml CAR8INE. $8.75
The most comprehensive. best iliustrated manuals tor the use,
maintenance and repair of these effective weapons.
Money order or credit card only- in store or by mail- catalog $1.00

SURVIVAL 800KS (213) 763-0804
Oept AH • 11106 Magnolia Bivd.· North Holiywood. CA 91601

BLAt:1 SHEEP EITEBPBISES

MODERN PRACTICAL and
DEFENSIVE SHOOTING

is being taught at the CHAPMAN
ACADEMY OF PRACTICAL SHOOTING.
Courses are n'ow available for pistol,.
rifle and shotgun. The courses have
been attended and praised by world
class competitive shooters as well as
law enforcement personnel. For infor
mation write:

CHAPMAN ACADEMY
P.O. BOX 7035 • Columbia, MO 65205

(314) 696-5544

DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

STEEL EJECTOR HOUSING ASSY.
Replacements for

Blackhawk and Super Blackhawk Revolvers

Only-$1995
includes:

Blued Housing, Ejector Spring, Ejector Rod & Screw.
Ready to Install.

Specify Model and Caliber

EAGLE ARMS CORP.
P.O. Box 27564 • Tucson, AZ 85726 • (602) 623-6123

GUN BLUING
NICKEL PLATING

We Guarantee Satisfaction!
3 Week Service or LESS. We do QUALITY WORK.

We DON'T GRIND them up· SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

REBEL GUNREFINISHING
1620 No. Magnolia Ave.• Ocala, Florida 32670

PHONE (904) 629-5465
DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED-SEND EEL.
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MIDWEST FIREARMS
DEPT. 1A, 16580 CEDAR AVE. SO., ROSEMOUNT, MN 55068

J & G Sales Inc.
442AH Miller Valley Road Dept. AH

Prescott, Arizona 86301
Telephone: 1·802-445-9650

Gun Accessories, Clips, and Parts for
Broomhandle Mausers, Lugers, P-38,
1911A1, M1 Carbines, etc.

Send $1.00 for Catalog to:

IN STOCK

CLICK! When you hear it, you can believe it.
The Wichita,•. 45 automatic pistol target and

combat sight systems feature easy to operate
positive click elevation and windage adjust
ments. When you hear the click, you can
believe it, so your shooting is more accurate.

In addition, these all-steel sights, designed by
renowned pistolsmith Ron Power, have been
ruggedly constructed. Each is made to withstand
the shock of service ammo and heavy loads
better than any sights you've seen before. And
they're legal for all 15PC and NRA competitions.

Visit your favorite dealer to see (and hear)
Wichita Arms target and combat sight systems. ~f?:\\

.45 Auto Pistol Rear Target Sight $49.50 ~

.45 Auto Pistol Rear Combat Sight $49.50

Wichita Arms /333 Lulu, Po. Box 11371, Wichita, KS 67211 / (316) 265-0661

BROWNELLS
CATALOG #34

Designed for
The Gunsmiths - Dealers - Hobbyists

Who Service the Needs of the
Millions of

Sportsmen & Target Shooters
in the U.S. Today

ONE HUNDRED AND FIFTY PAGES
Dedicated to the principle that the man who works on guns deserves the Best* possible
in supplies elmmediate service from in·stock inventories .Personal association with
knowledgeable gun people eConstant adjustment in product performance. •

SELECTED FOR THE SELECT
For the trade are tools for every need .Chemicals tor every application eSupplies for every
operation eAccessories for from crown to buttplate, to shoot, to service, to repair, to re·build
or build the Gun .Electroless nickel plating • Wood carving tools .Engraving supplies .Hot
and cold gun bluing .Special glass bedding· Acraglas . Acraglas Gel.

·ONLY THE BEST
(*Some things are just naturally bener than others - and for over 40 years our gun trade has
wasted no time alerting us to the difference. As a simple matter of survival, if it doesn't do it
"best" we don't dare carry it!)

Price $3.25* - FREE TO QUALIFIED GUNSMITHS/DEALERS (FULL & PART TIME)
Serious Gunnuts & Hobbyists lOur new regular customers of the future): Ask, and we will send Federal Firearms Licensing
procedures with your $3.25 catalog order. For the good of the entire shooting Fraternity we are anxious to help you get
started as a legitimate professional· full or part time - or enhance your guncraft. The future fate of shooting in any area
depends on the activity of the local gunsmith. YOU can both serve and enjoy!

"Refunded on first $30.00 order. "Foreign orders: $4.25

"THE" SOURCE CATALOG YOU SHOULD NOT BE WITHOUT

-----BROWNELLS. Inc. MONTEi~~t ~~~~E 50171 -----

SMITH & WESSON and RUGER
MOST MODELS
IN STOCK

HIGH QUALITY MERCHANDISE AT
REASONABLE MARKET PRICES.

We have Bushnell & Weaver scopes at tremendous
discounts. We also offer many specials on Ruger. Colt,
Remington, S&W. SAKO, TIC, Winchester. Armalite,
Hardballer, Back-Up, Leupold, Weaver, Bushnell. Etc.
Please send us $1.00 in stamps or change to cover
shipping and handling on our large illustrated list. Your'
dollar is refundable on firs.t order over $100.00.

Hornady .25 ACP bullet
designed for reloading
Hornady Manufacturing Company has
added a new .25 caliber 50 grain bullet
to its line of pistol bullets for reloading.

The new round nose, full metal jacket
bullet is designed particularly for use
with the .25 caliber Colt Automatic of
pre-World War I vintage as well as the
more recent imports by Berreta, Galesi,
Astra and other .25 caliber autoloaders.
It is said to be the only .25 caliber ACP
bullet available for reloading.

Reloaders will find that the new .25
caliber is manufactured to the identical
specifications used in the bullets loaded
in factory ammunition.

In addition to the new .25 caliber,
custom reloaders can ~ake advantage of
ten more new bullets r~cently added to
the Hornady line. All are described in a
comprehensive new bullet chart now
available free from Hornady.

Frontier Cartridges, a division of
Hornady. is also offering the .25 Auto in
factory ammunition.

For more information on .25 caliber
bullets, ammunition, or the complete line
of Hornady bullets, write: Hornady
Manufacturing Company, P.O. Box 1848,
Grand Island, Nebraska 68801.

good quality scopes are quite reliable and
you shouldn't have any problems.

If you're used to only iron sighted guns
at first a scope sighted gun will feel awk
ward, particularly revolvers. The gun must
be held a couple inches lower than with
iron sights. It feels top heavy with that
extra weight on top. Some mounts fit too
far forward and the scope makes the gun
excessively muzzle heavy. You can see the
target much better and also see the cross
hair wiggle and wobble all over the place.
Don't worry about it. The wobble is the
same as it was with iron sights. The clear
sight picture of the scope just allows you to
see it-and control it much better. 500
rounds down the road the unfamiiiarity
will be gone and the gun will feel natural
again.

Scoping your gun will enable you to cut
your groups in half. Remember, if you
can't see a target you can't hit it.

With the current crop of scopes by Red
field, TIC, Leupold, Bushnell and Burris, a
good revolver and ammunition should
group 2.5 to 3 inches at 50 yards and 5 to 6
inches' at 100. This of course assumes the
shooter is capable of this degree of ac
curacy. The TICs and XPs in stock version
should with well prepared ammunition get
around 1.5 to 2.0 inches at 100 yards for 3 to
5 shot groups.

Scoped pistols won't be satisfactory for
everyone. However, I feel anyone seriously
interested in handguns should have a cou
ple scoped and shoot them enough to
realistically appraise ~

their performance. ~
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DEALERS!

• Parts for .45 autopistols
• Adjustab1e.:rear sight
• RecoiySvstem
• a-round .45 magazine
• Magnum nllerslon\kits

COMBAT SHOOTERS

No mess or fuss. just bright
-.' ..~ clean brass. Clc.ans inner. <;>Uter
~ ~ case surfaces. even primer

_~.'.... pockets. Ten hmes faster than
,itttI(:-.,.'1D _ tur:nbler. No moving parts to rc·
-....;: ........ . :._ palf or replace. Large capacity-I. :. 250 45's. 100 .30-06. Only draws
.. -, ~, 20 watts on regular 110 current.

Complete with 2 Ibs. shell media and extra tub for
cleaning small parts with solvents. Sold in gun shops
world over
w;t~46~ ~r(f.aid. Check.. Master Charge. Visa. Dealers

~ YDEN-HOUIES COMPANY, INC.
1844 Arroya Road

Colorado Springs. Colorado 80906

~..L. AL L Box 2496
r""'·~ HARTFORD CT 06101

WE HAVE A
VENT RIB
FOR IT! $17 95

'PLUS $100
POSTAGE. HANDLING

A great new look
for your favorite DA 4" or 6" Install it yourself in'
minutes. No machining. Available, too, for all Ruger
Blackhawks and the 6'/2 Super Single Six.

p·········1II: .ff!UJ~:
• HOLSTERS.
• Lawrence Holster # 14 •
• for revolvers and auto· •

matics is a flap-type

•
that offers better gun •
protection than any

•
other belt-style holster. •
Available at leading

•
dealers or bv mail. •
14 Plain

• 146 Basket •
Weave

•
<as illustrated) •

14F Flower• •SEND FOR FREE CATALOG featuring custom- •
• made shooting equipment, plus over lOa hol

ster styles.

• THE GEORGE LAWRENCE CO.•

~e;;••p~a; ;g.9~0i.l
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Under the tutelage of Service
Operations Manager Roy G. Jinks,
Smith & Wesson is expanding its
roster of Authorized Warranty Service
Stations.

To date, a total of 20 repair,
facilities have bl;en named, personnel
trained and parts supplied so that
factory-type service can be performed
at locations more convenient to the
customer. In the past, there were only
six designated warranty service
stations.

A list of current Warranty Service
Stations follows:
Alaska-The Cop Shop, 3707
Woodland Drive, Anchorage, AK
99503.
Alabama-Walker Arms Co., Inc., R2,
Box 73, Selma, AL 36701.
Arkansas-Gun Exchange, 5317 West
65th Street, Little Rock, AR 72209.
Calif.-Cheshire & Perez, 136 East
Walnut Street, Monrovia, CA 91016.
Bolsa GUnsmithing, 9196 Bolsa
Avenue, Westminster, CA 92683.
Pacific IntI. Service Co.; P.O. Box 3,
Janesville, CA 96ll4.
Florida-Smith & Wesson Service
Station, 7710 North 30th Street,
Tampa, FL 33610.
Maryland-Maryland Police Supply,
7112 Darlington Drive, Baltimore,
MD 21234.
Minnesota-Ahlman's, Route I,
Box 20, Morristown, MN 55052.
Missouri-Nu-Line Guns, Inc., 1053
Caulks Hill Road, Harvester, MO
63301.
Walker Arms Co., Inc., 127 North
Main Street, Joplin, MO 64801.
No. Carolina-Genco, 520
Hendersonville Road, P.O. Box 5704,
Asheville, NC 28803.
Ohio-Cherry Corners Gunsmith,
11136 Congress Road, Lodi, OH
44254.
Oklahoma-Sports World
Incorporated, 5800 South Lewis Ave.
# ll5, Tulsa, OK 74105.
Tennessee-Gun City, U.s.A., 573
Murfreesboro Road, Nashville, TN
37210.
Texas-Mueschke Manufacturing Co.,
1003 Columbia Street, Houston, TX
77008.
Lone Star Quns, ll60 Park Boulevard,
Plano, lX 75074.
Virginia-.Bob's Gun & Tackle Shop,
746 Granby Street, Norfolk, VA
23510.
Canada-Spikeblock Emergency
Equipment, Ltd., 320 Mary Street,
Victoria, B.c., Canada V9A 3V9.
Northview Gun Specialists, 101
Amber St., Units 5 & 6, Markham,
Ontario, Canada, L3R 3B2.

More repair shops
for saw warranty

HEIGHT •POSTPAID

8'1."' $16.99

8" $14.99

OPENING WIDE

SENIOR 5'12"

STANDARD 5"

. POSTPAID IN 48 STATES. DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED.

ROGCHILD, INC., P.O. BOX 1336F
CLARKSBURG, WV 26301

MATCH
SHOOTERS
HANDGUN CASES
WHEN ONLY THE VERY BEST Will 00
Choice of 3,40r 5gun models in beauti
ful black or brown simulated leather.
lok·Grip tray holds gun securely. Has
compartment for spolling scope and
accessories. Scope bracket and carrying
strap optional. 4 or 5 gun cases avail
able with back door compartment. Per
sonally designed by Frank A. Pachmayr
for discriminating shooters. See at your
Pachmayr dealer or write for info.

~GUN WOR'KS, INC.
t~TH GRAND AVENUE' lOS ANGELES. CALIf 90015

THEY CAN'T STEAL IT •••
IF THEY CAN'T FIND IT.

These books ore Brand New. Titles Will Vary. When the
Cover is closed, you con't tell these from on ordinary
book. Inside openings ore lined with Red Velvet-like
Material.

THE LEWIS LEAD REMOVER
SATISFACTION
GUARANTEED

$9.75
Revolver Cleaning Kit. Removes leading from
Forcing Cone, Cylinder, and Barrel. Available in
either 38-41-44-45 cal. Bra•• cloth patches (Pk. 10)
$1.90. Order direct or from your dealer. Check or
Money Order. or Money Order.

~ GUN SPECIALTIES INC. .
~ College Park, Georgia P.O. Box 31
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TYLER'S "T" GRIP
BETTER SHOOTING
with this improved
cost Aluminum Grip
ADAPTOR. For Colt.
S & Wand Ruger D.A.
Revolvers. DURABLE, PRAC·
TICAL-EASY TO INSTALl.
THREE ATTRACTIVE FINISH COLORS.
POLISHED or BLACK $5.00; GOLD $5.25

-- TYLER'S TRIGGER SHOE---
Durable light weight cast aluminum for Colt, S & W
(mc! mony ulher modern pistols, rifles ond shotguns.
POLISHED or BLACK $3.75; GOLD FINISH $4.00
ORDER DIRECT OR AT YOUR-FAVORITE DEALER. Send
make & mouel of gun. No C.O.D.'s please. Add $1.00
for Shipping Chorges. Fully Guaranteed. Genuine
Stog-Wood & Synthetic Gun Grips. lee loaders
Bullet Molds - Gun Accessories. Buck Knives - Hand-
made Holsters & Belts. leather & Clorino. .
- Dealer Inquiries Welcome - Add $1.00 postage:

MELVIN TYLER MFG. AND DI5T,
1326 W. Britton Rd.• Oklahoma City, Okla. 73114

Call toll free 800·654-8415 Outside Oklahoma

Jones Extended Magazine Release
Button for Colt, AMT and Crown
City Autos. Completely replaces
the existing release. No drilling or
tapping necessary. Instructions in
cluded. Patent Pending. $19.95
postpaid. N.Y. res. add 7% tax.
JIM'S FLYE SHOPPE Oept. AHG
Rd. #1 9518' Rt. 60 Fredonia, NY
14063

t:::::::::::::filJl NEW! ~)(=:::\
"WINNER 44"

Front Break for the
S&W Model 29 - 8·3/8"
Ruger Super Blackhawk

/~-~ 7%"

~EN~
'~tl91s.l~Y

For complete info,
send selfaddressed,
stamped envelope to:
LOU RENO
ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 253
Okeechobee,
Florida 33472

COMBAT AND IPSC SHOOTERS

The Freedom Arms line of mini
revolvers represents a blend of old and
new. They combine the classic look and
feci of their turn-of-the-~entury

counterparts with the latest in modern
gunsmithing technology. Precision-made
in the U.S.A. oy experienced, skilled
craftsmen, the four models available are
in .22 magnum, long or short, and .22
long or short.

Contact Freedom Arms, Freedom,
WY 83120. .

Classic mini-revolvers
from Freedom Arms

Name _

Publication

1. Present address
Attach address label from a
recent issue or print your
name and address exactly as
shown on the label plus your
LD. number which appears
directly above your name on
the label.

If you're planning to move.
please let us know at least
eight weeks before chang
ing your address. FiU in the
following information to in
sure uninterrupted service.

For info, send S.ASE.
S'rEYE HEIlIGSOIl
2049 Kerwood Ave. # 3, Los Angeles, CA 90025

~ 1981 Mitann Inc.

(Calif resK:le:nu. add 6~ tax)

AHll

THE ORIGINAL RIG@
Rust inhibiting grease is back at your
local gun dealer or sports shop nowl

or write to:
RIG PRODUCTS
P.O. Box 1488

CANOGA PARK, CA 91304

I
~ WALLET-HOLS'rER
i~U for Hi-Standard Derringer

~i i~L~~~;i;~~;~~~'

J: .E~~~~G~~::~' =~~'rER
, and other L<lrge·Frame Autos

Thick Durable Leather
ONLY U.I'S POSTPAID

180 gr. SJHP .44 Rem.
right for small game
Introduction of a 180-grain semi-jacketed
hollow point bullet in .44 Remington
Magnum caliber now provid~s a factory
loaded lighter bullet from Remington for
this great handgun round. The higher
muzzle velocity of this bullet, at 1610 fps
produces flatter trajectory and promises
better performance on small game and
other animals up to deer in size. Its
lighter weight simultaneously tends to
reduce the recoil sensation of a heavy,
handgun caliber.

A unique feature of this new bullet is
its truncated cone profile, similar to that
of Remington's Yellow Jacket rim fire
bullet. The truncated cone shape has
developed a reputation for excellent
accuracy and has excellent mushrooming
characteristics.

For the .44 Remington Magnum 180
grain SJHP, muzzle velocity has been
chronographed at 1610 fps with muzzle
energy at 1036 ft/lbs.

At 50 yards, muzzle velocity equals
1365 fps, muzzle energy 745 ft/lbs.

City _

2. Fill in new address

Name _

New Address _-----; _

LD. number _

City -'--_

State Zip _

State Zip _

Address _

Mail this form to:
PUBUSHERS'
DEVELOPMENT CORP.
591 Camino de la Reina,
Suite 200
San Diego, CA 92108
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T'SOB SCOPE
MOUNT FOR
BIG' BORES

By Joe Demrod

H istorically, keeping scopes firmly
affixed to hard kicking handguns has

been a real problem. SSK Industries, Rt. I,
Della Dr., Bloomingdale, OH 43910 has
solved the problem of keeping scopes
mounted on the hard kickers.

When the recoil level of the .357 Mag
num is exceeded the forces applied to
mounting screws and rings increases at a
rapid rate. There just isn't much in be
tween the .357 and .41 Magnum in the way
of recoil. The 044 is scoped more frequently
than the .41 and its recoil is slightly greater
than the Al Mag.

The TIC in .30-30, .30 Herrett, .357
Herrett, .35 Remington, Al Mag, .44 Mag,
and AS Win Mag are quite vicious in their
recoil characteristics in the 10" guns and
quite a bit milder in the 14 inchers. Custom
barrels in .30-40 Krag, .338, 358, 375, All,
0430, and 45-70 are capable of far exceed
ing the stresses applied to scope mounting
systems by more conventional and less
powerful cartridges.

I've been disappointed by many cur
rently available systems over the years. I've
tried gluing them to the barrels and quite a
few other methods. My collection of
sheared serews, rings that walked right
through the mount, windage screws and
bent rings is extensive, This damage is
mainly from the 10" TIC in .30-30 and
other hard kickers.

When looking at handguns for scoping,
they should be segregated as far as physi
cal characteristics and recoil and other
forces likely to be generated.

i .
The .22 autos. The Ruger is a good ex

ample of one very well suited to scoping.
The SSK base mounts ahead of the rear
sight with three high tensile strength socket
head screws. The base is "guttered" so the
rings and scope may'be removed and the
gun used with iron sights. When the scope
is wanted simply slip it back on and it's not
necessary to re-zero it. The same type sys
tem can be utilized on many of the other

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER • NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1981

-Dramatically Improved Accuracy
-Maior Reduction in Both Felt Recoil

and Muzzle Jump

Send SASE for details on the Accu·Comp~

System .m:: $1.00 for complete .rt.i.... 'r._M~
brochure of Custom Modifications &
Accessories.

,,~~
r.'aler~rett·~ .~ Available from yout deal.r.lIJ ~ "":""i For catalog send $1.00
~gtoc~~ . ..9HC. . P.O. Box 741-Hll

"'E':' '" ~ Twin Falls, Idaho 83301 U.S.A.

Choice of smooth, fine line or skip checkered for Ruger, Colt and S&W,
DA revolvers.

THE NEW HERRETT'S
SHOOTING MASTER

Vs*9
Shooting contidence with your personal

Ii'andgun starts with stability under heavy re
cOil and thaTis,what I have designed into the

new Shootin'g Master stock. Carved in matched
traditiona I wa Inut to tolerances that exceed the

gun frame itself. With smooth line rounded butt,
speed loader clearance, and combat style finger

grooves. Designed for identical right or left hand hold.
It is the ultimate for combat or silhouette shooting.

This is quality to match your professionalism.

(A)~The NEW Mag-100 $2.95
(B) The ORIGINAL Case-Gard 50's $1.49
(C) The GENUINE Ammo Wallet (TM) .. $2.49 to $2.99
(D) The UNIQUE Magazine Wallet (TM) $3.69

There is a lifetime of design experience in
every Herrett's stock.

CASE-GARO®
Ammo Protection for Handgunners

By rn~rn • Dirt and moisture resistant
• Virtually indestrucible
• Guaranteed for 3 years

~ryr~C{f~~~hC~~E~~p·
"GROU P-GRI PPER"~

54

7 For complete information see your MTM Dealer, or

rn-.. rn®MTM Molded proS~::t:5 ~::~:~~e,Fl.ul.1 c.o.lor.l.98.1.ca.ta.lo.g.••••"

5680 Webster Street. Dayton, Ohio 45414



PARKERIZING-BLUING-NICKEl-GOLO IlBKI

HOGUE
COMBAT GRIPS
P.O. Box 460
Dept. HGR3
Morro Bay, CA 93442

$1895 Check or
money order

plus $2.00 postage
handling (California
residents add 6%
sales tax).

MONOGRIP~ features include: Unique,
ONE·PIECE construction e Hogues famed
orthopedic hand fit e Fully relieved for all speed
loaders with positive case ejection
e Compound, ambidextrous ..
palm swells e Proportional
finger grooves J
e Exclusive
COBBLESTONE" -
non-slip, non· irritating .
stipple pattern e /'
Strength and .
durability of
reinforced
Nylon 
No cheap
plastics.

Made for:
• S & W: SQUARE BUTT K FRAME
• S & W: ROUND BUTT J FRAME
• RUGER: SECURITY-SIX; POLICE

SERVICE·SIX: SPEED-SIX'
• (Post 1976 serial numbers 151 and above)

.45 COMBAT SHOOTERS
Ambldlxtrous Salltys $30.00

. Extendld Ambidextrous Salltys $36.00
Extlndld Splld Salltys $17.50
NEW Trlgglr GUird Shol - sqUirls
Trlgglr GUird $14.95
Extlndld Magazlnl Rllml - $21.95
drlllid Ind tap,ld, compllte .
Extndld Slidl Rilim - BI $16.50
Extendld Slidl Rllme - SS $1 B.95
NEW LOAg or Short Adlusll~11 Trlgglr,
Smooth Faci (aluminum) $12.50
Wldl Grip Salltys-Blul, spicily Gov'!.
or Comm $17.95
Combat Rubblr Bm Pads-BH Palso $ 1.50
Combat Rubber Bm Pads-6 Pack $ 6.95
Pachmayr Grips GM-45, GM-45C $13.00
Combat Flxld Sights-Red Dot Front. .. $21.00
NEW Recoil Spring Guide Assembly $IB.5o
Combet Shok-Buff, Gov'!. or Comm $ 5.00
NEW Plnt-A-Lubl, grem lor mault
rilles $ 3.50
Rogers Combat PPS Grips .. , $13.D0
Roglrs EZ Loaders $ 8.50
Roglrs Idaho Loaders $ 4.50

ALL BIANCHI PRODUCTS - 30% OFF-Retail
Send Cashiers Chick or Money Order

COD'S Wllcome - Add Sufficient Postage

IIATtHE% SHOOTERS SUPPLIES
P.O. Box 17591-A, Nashville. Tenn. 37217

Phone (615) 331-0224
We Stock RCBS Redfield Burris And Many

Other Accessories At Greatly Reduced Prices
Send $1.25 For Our 1981 Catalog.

MONOGRlp®

.22 autos. Some will accept a "guttered"
base, others won't. The .22 autos are excel
lent choices for scoping. Their usefulness
for plinking the small game hunting is
greatly increased by scoping them.

Revolvers must be considered in several
ways. Recoil, barrel or shroud thickness,
material, and frame construction is impor
tant. I don't believe in drilling more holes
than necessary to assure a strong mount
system and absolutely do not think holes
should be drilled in the top strap of many
revolvers. Likewise, mounts that utilize the
rear sight elevation screw hole in the frame
to affix themselves to the frame are subject
to damaging the threads. When this occurs
it's a real problem getting an iron sight to
work on the gun.

If the revolver has a ribbed barrel ob
viously this is the best place to mount the
scope base. With the scope mounted di
rectly above the barrel balance is adversely
affected. The SSK TSOB Base for ribbed
revolvers mounts with up to three large,
strong screws to the rib and extends over
the frame to allow a wide latitude in posi
tioning of the scope without drilling the
frame.

On single action revolvers such as the
Abilene, Ruger, Interarms and similar
without a ribbed barrel and having very
strong frames it is necessary to use the
frame as an anchor for the base. There just
doesn't seem to be a practical way of mak
ing a 100% reliable mount without drilling
on these revolvers in .44 Magnum caliber.

The requirements of scoping the center
fire auto pistols are highly specialized and
their use is so limited they probably aren't
worthwhile discussing although the
Wildey will probably warrant scoping.
From the looks of the Wildey it should
probably be the easiest of the centerfire au
tos to scope.

The most frequently scoped pistol is
probably the TIC Contender. In calibers
of .357 Magnum and smaller it's usually
not a problem to keep a mount on it. In the
hard kickers, I've seen scopes slip in the
rings, rings bend and the four mount
screws shear off.

The T'SOB Base utilizes the original
four mounting holes in the TIC barrel plus
adding two more forward of those four
holes to increase the "footprint" of the
mount screws from approximately 1.455"
to 2.600". This wide spacing of the screws
and rings provides much greater mechan
ical advantage as well as increased

T-Shirts
Only $6.95

Hand Silkscreened
On U.S.'Made Shirt
Gold on Royal
Rebel Flag and Second Amendment Also

Available
Send Size, Make and $6.95 + $1 p&h to
Box 55045 DeptA Little Rock, AR 72205

Life
Insur~nce

@T
Shadowshirts

Combat-Competition- Target
All parts marched, tit to your gun, polished and
tested, Glass smooth pull, crisp letott, single and
double. 30 years experience. Old S& W revolvers
restored. Affordable prices. For illustrated price list.
Write To: 2187 Lakeaires Blvd., White Bear Lake,
Minnesota 55110.

THE PEACEABLE MAN

BULLS~TERS'SU~Y
Dept. AHI1241 East Prince Road/PO. Box 13446/Plastics DiviSion

Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924
See Your Dealer for Demonstration

Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E.W.B. Corp.

"ACCURATE" PLATING & WEAPONRY
1937 Calumet St. No, 22
Clearwater, Florida 33515

Wholesale-(813) 733-Q923-Retail

SPECIAUZING IN .45 ACCURIZING.
SIGHT ALTERATIONS, TRIGGER AOJUSTMENTS

GENERAL GUN SMITHING
Send .ell-edcl...Hd,

• tamped envel_ lor price list.

Accomplished with hard chrome platlng.
Looks like stainless-wears like stainless-hard as stainless

Revolvers S59: Pistols $67:
Long guns S73 and up

"STAINLESS STEEL" FINISH

BULLSHOOTERS' new FLUORESCENT
Sight Insert Kit .. An acrylic resin with
5 tluorescent colors: red, yellow. orange,
blue. green. and opaque white. A liquid
that hardens in 10 minutes. without heat.
Inserts won't fall out, withstand hot
bluing, Our Fluorescent kit includes side
torms. mixing bowl, and complete. illus
trated instructions on front and rear sight
inserts. Immediate shipment. satisfaction guaranteed.
20 INSERT FLUORESCENT 6 COLOR KIT .... $16.95 Ppd.
150 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT S3850 Ppd.
300 INSERT FLUORESCENT 7 COLOR KIT ... $5900 Ppd,

(Original 12 insert opaque 4 color kit . $11.95 Ppd.)
Ask about our luminous pigment

Arizona Residents add 6% Sales Tax

FLUORESCENT COLORS!
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LEE'S RED RAMP KITS - $9.95

strength. This allows a mount machined
from a high tensile strength aircraft grade
aluminum alloy 4.5" long to be installed
with six screws on the 10" Bull and 14" bar
rels. The base has six slots milled across it
for anchoring and positioning the rings.
The base will accommodate three Bushnell
or Burris rifle rings on even the short tubed
4X Leupold scope. Some scopes will ac
commodate four rings. Bases are also
made for Weaver rings. They look alike
but dimensionally are different and not
interchangeable. Medium height rings
provide the best combination of compact
ness and access to the hammer spur. I
definitely do not recommend hammer "ex
tensions:' They can come off in recoil strik
in.g your delicate eyeball and seem to result
in excessive hammer spur breakage.

. The TSOB Base will even stay on heav
ily loaded AS-70's.

NEW lH. Spring IUti for all SpHd 50.. &
Se<:u"ry 50. & all R"""et ~w Model ,ing'
(KIIOf'> All "its conlo,n homm'lf spring and
Tn'il<;Je' retum 'Pring for 0 lighT.. l"'99er pull.
$S.9S per k'l. Jobbers OM OiSlnbutoo call or
"",Ie for d".l;ounli.

Our kits are being used by many major law
enforcement agencies and by most major pistol-.
smiths in jhe U.S., including Centaur Systems,
Cheshire & Perez, Jim Clark, L. E. Jurras, Kings,
Mathews & Sons, and Pachmayr. With a minimum

of tools, you can have an attractive, functional
front sight. All our products are fully guaranteed
by Lee Ba ker. Send check or money order to,

Also available, the new Lee White
Outline rear sight blade for Colts,
Rugers and Micro at $4.95 each.
Jobbers and distributors collar
write for quantity discounts.

The original liquid sight kit, highly fluorescent under poor lighting conditions. Our
material should not be mistaken by the "Bull-agna" being offered by same would-be
competitors. • Mini-Kit - 1 color (your choice). will do 60 sights - $9.95.
• Deluxe Mini-Kit - all four colors
(red, orange, yellow and white). will do
250 sights - $35.00. • Regular Kit
- 1 color (your choice). will do 125
sights-$19.95 • Deluxe Kit-all
four colors, will do 450 sights-$69.50.
• Our kits are very easy to use. Fully illustrated instructions provided. (No tools).

LEAD BUILD·UP

GUN CLEANING CLOTH KIT

The Aimpoint Electronic sight was pri
marily designed as an electronic rifle sight.
It has no eye relief, magnification
alignment or parallax problems and is a
good hunting sight for handguns. It's
quick, simple to use and effective. It also
has horrendous mounting problems on
hard kicking handguns. It works well with
out problems with just about any ritle
mount and caliber. SSK builds a base for
the heavy kickers for it will stay on any cal
iber. I feel this sight will rapidly gain in
popularity when it bec0mes known to
handgunners.

The TSOB Base is a custom machined
base and as such is strong and versatile. Its
principal advantages are strength and the'"
ability to give more latitude in positioning
of the scope for personal preference in bal
ance of the gun. It can also be blended for
ward into a full length vent rib on many
guns. Its appearance is distinctive-no
other rig approaches it in appearances and
ruggedness. SSK will custom build and in
stall the base on most handguns. The price
is competitive. For example, the base and
three rings installed on a Tie barrel or
most revolvers is $60.00 plus postage with
a turn around time usually ......
running 5-10 days. ~

... I can vouch for It really working. Just one or
two swipes ollhe cloth and I@adingaround barrel
disappears.... ~

THIS AMAZING CLOTH KIT CLEANS, LEAVES A SPARKLING FINISH,
IS INEXPENSIVE & LONG-LASTING

JUST WIPE AWAY LEAD, BURN RINGS, & CARBON BUILD·UP
ON HANDGUNS, RIFLES & SHOTGUNS

*WIPE AWAyTM

DEMPSEY CUSTOM GUN
19715 Bolton Bridge· Humble, Texas 7733B· 713-446-7842

LEE'S RED RAMPS, 7252 East Ave. U-3, Dept. AHG, Littlerock, CA 93543
Phone 1805) 944-4487. MasterCharge, VISA and COD orders are welcome.

Residents of California please add 6 % state sales tax.

1. Removing lead from the forcing cone, barrel and cy
linders Is no longer a task. Simply cut a 112""x1/2"
patch and wrap it around an old brush of the same cal
iber. A lillie scrubbing and the lead is gone. Follow this
with a clean gun patch and that part is done.

2. To clean the face of the cylinders simply wipe Ihe
lead away.
3. lightly wipe the exterior with the WIPE AWAY
followed by a clean cloth and the job is finished.
With the WIPE AWAY, it is no longer a messy and lime
consuming job 10 clean a handgun.

-BobZwirz
Eastern Editorial Director
Gun World And Annuals

-Jerome Rakusan (Editor)
American Handgunner

Magazine
... For removing leading & carbon build-up

WIPE AWAY is the best that I have worked
with to date. ~

Look for it at your Local Dealer, or send $4.95 & 1.00 P & H to:
Belllown, Ltd.-33 Belllown Road, Stamford, CT. 06905 (203)348-0911
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Tbenew
Horwl,
Handbook

O"nthe
nl"lst

most complete
Hornady Bullet Board

A handsomely bound volume packed with comprehensive reloading
information - our new edition of the famous Hornady Handbook of
Cartridge Reloading is perfect for any reloader who needs the answer
to anyone of thousands of technical questions. Contains ne~ loads,
including complete information on metallic silhouette cartrIdges ...
new ballistics information ... new trajectory and wind drift data. Over
650 detail-packed pages full of easy-to-use information on everything
from how to start reloading to how to "fine tune" your loads for spe
cial shooting conditions. From beginner to perfectionist, this is the

handbook every reloader should own. Only $9.95
Available at shooting goods dealers or write

HORNADY MANUFACTURING CO.
Dept. AH-ll

Box 1848, Grand Island, Nebraska 68801

It's our handsomest yet.. .and most complete. The seventh edition in our
famous bullet board series features 118 actual samples of Hornady bullets
plus samples of Hornady round balls to boot. They're all permanently
mounted on a handsome wood-grained shield precisely reproduced from an
actual hand carving and topped with a soaring American eagle. An excel
lent reference near your bench. Perfect to decorate your den...or to use as a
special gift. Only $63.50 at shooting supply dealers everywhere..

H
When ordering direct from Hornady, you must include copy ofFederal Firearms. d License plus $4.00 for shipping and handling.

I I OrI18 l Hornady Manufacturing Company
ItI III a:;,!4M[I)\ltflfflhtfflji% Box 1848, Dept. AH-ll Grand Island, NE68801

Beginning reIoacIing
made easy by NRMA
A new 35mm sound/slide
presentation that introduces the
viewer to reloading rifle, pistol and
shotshell ammunition is now available
from the National Reloading
Manufacturers Association (NRMA).

The 51-slide show, complete with
professional narration and music
background on cassette tape, is
designed for use by gun clubs, hunter
safety instructors, schools, firearms •
dealers and other interested parties.
The cassette tape is recorded on both
sides, with one side having an
inaudible signal for triggering
automatic slide changers; the other
side has an audible beep for manual
slide changing.

According to NRMA Executive
Secretary Bill Chevalier, the slide
presentation is intended as an
introduction to reload~ng, but not as a
complete course, and should be
followed up by detailed instruction
from a kfi(:)wledgeable teacher using
loading data available from the
various manufacturers of reloading
tools, components and accessories.

For more information contact
NRMA, Suite 300,1221 S. W.
Yamhill, Portland, Oregon 97205.

The presentation covers reasons for
reloading, including economy,
accuracy, performance and hobby
attraction, then explains the firing
process of a modern cartridge. The
complete nomenclature of metallic
and shotshell cartridges, as well as
bullets, is shown and explained.

The different types of shotshells are
shown, along with an explanation of

.the basic types of base wads and
paper and plastic hulls.

The presentation takes the viewer
through the steps of metallic
reloading, showing the various tools
and accessories needed to complete
the cartridge. Emphasis is given to
reloading data manuals, and the
viewer is urged to follow them strictly
in selecting the proper load.

The presentation also includes
information on bullet casting and
bullet swaging, heavy duty reloading
benches, and a complete recitation of
safety rules while reloading and bullet
casting.

The.sound/slide show was
produced in cooperation with the
manufacturing members of the
NRMA A detailed course outline for
teaching reloading classes is also
available at no cost from the NRMA,
and is a logical sequel to the showing
of the slide show.
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MORAN'S CUSTOM
PYTHON
MIKE BARACH

W hen handgunners get together for a
bull session, the Colt Python is,

along with a lot of other handguns, sub
jected to both praise and criticism.
However, no one can deny that it has one
of the smoothest out-of-the-box actions
made. If you think the factory action is
smooth, there's a custom pistolsmith
named Jerry Moran that'll make the fac
tory action feel like gears grinding after
he's through putting his "Custom Super
Tune" on a Python's insides!

The Moran Custom is more than just a
run of the mill action job. It's a highly

Moran's Custom Super Tuned Python
looks no different from the outside but
you can't see the action work.

precision tuned and modified piece of me
chanical craftsmanship that's strong and
dependable. Jerry is very enthusiastic to
wards the Python as he feels it's an already
fine handgun, he just makes it better, and
that he does well.

Moran offers various packages, as I j:;all
them, depending mainly on shooter pref
erence and, keeping safety and reliability
in mind. The Moran Custom Double Ac
tion only includes: Elliason adjustable rear
sight, notch-back front sight, sight protec
tor, trigger stop, smooth trigger using stain
less weld, Moran Custom speed hammer'
which is bobbed and lightened for faster,
ignition time, and the action completely
tuned. Prices start at $150. Without the
sight package it'll run you a bit less. In thi\.
package, the single action mode is com
pletely eliminated as its primary use is in
combat or combat-course shooting.

The second package is the Moran
Custom Super Tune both in double and
single action modes. It includes all of the
previously mentioned features with the ex
ception of the D.A. only. The single action
trigger pull has been refined by Jerry to the
point that it feels like an electronic trigger,
but it's totally mechanical. It runs from
$165.

Before Moran starts to rework each
Python, the gun is completely inspected
for worn parts and replaced if necessary
with the customer being charged
accordingly.

Single action trigger pull is tuned to let

• Drop-in installation
• Release slide without

shifting grip

• Ideal shape for
speed and (omfort

$19.95each

EXTENDED SLIDE RELEASE

I)
CYlINDEIi&SlIDE SNDP INC.

~ P.D. BfJK 9J7
FIiEMDNT. NE. 68'2S

-:::-' PH. 4'2 721·4277
Dealers please inquire'

EXTENDED MAG. RELEASE

• Drop mag. without
shifting grip

• No snag design
• Also fits Colt autos
• Easy instaUation
(drill & tap 1hole)
installation available $ 10.

$19.95 each

PERFECTION IS OUR STANDARD

complete with detailed instructions

please add $1.00 postage per order

PPC Conversions on S&W, Colts and
Rugers. Specializing in 10" Bull Barrel for
.22 auto In-Shop bluing. satin nickel,
gold and all types of metal and wood
finishing. Delivery time-3 to 5 weeks.
Write or call for details and prices.

THE CYLINDER & SLIDE SHOP ANNOUNCES
3 NEW PRODUCTS FOR SHOOTERS OF THE

BRO\NNING HI-POVVER

TOItl'S GUN
BLUING SUOP

1818 Crestview Drive
Carroll, Iowa 51401
(712) 792-4238

• Drop-in installation
.Spe(ial design will not

snag on holsters
• Redu(es felt trigger pull
• Ideal for (ombat and

target shooters
• Eliminates mag. safety

$ 24.95 each

WIDE COMBAT TRIGGER
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BUEHLER
MOUNT

If you want
to see how accurate the Smith'&

Wesson Model 41 is, install a
BUEHLER pistol mount.

Installation is easy. Just remove barrel
assembly and the rear sight, drill and tap
two holes. Quality and dependable pistol

mounts available for .22's to .44 Mag.

Send for free catalog 36H

MAYNARD P. BUEHLER, Inc. ·0 RI N D A, CA. 94S63

The Wichita TM Multi Range Quick Change Sighting System
will revolutionize the way you compete.

Imagine this. You can pre-set 4 settings on the rear sight
that quickly 'click' into position by simply turing a serrated
wheel to 1-2-3-4. Then, to compensate for day-to-day .
light and weather conditions all you adjust is the front sight.
You eliminate the need to tamper with the rear sight. Now
that's a revolutionary sighting system.

It's available forall Wichita silhouette pistols, and can be
adapted to any firearm. Front and rear sights may be
purchased separately.

Wichita Multi-Range Rear Sight $69.95 ~~
Wichita Adjustable Front Sight $39.95 ~

Contact your Local Dealer. Please specify firearm.

Wichita Arms / 333 Lulu, Po. Box 11371, Wichita, KS 67211 / (316) 265-0661

MAKE BIG PROFITS FAST SELLING, DISTRIBUTING HOTTEST NEW SURVIVAL-HUNTING WEAPONI
~ ,NOLICENSE REQ :~~~~'UNAYAlLABlE [~SE~H(R~eapon Of, M re powerful! -~
(f) USA SURVIVAL' ~A~~llN~~e~~~pl"Oved';.~;"~~
~ '. .. made HUNTING. ~e,-"#eW'.. UI!'.\S}.:......"'"'"""...~ N\.H'9~hst
§ '~1ff;-~__-... ~"'>1k NOVIO 1>V'
g. OST££38"2 G~"I600 I" j . ti"~,· \rr~9 9 ~;:;F~H/DARTSTF1~'~i;rr ~~~~Slt'l:I'!IiIOI. ;~ S .~~,",
SILENT, POWERFUL, ACCURATE, HITS T ~n..E BUlLET.1mprovea versIOn offamous Am blowgun. ~~ fi. 4 Ii
Tluilli~Sport!Kills varmints;£ests. Defense. Ideal gift. Compressed breath gives amazing power. 200 ft. range. :~~~; '"..

~~!o~~S l~oe~~:i ~~(~t?~~~ar:e~iiS~~~~i:~~~~~~~~~KS:~~$~.~;!~b~I~5~;ft$~3?~7~:~~~~~ ~~ ~
$".97! Extra darts$3.50. forl00! $5.95/200! $14/500! $261M! SuperBONUS BUY2gunsgel600 darts.sling. quiver. ~~8
patches, camouflage, targets, carry box ($22 Free)! BUY 3 SMvfE+cleaning rod +900 ($32 Free)! BUY 4 ~~~

SAME+ 1100+ Guerrila Gun ($50 Freej BUY 5 SAME + 1300+FREE7thGUN! ($65) BUY6SAME+1600! ($65) ~<. .
Add$1.95 postageEACHgun. Sendcash,check,m.o. Willreplaceifbrokenwithin15YEARS!Use30days.Monev ::i ~ manufactunH': ~
back ifnot deli«hled. HOUSE OF WEAPONS. INC. Box 794- B Provo, Utah 64601.Buy17-4'I,'s $133 Ppd! .<. MU~TSEETOBF.LIEVE

VISAlMaster Cliarge CARD orders ONLY: CALL TOll FREE NOW 24 hrs: 800-824-7888:AKlHawaii 800-824-7919. Ask lor 0p"ralor 720.

off at a crisp, movement-free 2-3\12 pounds
depending on customer preference and the
type use the gun will see. I personally pre
fer around 2\12 pounds for accuracy work
and hunting. I've handled three of
Moran's Custom Pythons and all the S.A.
trigger pulls were excellent. Cocking the
hammer of a Moran Python is unbelieva
bly smooth and effortless. You have to feel
it to appreciate it. Offhand, I shot a two
inch five shot group at twenty five yards

. using hot hunting handloads, which I
think is decent.

The Double Action mode of Moran's
custom tuning is outstanding. In squeezing
the trigger, you'll find you can't detect even
the slightest hang-up or rough spot. If you
fire D.A. slowly you can just feel the hand
touch the leg on the extractor star, but
there's no feeling of an increase of resis
tance. The smoothness of Moran's six-to
seven pound D.A. pull reflects in the
accuracy obtainable with the gun. I'm no
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NEW Holden Ironsighter®
"SEE-THRU" Scope Mount
for S & W Magnum.
"SEE-THRU" mounts also available for Colts,
Rugers, Dan Wessons and Thompson
Comenders. Holden pistol mounts with two
way sighting provide sighting flexibility and
reduced recoil for greater accuracy. Ask your
gun dealer to show you the Ironsighter mount
designed for your pistol or rifle. Or, write for
FREE illustrated brochure.

seasoned D.A. shooter and I shot three
rounds of ammo into a 15/16" group at
twenty five yards in a sitting position, tak
ing just enough time to align the sights
after each shot. That's respectable in any
body's language.

Again, the double action pull depends
on the type use the gun will see. Jerry sets it
at seven pounds for hunting and six
pounds for target work. I favor light trigger
pulls in both modes, however in D.A. there
is a point of reliability in busting primers.

Moran's method of improving the
Python action is known by only a few peo
ple. He ingeniously changes the lock-up of
the cylinder so that the bolt enters into its
recess in the cylinder before the hammer
falls in double action firing, as do the Dan
Wesson, Ruger & S&W. The Colt revolver
line normally engages the bolt into the cyl
inder locking recess just as the hammer
strikes the firing pin. This could allow the
cylinder to be off-center in relation to the
bore just enough to shave the bullet as it
enters the forcing cone, destroying ac
curacy and also possibly causing injury



FREE 8" 3.4 HP BENCH GRINDER

to bystanders. If it were off-center far
enough, the gun could be ripped apart, not·
to mention what might happen to the
shooter. Moran's modification of cylinder
lock-up greatly improves and strengthens
this weak point of the Colt revolver.

Lifting the sideplate and looking into
the action of a re-worked Python would re
veal nothing out of the ordinary, but some
where in the midst of the parts lies the an
swer ofwhat Moran does to the action. I do
know that the basic mechanical advan
tages that were designed into the Python
action are Jerry's primary concern. He
works with the action to insure that each of
the parts works to complement the me
chanics of the others. He also covers every
other detail of the gun's functioning to
make it a precision tuned mechanical piece
of equipment.

As can be seen, Jerry Moran specializes
in improving the Colt Python. Other than
replacing the sights and installing a front
sight protector, which is his trademark, he
employs no external changes. He will, if
need be, re-barrel a Python with a factory
replacement but that's it. He feels that the
Python barrel is very accurate, and I tend

Fred SChmidt
Tel: (004) 7469269
5904 Signal Hill Rd.
Mechanicsville, Va 23111

lJ1rr~a ~Utt ~l1np
Custom Gun Work 45, PPC

Short Cylinder P.P.C. Conversion (pal Pend)
Douglas 1·10 twist BBL 1,(ll1O" Dia. 6" Long
Square recess muzzle
Cylinder is shortened to function with 38 spc.
H.B.W.C. only

'Reduced Leading
'No bullet jump
'Reduced recoil
X-Ring Accuracy
Each gun individually built

Known world· wide
for quality
and value:

with the purchase of ANY lathe or mill from CORBIN
in the next 30 days, WHEN ACCOMPANIED BY A
COPY OF THIS AD! Send $2 today for illustrated
catalog of over 140 machine tools complete with specs
and prices. We ship direct to you anywhere in the USA.

MatchI#S,A&B
Stage A - 7 yards 12 RDs. 25 sec.
Stage B ·25 yards 18 RDs. 90 sec.
6 RDs. Kneeiing
6 RDs. Standing Barricade, LH.
6 RDs. Standing Barricade, R.H.
25)(,5-10

Money Back Guarantee

YOUR OROER SENl WITHIN 24 tlO\JRS
CHECII OR MONEY ORDER· NO C.O D"5

ADD"OOSHIPI'lNGFORrlRsrllt'"

4 Sizes To Protect Most
Handguns

to agree. The only other process I would
encourage a Python owner to have done
would be to have Larry Kelly Mag-Na
Port the gun. It'll cut the muzzle jump and
felt recoil considerably being especially
effective in double action shooting.

Due to the quantity of orders Moran re
ceives, there's a rather long waiting list, al
though he advises that he is catching up. A
deposit will get you a slot, and you will
then be notified of how and when to ship
the gun. For more detailed information
write: Jerry Moran, 2275 East Farrand
Rd., Clio, MI 48420. (313) 686-9266

In conclusion, I feel that Moran's
Custom Python is undoubtedly one of the
best available. I've handled a lot of tuned
actions, not only in the Python but others
as well, and I've yet to come across one
that'll beat Moran's. He is
a true master of his field.

Author shot this J5/ J6" group with
double action at 25 yards. A smooth
action is essential to accuracy,

Functional design 
quickly drawn

SHIPPING

TOTAL r----
ENCLOSED L.......--

TOTAL
c----

CALIF. RES.
ADD 6'11> 1-----1

X 8.95

X 7.95

X 6.95

X 9.95

Send a .10 SASE for Olner product Into,mallon.
DLRS. INa, tNV.

No zipper to scratch

PV-10

PV·16

PV·12

pv-s

MAIL TO:

HAYNES ENT.
P.O. Box 12275

"Dept. HP1"
Santa Ana, CA

92712

HERE'S HOW THE 'i>~.,!~e8

SYSTEM PROTECTS

Completely secure 
VeJcro~ closure

PY·12 LARGE AUTOS
REVS TO 6-

PV-16 TtC, XP100
REVS TO 10"

PY'8 SMALL AUTOS
REVS TO 2-

PY·l0 MOST AUTOS
REVS TO 4-

TO ORDER: Enclose coupon with Name & Address
(include Zip Code)

FINALLY:

• A pistol case that really protects

• A design that is superior to any other

• Breathable Naugahyde Sweat-Pruf construction

• A total system that utilizes the best of quality materials

THE PROTECTOR
The Protector is designed to give
years of service while giving your
handgun the protection it deserves.

WE DID IT!
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Price list available

upon request.

Dealer inquiries

welcome.

A. King's Arsenal Type Staking Tool for King's,
Micro, Bomar front sights 18.50

B. King's Bushing Wrench. 3.00
C. King's White Outline Blade for Ruger, Colt.

Micro sights 5.50
D. King's Recoil Buffer & He.avy Duty Plug Set for

Colt 45 Auto; 416 stainless steel, RC 30-35
(specify Government or Commander) .. 25.00

E. Magazine Base Pad 1.95
F. King's Wide Combat Grip Safety - no alieration

to frame (specify Gov't or Commander) .. 22.50
G. King's Recoil Spring Guides; 416 stainless steel,

ground, heat treated finish (specify Government
or Commander 22.50

H. King's Trigger Boot for Colt 45 Auto. acts as
stop, Gold Cup Width 12.0

I. King's Target Bushing (blued) 8.50
J. King's N.M. Bushing; 416 stainless steel '\

K. ~~;~1a5pp~~'C;';'b'~t' Sight. ih~ ia;';~~';~ri~~~o~ J
for Colt 45 Auto . . . . . . . .. 29.00

L. King Hard Ball Sight 18.00
King's Hard Ball with White Outline ....• 21.00

M. King's Combat Speed Safety 18.00
N. KinQ's Extended Slide Stop... 30.00
Gunsmiths inquire about quantity prices

Gunsmithing at Its flnestl
Have your Colt Auto or ours customized as only
King's can do it! We've been satisfying our
customers nationwide for over 30 years!
Inquire for prices.

E

EttDORA
THE BEST PROTECTION YOU CAN APPLY TO YOUR GUN

"ENDURA" provid.s th. following:
A) Corrosion Proof-Losting Protection.
B) Non-glare satin finish will never

chip, peel. or crack due to its
molecular bond.

C) Uniform processing of internal and
external parts of your handgun,
rifle, shotgun or muzzleloader. ' H.I.S. INDUSTRIES

D) Increased durability due to super 803 0 Foster Field
lubricity and hardness (Rockwell Victoria, Texas 77901
"70" C). (512) 578-6606 or (512) 578-9735

.For orders and dealer inquiries, send self-addressed stamped envelope to;

KING'S G'UN WORKS 1837 W. Glenoaks Blvd.· Glendale,
. CA 91201· (213) 244-6811·244-7686

COD, MASTER CARD, VISA ACCEPTED.
CA. RESIDENTS ADD 6%. SHIPPING & HANDLING 1.50

Oster Group introduces
new process of casting
by Oster for· reloaders
At the recent National Rifle Association
Convention in Kansas City, Mo., The
Oster Group introduced their new line of
Virgin Bullet Casting Alloys and a new
process of casting bullets.

In casting bullets for reloading, the
Oster Group has taken a well known
casting procedure, heretofore used only
in jewelry production, and with slight
modification converted it to the mass
production of bullets. In one hour this
method, known as centrifugal rubber
mold casting, can produce 3000 bullets
compared to 120 per hour using the
conventional hand method.

The process requires a set of uncured
(not vulcanized) rubber discs I" in
thickness and from 9" to 18" in diameter.
Models of the bullets to be reproduced
are placed between the rubber discs and
vulcanized under heat and pressure in a
simple vulcanizer for approximately 45
minutes.

The rubber molds used are semi
permanent in nature (average life is 150
200 spins multiplied by the amount of
cavities in the mold set). They are low in
cost (under $25.00 per set,) and are
quickly and easily made (under 20
minutes for cutting the gating system
after the molds have been vulcanized).

Because the molds are of rubber they
can reproduce with highest fidelity every
detail and nuance of the original model.

Bullets cast by centrifugal rubber mold
casting eliminate porosity, voids,
blowholes, mis-runs, and cold shuts, and
production is more than 10 times as fast.

For more information, contact Jerome
A. Gonicberg, VP, The Oster Group,
50 Sims Avenue, Providence, RI 02909;
(401) 421-3840.
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RELOADING THE .25
IS EASY AND SATISFYING

IPSC, PPC «; SERVICE GUNS
tailored to your needs

W. R. MOORE
P.O. Box 17252

Pittsburgh, PA 15235
(send sase for prices)

Continued from page 33

the overwhelming factor in the use of any
.25 automatic, not accuracy. Far better to
be able to put eight or nine shots into a
one-foot circle at five foot range than to be
able to get only one shot off and then have
a jam, even though that one shot hits dead
center. When using a small gun like the
Beretta Jetfire for self defense, it is well to
remember that your opponent may not be
alone. With a cartridge this small there is
safety in numbers, in this case nine.

While no one in their right mind would
buy a .25 auto for target work there's a lot
to be said for using the Jetfire for informal
practice, and using it often. One must have
confidence in one's gun in order to begin to
do good work with it. Both two-hand eye
level combat style shooting and also point
shooting practice with one hand, both
right and left hands, will help develop skill
and confidence. Both are sorely needed
with such a small cartridge, skill with
which to hit your target, and confidence in
your gun's ability to keep on shucking 'em
out as long as you pump the trigger.

Ifone is to shoot any gun a lot this points
toward reloading. I have found reloading
for the .25ACP to be easy and satisfying. It .
was relatively easy to get a handload that
would outperform the factory cartridge,
giving superior penetration with the same
full metal case bullet. This, by the way, was
not the load I compared to the .22L.R.
That comparison was with factory loads. I
used Hornady 50-grain fmc bullets in my
reloading, and worked up to a load of 3.4
gr. of W-W 630, W-W cases aI).d CCI 500
small pistol primers. This is a very stout
load and I can't recommend a steady diet
of it. The Beretta is one stout little gun, but
even so it does have an aluminum alloy
frame, and with these loads I don't know
how long it would last. Maybe forever, but ~.

for the prudent I suggest only 2.6 gr. of
WW 630. There are some trick bullets for
the .25, including one with a ball in the
front to make it expand. I haven't tested.
them, but I have my doubts as to their
need. One can also cast bullets for the little
gun, and you can get up to 140 bullets out
of a pound of lead. If you would shoot the
Beretta a lot, that is the way to go.

I did a little experimenting with pocket

I JET FIRE

100 Calle Corte

Highest quality workmanship by
a champion competitor. We are
quoting 1 to 3 months delivery
time.

"This book is long overdue..There .. The "how to" of conce~I-'
has never before bean a text devoted ment and fast draw.
entirely to gunleather; to not only , ..-
the modem belt and hoister .......~- ••--- ~. Why most shooters
but to those forerunners ,~.-_.- ~& fall to get maximum
carried by the gun- \; '\\\ue'6\e~~ ~~6" performance from their
throwers of the Old West, \' ft., 6~' N" '{
It Is all here, Inextrlcsbly' U\\; ~Ui ,.". \ guns and I,eather
entwined in a fascinating ~ ",,""" \ • Bianchi sLaw
study of major proportions, '\ <0 • Handgun Accl-
written by a man who ~ d t
In my humble opinion is en s.
our foremost authority. I ~ .', Myths about
commend It to you!" 't "custom made"

,~ holsters
Colonel Charles Askms ~Il • A fas 'n tl
Senior Field Editor 'f. CI a on
The American Rifleman \ \ with shoulder

BI It 1lP.: \ holsters

De 88 ~ \, ·:~:. much

8 I
~ \ \¥ours for

DD. -. only $9.95
_ II P!tr CO~Y-·

John Bianchi, the world's foremost authority on
holsters and their use, tells for the very first time
HAll that)s worth knowing about holsters."
Now available at gun shops and book stores BIANCHI
everywhere, or order direct! Send cash, check
or money order (sorry no COD's). Add 50
cents for postage and handling. Calif, Res.~
add 6% sales tax. I 0

1M

De t.AH1181Temecula, CA 92390

For more information and gun specifications:
1. Michael Plaxco, Rt. 1 Box 203
Roland, Arkansas 72135 (501) 868-9767 or (501) 868-~787

J. MICHAEL PLAXCO

Custom
Pistols

Magnum Power
belongs to the special few....

BECOUNTEDI
You're special, because in your hand yoo hold the most magnificently crafted concen

tration of energy known to man. Now, as amember of the National Association of
Magnum Owners Inc no., you can join others, who like you, have an enormous interest

in this remarkable gun. NAMO no is the first national organization devoted entirely to the
interests of magnum owners, and you're invited to become apart of it. Your membership

entitles you to:. NAMO no 4" dia. handsomely embroidered membership patch. Num
bered membership card • 2 NAMO no decals. Quarterly newsletter detailing activities; buy,

sell and swap listings; and interesting happenings.p_ c.\"TIO/i ..,~ ,

I - ....0.... .. ... "CO,*, To join NAMO N

, simply mail the coupon and check for annual
'" ... Z2 357>1' ~ membership fee, payable to: II ~ .. .. National Association of Magnum Owners Inc. N P.O. Box 13147,

I ! .. 41 44: ~ St. Petersburg, Florida 33733/ Telex: 523491 I..... '"
1 \«" MO .. ! Name I

.4~. II "'EMlt1- ,. Street Address ------------------

I Circle type(s) of City State Zip I
I 2iun (S) owne3d~7 • I enclosed check . money order . in the amount of I
I

$10.00 for yearly membership fee. Void in those slales where prohibited by law. I
41 44 45 • No C.O.D.'s. Allow 4 to 6 weeks for delivery of materials. AH J
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Special 518.50

Special $12.95
Special 514.95

Special $11.25

Special $16.25

Special $25.75

Special $14.50

Special $10.95

Crown Square Trigger
Guard Shoe
LIs! S19 95 SpeCial S14 95

Crown Recoit Spring Guide Assembly
lIst S24 95 Special 519 95

Crown Long Adjustable Trigger
List S9.95 Specral56.95

Crown Extended Safety
List 519.95
Stainless list 524 95

Crown City Patch - Original! Colorful!
SpeCial 51.25

FamousColt-Elliason Rear Sight
Assembly
List $39.30 Special $31.50

9mm Blue
list 520.20
.38 Super
list 518.20
.22 Conversion
list $32.30
AA·1515-rdsl
list 513.50
AR·1S120-rds]
List $ 14.00

~wn E,tend,d Slid, Stop
List 519.95 Special 512.95
Stainless List 524.95 Special $14.95

Wide Combat Grip Safety
tGM or Commander)
list $25.94 Special $19.95

Special $45.95

Most durable grips made, precision-fitted for
foreign and domestic handguns. Conven
tional, Conversion, and Target styles. Four
lustrous colors, plus Sta horn.

Special $13.50

Special 514.50

_-:-;"'~.~~--p Crown Muzzle Brake
~,.... Lrst 524.95

~~.

i ~~~~;::::~;'~'=:::
slide)
list S56 95

Hallock's .45 Aulo Handbook (The best
\ .45 Book A Musll-'---

List S11 95 SpeCial s8 95

Special
12.50

Special S8 50

Colt Premium Grips
Birdseye Maple w/Medaliion
List $14.95 Special $8.50

Factory
Outlet

21.00 14.95

9.75 6.95
12.75 895
1275 895

12.75 8.95
2.50 1.95

List
17.50

Colt Accurized Barrel & Bushing Kit
MK IV. Gold Cup. 9mm or .38 Super
List $51.38

SPORTS, INC.; PO Box 683-AH, Park Ridge, IL 60068

,;=~~
'--d ~

Bingham Battle Combat Pistol Sights
List 515.00 SpeCial 59 95

~;

~ ,
~~it,

Crown Extended Magazine Catch
List 527.50 Special 518.95

Crown Comperitive Magazine Base Pad
List 51.99 Special $1.50

Crown Stainless Magazine with convex
follower
List 512.00

Authorized Distributor

Crown Deluxe lVagazine with Removable
Floor Plate (eit',e' steel or stainless)
List 517.50 Special $11.75

og @J
AUTHORIZED

Parts Distributor & Warranty Station

Send SASE and 51.00 for qJrrent literature, price lists, oldel fOlm and Personal Discount Label.

TO ORDER: Send Money Order or Cashier's Check onl'f. or complete MC/VISA Information. Company
and personal checks clear. Add shipping: 51. 75 for hrst item, 50 cents for each additional, 53.50 maximum.
Alaska/Hawaii double shipping amoun1s. NY State residents add 7°~ Sales Tax. FF L reqUired for frame and
gun orders. Prices are subject to change without notice. Pflces In effect at lime of ~hlPPlng prevail.

U'i

rh. ~

.. 1
1

llJ
.~

.~

Authorized Distributor of Complete Pachmayr Line - 25% Off
list I

Rogers Shock Buff
List $2.50 Special 51.50ea.
Rogers E-Z Loader
List 57.50 Special $5.95

~~..........
GM-45 Combat Grips
GM·45 Combat Grips

w Colt MedallIOn
Mainsprmg Housmg

(Spec,fy itat or arched)
S & W HK H Frame GflPS
Colt ''I'' Frame Gnps
Ruger Sec. Six.

Service Six. etc_ GflpS
Convex SS Follower

Crown Recoil Buffer
IGM or Commander!
LIst 514.95 SpeCial 510 95

Colt Commander Barrel
.45 List $40.85 Special $28.95
9mm list $45.50 Special $36.50
.38 Super List $45.55 Special $36.50

Colt Magazines
.45 Blue
List $16.70
.45 Nickel
List $18.20

Authorized Distributor of Complete Colt Line - 20% Off List!
----

Colt Government .45 Barrel
list $40.25 Special $28.95

........ 'The Oldestand Largest .45AutoAccessory Specialist,§
with the rndest Se1ectioll. at the LowestPrice,§!

6·~;1~~~. ~.~6'1~:~ AH 24 Hr. "Live Order Phone": 607/153-0194

Colt Ambldexterous S8fety
List $46.29 SpeCIal $32 50
Extended Ambldexterous Safety
list $52.50 SpeCial $37 50

Commander Hammer
list $14.40
Special $11.50

Colt Checkered
Mainspring Housing
list $23.94 Special $16.95

•VISA-

BUY RIGHT WITH
FRANZITE

Send $2 check or money order
~ for Illustrated 32-page catalog

*~~~c;

The Dan Wesson .357 magnum
double-action revolver was reportedly
used by more winners of metallic
silhouette shooting matches last year
than any other double-action .357.

In a survey of winners and their
winning handguns printed recently in
the International Handgun Metallic
Silhouette Association's publication
"Silhouette," the Dan Wesson was
used by ll5 winners-more than any
other double-action .357-and was
ranked seventh overall among
production guns behind several
single-shot and .44 magnum revolvers.

With the introduction of the new
Dan Wesson .44 magnum revolver
with Power Control;'! Dan Wesson
Arms expects their revolvers to be
used by even more winners in 1981.

H
1/3 'MOON CLIPS

Use .45 acp arrvno in place of .45 auto rim.
For Colt 17, SSW 25 and SSW 55 re....olvers.
Allows storage in ammo belts & std. boxes.
Reusable indefinitely. For a FREE sample. send
a self·addressed, stamped envelope. CWe now

. make Ruger 9mm clips.)
Clip Prices: 15 for 53.95: 50 for 56.95 ppd.

RANCH PRODUCTS. P.O. Box 145, Malinta, OHIO 43535

SilhoueHe survey
reveals favorite

carry, with the gun in hammer-down-on-a
loaded-cham ber, and also cocked-and
locked. To get the gun (any gun) out of
one's pocket in anything approaching a
hurry is very difficult unless one's hand is
already in the pocket on the gun. Either
way, though, hands off or hands on, it was
slightly faster for me to get the gun into
action with it cocked and locked. However
I prefer to hand cock it on the draw and
hear the satisfying "snack" as the hammer
comes fully back with the muzzle on tar
get. I don't like the idea of the cocked and
locked piece floating around in my coat
pocket. A pocket is not a holster.

I did a little shooting here in Ala~ka

during this past winter when it was some
forty below zero out. Although not many
will use the Jetfire in such extreme
weather, I can happily report the little gun
performed perfectly in that killing cold.

A final note. If you carry a gun regally
for defense, you may have to use it some
day. I believe any defense weapon must be
capable of stopping one's opponent with
one or two. good body hits. I seriously
doubt that any handgun short of a .44 Spl,
.45 ACP, or .44 Mag (midrange loads) will
do this consistently. The Beretta Jetfire is
no.44 mag. If I had-to put all my faith and
trust in a handgun to save my life I would
always choose one of these larger weapons.
But I would choose any handgun for per
sonal defense over and above a knife or my
bare hands under any conditions. With
that severe restriction, I'd accept a good .25
auto as my defense handgun, and ...
the Jetfire is one of the best .25's. ~
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Bingham Ltd. introduces the
revolutionary Taylor MK I Pistol Drum.
It has a 30-round cartridge capacity and
universally fits all Colt series .45 pistols.

Manufactured to exacting military
specifications using ordnance quality

WHA'I"S
NEW

.45 auto pistol drum
for 30-shot firepower

Jet-Loader is spring-activated, making it
possible to load the revolver cylinder in
any position up to horizontal. A hidden
trigger activates J et- Loader's spring,
ramming the shells home into proper
position. There is no shell loss if
Jet-Loader is accidentally dropped.

Also available are special carrying
cases in single and double models, plain
or basket-weave.

Write or phone: TICO International,
Inc., World Trade Center #339, San
Francisco, CA 94111, (415) 391-3464.

Speed loader's spring
rams shells in place

materials, the added weight is balanced
to reduce recoil, allow greater accuraoy
and reduce recovery time. A pistol can
be carried in most holsters with drum
magazine in position.

The Taylor MK I Pistol Drum,
complete with loading tool, is $46.50 Rlus
$2 shipping and insurance:: Order frqm
Bingham Ltd., Dept. AH,)775-C .
Wilwat Drive, Norcross, GA 30093.

Self-glowing sight
for night shooting
Gun sights fitted with precision dots and
lines that glow in the dark with a

AMERICAN HAN.DGUNNER . NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1981

Bianchi knows competition
demands confidence - that's
why the "Chapman" HI-RIDE
features:
• Full grip clearance • Full
leather lining. 1Deep sight
channel for a fast draw. Ver
satile cross draw and side draw
holstering • Low cut front
• Hand fitted togun. Adjustable
tensions • Metal reinforced.

Made for Colt Gov't. 45 &
Gold Cup, Brng. H.P. 9mm.

Plain tan only.
Complete rig as shown $74.40,

includes belt, holster and pouch.

Wichita WSP
Thumbrest Stock

For full details write Dept. D-ll
and include your dealer'!:> name and address.

85 Chambers Street, New York, N.Y. 10007

REINHART FAJEN INC.• Box 338 AH Warsaw, Mo. 65355

Model#5DA rrCHAi=lMAN Hi·RIDEIITM
WITH A NEW "ADJUSTABLE TENSION" CONTROLI

NOW AVAILABLE FOR BROWNING H.P. AND HECKLER & KOCH P95

Minx M2-CaI. 22 short. Overall Length 4'h",
Length of barrel 2'h" ... Weight 10 ozs ... 6 shots ...
Thumb safety ... Half cock safety

Jetfire-CaI. 25 ...Overall Length 4'h" Length of
barrel 2Vi' ... Weight 8 ozs ... 8 shots Thumb
safety ...Half cock safety

Galef COMPANION folding single with ventilated rib.
Here's an outstanding all purpose shotgun. Tang safety, 12
and 20 gauge chambered for 3" magnum, suitable for 2%"
shells. Also 16 and 28 gauge for 2%", 410 gauge for 3" and
2V2" shells. Hand checkered rolled engraved receiver.

No extractor
blow back411
action
only pistol
with instant
breech cleaning
double safety
features.

The Magnificent Beretta
MINX .22 SHORT JETFIRE .25 CAL.

Distributed exclusively by

J.L.GALEF &SON INC.
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Write
Model #B9 today for full color

'.. "Fancy Stitch Belt" I~~ -.'. catalog. (send $1.00)

AT'BIANCHI'FRANCHISED DEALERS WORLDWIDE ,...-!~kChr l.. BIANCHI
OR ORDER DIRECT! Sen~ cash. check or money ~~(~%.~~1?
order (sorry no C.O.D. s) Add 10% for postage ~i 'hi)/'
and handling. Calif. res. add 6% sales tax. , 'f '£;~\

When ordering holsters please state Model J'J;;,,, !f:;,\ @l]1~LbI]fij[frnI]mNo" color. finish. right or left hand. and make -~. ~~ T /® c., • D
of gun. model. caliber and barrel length. .~I TM

Immediate delivery. 100 Calle Cortez, Dept. # AH11 /81, Temecula, CA 92390
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to our shop gun to assure proper fit and cross
over strap tension.

Unlike pressure molded holsters which
are hard and stiff due to compression, ours is
very pliable and will hold your gun snugly,
preventing it from moving while holstered.
This type of design and construction virtually
eliminates bluing wear. Also the holster does
not squeak when worn or when the gun
is drawn.

Wear tests for the past 8 years have
shown this design far superior. Available for
most high quality handguns, but not~recom
mended if gun has a sharp front target sight.
Available in natural or black, right or left
hand - same price.
Guns with barrels of 4" or less $25.00
Guns with barrels 5" to 7v," $30.00
For basket stamp finish, add $ 3.00
For hand carved floral

(natural only) add $ 5.00
TO ORDER: Please give us gun make,

model (if available), and barrel length (meas
ured from front of cylinder to tip). Send
cashier's check or money order. Allow 3 to 4
weeks for delivery. Add $2.00 for postage and
insurance. Give us name and full address
including zip.

PRICE COMBAT GUNS
CUSTOM .45 COMBAT WORK

Rdiable - Accurate - Tastefully
executed combat modifications

performed on the .45 auto.

For years we have used these holsters
and have found them to be the very best. We
were so impressed that we bought the com
pany. Our production is totally handmade.
Each is signed by the maker. You will find these
holsters to be of the highest quality.

ABOUT THE HOLSTER: The design is the
traditional western style high ride favored by
lawmen for over 100 years. Each is made with
the proper thickness oak tanned leather of the
best grade available.

The lining is top quality glove leather
and made so the smooth side is next to your
gun. The lining is treated with silicone to
prevent rust.

The lining is sewn on the top outside of
the holster. Then rolled over so no stitches are
exposed to wear. It is then bonded to the
inside, a full welt is inserted and the. holster is
sewn and lock stitched with waxed linen
thread. A drain hole is put in the bottom to
allow debris to fall thru and air to circulate up.
Each holster is hand finished and hand fitted

Treat your gun to the finest!
Handmade, Glove Leather Lined Holsters. $2500

lYpeC
Bracket-Dot system

lYpeB
Line--Dot system

lYpeA
2-00t system

Handguns and rtn:es with adjustaQIe rear sights.

Illuminated T-Sight Patterns
Handgun.s wtt~ solid rear sight.

greenish hue and that can only be seen
by the firer are now available through
gunsmiths for installation on hand guns,
rifles and shotguns. Sights are rendered
visible in the dark by installation of
T-Sights™, tiny, self-luminous markers
that use no batteries, wiring or power,
and that have doubled the night shooting
scores of expert marksmen.

T-Sights' self-luminous quality comes
from a low energy isotope, tritium,
sealed in a tiny, phosphor-coated
capsule, unobtrusively embedded in the
metal of the gun's' sights.

T-Sights are unaffected by moisture,
water, oil, corrosion, temperature or
shock. No maintenance is required, and
T-Sights have a 10-20 year useful life.

A T-Sight brochure is available by
writing Self-Power Lighting, Inc.,
8 Westchester Plaza, Elmsford, New
York 10523.

Case conditioning kit
for handgun calibers
Attractive display kit includes the
Precision Case Trimmer and the
following accessories: Outside Neck
Turner, DBT Base, Deburring Tool,
Inside eck Reamer, Primer Pocket
Cleaner and Center, Primer Pocket
Chamfering Tool and Case Length Gage.
Specially packaged to save money. Save
$11.90.

Available in following calibers: .243,
.250, .270, .300, .308, 30.06, 8 x 57
Mauser, .358, .38 Special, .357 Mag, .44
Mag and .45 ACP. Retail price $59.70.

Complete information available from
Forster Products, 81 E. Lanark Ave.,
Lanark, IL 6l046.
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PPC, ISPC, DUTY, TARGET,
SILHOUETIE, AND SPORT

ARCANE AMMO

Continued from page Jl

is kept away from body parts. To keep the
pistol off the ground, it must be set on the
cupped free hand and, though that's more
solid than standing, it's not as solid as
supporting both barrel and butt. An un
limited gun stocked with a short grip
(shorter that your hand) and a fat fore-end
can be shot quite solidly prone by resting
the gripping hand on the ground and the
fore-end on a gloved fist. Still, the prone
position isn't used much these days.

Supine positions abound and are deriv
atives of the Creedmore position pi
oneered in handgun use by early silhouette
shooters like Skip Talbot. In the classic
example, the legs are drawn up, with knees
touching, and the feet are spread to form a
solid triangle against which to brace the
pistol, which is held with the grip against

SILUETAS

Continued from page 44

pistol). The Arcane bullets also have the
advantage of not requiring a Teflon coat
ing to lubricate the bearing surface as the
KTW bullets do, and should be able to be
manufactured cheaper as a result.

Until Arcane ammo is either imported
or manufactured in the U.S., I will still be
devoted to KTW ammo, as I feel it is an
excellent product and a good buy for the
money. But there is no denying that Ar
cane ammo, in concept has several advan
tages over it or any other armor-piercing or
expanding ammo made. The most exciting
bullet to me is the .45 ACP. You get the best
of both the large and small bore cartridges
with this bullet. The bore diameter of .45
with the penetration of a 9 mm. Now that's
something to get excited about!

If you as an individual or organization
have a legitimate need for this high-perfor
mance ammo and would like to evaluate it
for yourself, you may contact me through
this magazine. I will be happy to share the
samples I imported at my cost (about one
dollar apiece) plus shipping charges.
Please provide adequate proof that you are
an employee or representative of a federal,
state or municipal organization.

Discretion forbids me from mentioning
how many layers of Kevlar these bullets
will penetrate. But Arcane ammo should
be just the thing for the Drug Enforcement
Administration or any agency likely to en
counter felons with body armor.

Arcane bullets are not yet perfected,
but I feel they will be soon. It's remarkable
ammunition. High shock and high pen-
etration. In my book, that's an ....
unbeatable combination. ~

• Pull a dot fastener

• Series 4100. Tan or black,
right or left hand, available in sizes
to fit most single action handguns

HUNTER
FLAP HOLSTER

for
erSuper

~.acRhawR
lOW'

Barrel

CUSTOM COMPETITION HANDGUNS

FROM THE ACCURACY SPECIALIST,
ALPHA PRECISION

The "FIRST IN ACCURACY" is our name

• Competitive prices • Over 20 years experience.
Dependable functioning • Professional
craftsmanship •

• All work fully tested and guaranteed •

• Fast service, less than 15 days for most work·

• Send large SASE for details •

ALPHA PRECISION, INC., Dept. 01,1231 Sunderland, Ct.
Atlanta, Georgia 30319 (404) 458-0477

The Hunter Corp. Dept. AH-1181
A Division of Crockett & Kelly, Inc.
3300 West 71 st Avenue, Box 467
Westminster, Colorado 80030
See your dealer today or send $2.00 for our new 1981 catalog.

Name _~ ~

Address. _

City _

State Zip I .L ~
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Metaloy Co.• Inc.
6567 E. 21 PI. "E"'Tulsa, OK 74129

(918) 836-3781

(1) Phenomenal molecular bond
guaranteed will not chip or
peel

(2) Extremely Hard satin finish (70
Rock. "e") with super
lubricity

(3) Excellent protection against
rust

(4) All internal and external parts
processed

FRANK GREEN
Dept. AH, 530 W. Oak Grove Rd., Montrose, CO 81401

HAVE QUESTIONS? WANT AQUICK ANSWER? CAll 303-249-7003
Advanced Marksmanship & Special Subject Seminars available soon. Watch for ads.

Dealer inquiries welcomed.

Sight alignment & trigger squeeze, same old stuff, right?? WRONG!!!
TRIGGER CONTROL explained like never before ... new learning
techniques make HANDGUN MARKSMANSHIP what it should be
. .. EASY as 1. .. 2 ... 3!!!!!!!! I TELL IT LIKE IT REALLY IS ... MYTHS
TAKE THE BEATING THEY DESERVE. LEARN HOW TO FIRE A HAND
GUN ACCURATELY IN LESS TIME THAN YOU THINK POSSIBLE
........................ AND I GUARANTEE IT!!!!!!!! :
Valuable information for BEGINNERS and SEASONED PERFORM
ERS ... outstanding preparation for any handgun activity . .. TARGET
... POLICE . .. SELF-DEFENSE. You gain from my 20 years of pistol
competition and instructor experience: 10 years as Officer-In-Charge
of U.S. AIR FORCE Marksmanship Teams . .. winner of OLYMPIC SIL
VER medal; PAN-AM & WORLD SHOOTING GAMES GOLD medals'
NATIONAL PISTOL CHAMPIONSHIP . .. NRA Life Member and NRA
Qualified Instructor. PAY ONCE . .. get professional teaching and
coaching for yourself, family and friends . .. Refresher always avail
able. Listen to TAPE #1 at home, using the detailed PHOTO FLIP
CHART as quick reference for grip, trigger, sighting etc. ... hancUe
your gun while "listening" ... your aUention isn't divided by trying to
read a book . .. you develop greater concentration. When you are
ready for live firing practice, take TAPE #2 to the range with you . .. I
will coach you through actual firing sessions and teach you to assay
your performance. YOU LEARN TO EVALUATE AND IMPROVE
UPON YOUR OWN PERFORMANCE! COMPLETE SEMINAR ...
$28.50 postpaid (No COD or Credit Cards, please) Send check or
money order with name and address for UPS delivery to:

-.\1-~~\~~ C4ft.~.
~~.'(\~ c,~~Il-~G~ li041?"t(C04~

c,ll-SS~~ ?J,~ i1!l(j If. Clift1/.
~ ~G

FRANK GREEN'S
BASIC PISTOL MARKSMANSHIP SEMINAR
2 (60 min. each) CASSETTE TAPES & DETAILED

PHOTO FLIP-CHART

WEAVER SCOPE
Continued from page 12

The normal eye relief is 15\12 inches but it
will function from 10 to 24 inches. The
click adjustment is \12 minute at 100 yards
and it comes with a dual-X or dot reticle as
standard equipment. This new Weaver,
with the proven "T" model adjustment,
should be the ticket for the handgun
hunter and silueta shooter. The price of
this new piece of handgun optics was not
firmed up at this writing, but I am told it
will be well under the $100 mark.

For testing, I mounted the scope in the
Remington XP-1OO which takes the stand
ard rigid one piece rifle base and the stand
ard quick detachable one inch rings. For
Ruger S.A. revolvers, they have a new sys
tem which needs no drilling or tapping to
install. The accurate 7mm BR cartridge
performed as expected, delivering 10 ring
accuracy at fifty yards. The MICRO
TRAC system was put to the test again and
again by walking the shots across the tar
get; neat little groups methodically deco
rating the paper.

The new scope is tough, reliable and
should be a welcome addition to any
serious handgunner's battery. It ...,.
will be available in early 1982. ~
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the thigh, and barrel along the calf. The
shooting elbow, often protected with a pad,
rests directly on the ground, and the head
is supported by the free arm drawn over
the head, with knuckles on the mat. This is
a very solid position, well adapted to mid
grip bolt action pistols-and it'll burn the
hell out of an unprotected leg when you're
shooting a revolver. Blast shields are man
datory for revolver shooters who choose
the supine position. Variations are found
in leg positions, with those who are flexible.
enough placing one leg on the other foot
with the foot flat on the ground. Elevation
adjustment is made by varying foot and
leg positions. All are very stable and by,far
the most popular positions in use, no
doubt for the very reason of stability.

The sidewinder position resembles a
slightly relaxed fetal attitude. With the
shooter lying on his left or right side to suit
the hand, the pistol is supported on the
drawn-up legs, which are adjusted to allow
the handgun's butt to rest on the lower leg,
the fO,re-end and barrel on the upper leg.
The shooting elbow is on the ground and
the free hand is commonly used to provide
lateral support for the pistol as a head
support is neither required nor comfort
able. Blast shields ·are necessary for re
volver shooters who use the sidewinder
position. There are variations, such as
holding the pistol between the legs
sideways, too. You might try this one, if
either you, or your glasses, are thick.

Now that wasn't hard, was it? Just
practice a little at home, get the feel of it,
then get out there and
score that 40.



Holster features:
cross draw &butt forward
complete grip clearance
adjustable tension
steel lined
wide deep sight channel
slotted for 1'1," belt

)

pouch has adjustable
tension'
slotted for 1'14" belt

belt is double lined
1'1," width

also revolver holsters
tension held speed loader
pouch

all items, offered in black only
Complete rig $74.00
Holster, any model $32.00
Magazine Pouch $12.00
Speed loader pouch $15.00
Belt $30.00
Order direct. add 8% postage and
handling
Oklahoma residents add 3% Sales Tax
Dealers' inquiries invited.
Immediate Delivery.
Make orders to:
COMBAT MASTER. 202 S: Elm,
Commerce" Oklahoma 74339

Introducing the "COMBAT
MASTER" practical pistol
competition rig~

Designed by Jim Highley and
Manufactured by Don Hume
Leather Goods

Town's
Residents
Have to ,Tum
in Handguns

INSIDER
Continued from page 6
9. Provide criminal penalties for failure

to report loss or theft of one's
handgun.

10. Transfer enforcement responsibility
for the Gun Control Act of 1968 from
the Secretary of the Treasury to the
Attorney General.

11. Provide civil liability to handgun vic
tims for any person who "negligently

. sells" a handgun in violation of the act
if the gun is later used in a crime
against the victim.

Rcently in this column (American
Handgunner, July/August, 1981), I

warned of the coming pressure against
guns in general and handguns in particu
lar. No great mystical power was necessary
to make that prediction, but events since
that was written-attempts on the lives of
President Reagan and Pope John Paul 11-

Fine
Metallic Silhouettes

Full scole long lasting Jolloy 360 long range pistol and
high powered rifle silhouettes. .$.269.99

One let conill" ot 4 animal I.

1/5 scale N.R.A. Small Bore rifle silhouettes.
1 set. $9.98

3,'8 scale IHMSA.'12 pistol silhouettes. 1 set. .$,17.80

SWMS manufactures standard or custom scaled
silhouettes for your range. For more Information.
send 25' and a self-addressed envelope to

Southwe.t Metallic Silhouette.
P.O. 10. 476 Uvalde, Te.al 71101

Or Call: (512) 271-5454 or (512) 271-3217
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Silhouette
Shooters Diary

For More
Information

Contact:

Safety Direct. Inc.
23 Snider Way

Sparks. NV 89.431

HAVE A GUN THAT SHOOTS THE
WAY YOU WANT IT TO!

Real hand fit actions, every part matched
and polished for beautili,Jlly smooth crisp
feel. S&W -Colt - Ruger revolvers only,
Write for information.

O S
P.O. Box 23028

ACTION W RK Richfield, MN 55423

A Superior Design that offers MORE.
Quality, Comfort & Custom Fit

lilenaia

M~OO CHRONOGRAPH
-VELOCITY TEST ~YOUR RELOADS • _>_. , •

.FROM $79 J~'i • _ >~'>
-W~~TS\ F~ERp6~i:E~UU" . > •

Cus!. Chr. Co, Box 1061 Brewster WA 98812

1...............---,. SILENCERS are legal when purchased WllhlO the P'OVI

Sions of Federal and State law. Ruger Mark I, 10122
Sporter, AR15/M16. Remington 700.
Browning Auto Rifle, and more, as well as
Machme Guns. Send $10.00 101 our Infor
mative Illustrated catalog and dlSlInClive

Jonlthln Arthur Ciener logo T-Shirt or $3.00 fOf catalog on~.

RO 1. BOI 66Y6, 6B50 RNeredge Onve, T"usv~le. Fl 317BO 13051 16B·1911

have brought handguns to the attention of
media people and lawmakers throughom
the world.

The headline shown here could be one
of the most significant of the 1980s. If the
Morton Grove ordinance is upheld in the
courts, we, as handgunners, are in for a lot
of trouble. Almost every city, county and
state in the U.S. has lawmakers who will
pounce upon this opportunity, and the
rash ofgun prohibition bills will tum into a
tidal wave that will engulf the nation from
Maine to California.

Handgunners who have been coasting
along on the wings and wheels of the core
of others who have been battling the anti
gunners, nationally and locally, had better
get a move on! Ifyou are not supporting at
least one national pro-gun organization
and at least one local group, you're just not
carrying your weight. It will probably be
asking too much to suggest that you attend
city councilor state legislative meetings, or
that you pound the pavement to promote
the pro-gun lawmakers. But is it asking too
much to have you join the NRA and at
least one gun club in your area? Or would
you prefer that you let the other guy do it?
Your only other choice is .10 wait and see.
Then, someday, you'll be told where to
tum in your handguns, and you can figure
out what to do with your collection of
holsters, cleaning gear and reloading
equipment.

9mm Revolvers
We can't call it a proliferation yet, but have

• Discounts Available
• Dealers

Inquiries
invited

Send check or money~
order (CT reSiden.ts add
71h% sales tax) with
name. address, ZiP code

ONLY
$3.25 RAMS TEN, 'NCORPORATED

Box 396
Wallingford. CT 06492

':"J. WONDE.SIGHT

~-t'" ~t~~~~rt~ar":'ig~~~~~~e.:~.:
S&W ''I('' and "N" frame revolver•. Also
adapts to current models and many other
revo'vers using one tapped hole in frame.
CA. RES ADD TAX$21.95 FACTORY ORDERS POSTPAID

FIREARMS DEVELOPMENT LAB
UZG YOLO AVE.,

OROVILLE, CA 9S96S

You can shoot better, score better,
by taking away the guesswork!
Use our handy pocket-sized Shooters Diary.

Includes
• Lots of Score Sheets
• Sight Adjustments
• Gear
• Guns, Ammo
• Range Conditions

,., and more'

are made in our
own factory for
unmatched quality,
performance and

value.

Smith & Wesson,
Springfield,
Massachusetts
01101.

with a Wessonhide
pocket sheath.
£.lfilJ S&W knives

design with a
shroud that secure
ly locks the blade in
the open position as
well as endos
ingand

plenty of razor
sharp working edge.
Only 43/4" long
when closed. It's
perfect for hunting,
backpacking and
camping. It comes

protecting the blade
when the knife is
dosed. Entirely
stainless, its 3" flat
ground, 440 stain
less blade provides

And a snapflap
Wessonhide TM belt
sheath comes with
each knife. £.lfilJ
The Swingblade
Sporter (Model
6041) is a unique

stop and genuine
rosewood in the
contoured handles.
The blades are 31/2"
long in either a clip
point (Model 6061)
or drop point (Mod
e16062) design.

crafted from stain
less steel. They
have a notched tang
to provide a secure
lock for the open
blade, a recessed
lock release, a
soft brass
blade

dip point (Model
6063) or drop point
(Model 6064).
£.lfilJ We designed
the Shooter's Knife
for handgunners,
The Shooter's Knife
(Model 6065) has a
clip point blade and
a screw driver blade

that's just right for ~....__..~::~__""'''''''IIIIIIII'adjusting sights,
(Or for the

screws on fish- ,:-------1iiiii.-~r--::~-__
ing reels.) £.lfilJ '
Maverick Folding
Hunters are also

long when dosed.
The 440 stainless
blade is 2%" of
working beauty, in

@ a BANGOR PUNTA Company

~Smith&\\esson

WHEN
THE FACTS

UNFOLD,
THE CHOICE IS

SMITH &
WESSON

There's a special
feeling about S&W
folding knives. And
the facts prove
they're designed
and made by
people who know a
good working
blade.
£.lfilJ Ultra-Thin
Sportsman's
Knives combine
functional lock
back design with
pocket knife con
venience. They're
all stainles.s, only
1/4" thick and 3"



you noticed the renewed interest in 9mm
revolvers? Ruger has offered the 9mm/
.357 magnum single-action for some time,
but that's about where it stood until a cou
ple of years ago when Ruger announced
the 9mm double-action in Service Six and
Speed Six configurations. These touted a
unique, patented ejection system that fell .
victim to the wide variations in case di
mensions. Current models require the use
of half-moon clips. Now we have the S&W
547. This, too, exhibits a unique, patented
extractor system. This handgun presuma
bly is aimed at the European market, per
haps with an eye to U.S. shooters who will
follow the military into 9mm. For this rea
son it's necessary to ask whether this auto
pistol cartridge will ever be compatible
with revolver design. Does the 9mm be
long in a revolver. Perhaps it's not as crazy
as we think. After all, some guys are trying
to put the .357 magnum into an auto pistol.

Bits and Pieces
Irv Stone of Bar-Sto Precision has discon
tinued offering collet-type bushings for the
.45. He found that because of wide varia
tions in slides, breakage of the collets
sometimes occurs. Irv will offer fitted Na
tional Match type bushings only, and will
have them made up in a number of a.D.
sizes to assure a good tight fit to the cus
tomer's slide. Irv foresees no loss of ac
curacy by switching from the collet-type
bushing. By the way, Irv is moving to a new
location, and if the address has been estab
lished by the time you read this, you'll find
it in his new ads.

American Handgunner published an ad
from DBP Engineering recently, showing
the company's new muzzle brake for at
tachment to .45 barrels. We had one of the
brakes here and had no problem with it.
However, DBP's testing showed a poten
tial problem that is being corrected. If you
ordered a brake, you've probably already
received a letter from DBP explaining the
situation. We will have a new brake in
house for tests, and we'll let you ~
know our findings. ~

Continued from page 14

SCOPES, MTS, ETC.
WILSON COMBAT

Wilson-Dwyer "Group
Gripper:: No. 12 Govt.·
Gold Cup 522.95; No. 12C
Comm. 527.95.

WILSON COMBAT
No. 3 High Visibility
Combat Sights 525.00,
No. 3D with 3 dot system
532.00_ We will install in
3 weeks for a 520.00
labor charge.

10
D

fiiiiiiii~

WILSON COMBAT
SHOK-BUFF"

Shock Absorber Kit
No_ 255.50std.; No. 20512.95

deluxe (govt. or Comm.)

.A'\'\A~

o

16.00

..'5 .r~.jl)
.o~.,

PAIICAHE®
HOLS'rERS
'-----/

Custom Combat Handguns & Accessories
for the Discriminating Shooter.

NO.6 Extended Combat Safety (blue or
stainless) $19.50
No. 7 Extended Combat Slide Release (blue or
stainless) 20.00
No. 10 Heavy Duty Recoil Spring (Govt. or
Comm.) 2.50
No. 11 Heavy Duty Recoil Spring Kit (Govt. or
Comm.) 4.50
NO.5 Magazine Base Pads. 1.50
No.8 Beavertail Grip Safety (Govt. or Comm.) 22.50
No.9 Commander Style Hammer (4140
steel) . 16.95
No. 13 Pachmayr GM·45C Combat Grips 17.50
No. 14 Pachmayr Mainspring Housing (Bor C) 9.75
No. 23 Break-Free ClP (90gm) 3.45
No. 16 Rogers E·Z loader Magazine Well. 9.95
No. 15 Rogers PPS Combat Grips (black) . _ 14.95
No. 22 Bbl. Bushing Wrench 3.00
No. 31 Extended Magazine Release 21.95
No. 32 Laka No. 77 Stainless Magazine with
pad .

Roy's ]P)ancake®,the

most ]P)ractical holster

for Combat shooting.
and we've been making it

for years!

..-

Send $1
For Our NEW

1981 Catalog #9

Add 52.50 postage & handling per order,..NQ.credit card orders please. Ark. residents add 3 percent
sales tax.

Send SASE for price list or 51.00 for NEW complete picture brochure of Custom Combat
Modifications & Accessories:-AII orders processed within 5 business days.

WILSON COMBAT
NO.1 Competition Match

Trigger 515.95

WILSON COMBAT
NO.4 Competition

Magazine With Pad
(7rd-Stainless) 519.50

WILSON COMBAT
No. 25 Full Length
Recoil Spring Guide &
Plug 530.00 Govt.·Gold
Cup or' Comm.

WILSUN'S GUN SHUP Route 3, Box 211·0, Berryville, Ark. 72616
Phone: 501·545-3618

-f!

calibers being cham bered in the
Thompson/Center Contender, and
because these big bore cartridges can kick
the hell out of a scope, T /C has introduced
their line of RP scopes that are, as the
name implies, recoil proof. Available in
1.5X, 2.5X, 3X and 4X, these scopes are
factory tested to 32 G's and are backed by
a lifetime warranty; and they're not just
for T /C's. They can be fitted to most Colt,
Ruger and S&W models ...

The future of pistol scopes and mounts
looks bright, with new, tougher scopes,
more adaptable and easier to install
mounts, and more gun models that can be
fitted. Many of the scope companies are
working feverishly on a variable scope for
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Roy's Custom Leather Goods, Inc."t8 ~~~I7..:;~~~.':.~~1753 ~
501-234-1599

Put the best leather on your side ... wear ours!!!



DUNK-KIT
A NEW CONCEPT IN
GUN CLEANING!!

e Dunk-Kit, the fast, easy way to clean and
protect your guns is used and endorsed by
gunsmiths, pistol shooters and police.

e Dunk-Kit cleans, oils, and displaces mois
ture all in one easy operation.

eDunk-Kit comes in a large '/4 gallon pail, is
reusable, and should last lor years.

eDunk-Kit is also ideal lor cleaning and
protecting small parts, reels, cycle chains or
almost anything!

For your Dunk-Kit, send $12.95 plus $3.00
lor postage and handling to:

Larson' Industries,Inc.
P.O. Box 393
Fremont, He. 68025

E1.eaSll no C.O.D. 's. Send street address lor
U.P.S. delivery. Dealer inquiries invited.

handguns, but none have yet held up to the
punishment of some of the big bore mag
num calibers.

IRON SIGHTS
A casual observer to the handgun scene

might think that the people making sights
for the .45 aut6 cannot come up with
anything new. From the plain old fixed
sights, we've seen the rush toward the high
visibility rear sight blades and a rainbow of
colors for front sight inserts. We now have
adjustable sights of every description, and
click adjustments to fit specific shooting
games.

Almost as big as the sight market for the
.45 auto is that of the hunting and sil
houette field. It is here that we are con
cerned not only with high visibility for
those quick shots, but also precise click
adjustments from a mechanism that can
take the beating of field use with high
recoil handguns.

Here's a run down on some of the
interesting metallic sights offered from ad
vertisers in the pages of The American
Handgunner:

Wilson's Gun Shop offers high visibility
combat sights for the .45 auto;' these fixed
sights retail at $25 or $45 installed ... Long
the favorite of target and combat shooters,
King's Gun Works has the King-Tappen
combat sight at $29 and King hardbailer
sight at $18 or $21 with white outline ...
James E. Clark offers an adjustable rear
sight for the single and double action
Ruger revolvers. It replaces any of the

SWAGED I.EAD
PISTOL BULLETS

The Alberts
offering

consists of
TWENTY designs from

.32 to .45 PLUS a pair of belted
conicals for black powder

shooters. The depth of the
Alberts line demonstrates our

genuine interest in providing
exactly the bullet you want. Pre
lubed for fast, clean reloading,
and constantly checked against

stringent manufacturing stand-
ards, you can be confident when

buying Alberts.
Swaged lead bullets are our only

product - they have to excel.
Cost? Absolutely competitive - and

Alberts prices have remained constant
since 1979!

Send 50¢ for 4 page brochure, and 4
pages of Loading Data.

THE ALBERTS CORPORAfION
12-8 Commerce Road. Fairfield, NJ 07006

~REMIIITII RElOIDllllOIE~
Handgun bullets of thehighest caliber.

At Remington, we offer you the most complete
line of reloading components in the industry

So no matter what type of shooting you do
- from silhouette to target to law enforce-
ment to game-there's a Remington
pistol or revolver bullet that's
right on target.

And you'll be happy to
know that all Remington
bullets-from our .38 cal.,
148 gr. wad-cutters to our
.44 cal., 180 gr. semi
jacketed hollow points - are
the most consistent per
formers for your money.

Which is why, on the range
or in the field, shooters of
the highest caliber shoot
bullets of the highest
caliber.

Remington.

To learn more about the advantages of reloading in the
Remington Reloading Zone, ask your Remington dealer
for our new components catalog. It's free. Or write us
at the address below. These bullets, listed by grain

weight and type, are generally
in stock at your dealer's. Others
are available on special order.

9 mm. 115 JHP. 124 Me, 357
cal. no SJHP. 125 SJHP. 158 SP'
158 SJHP. 158 LOSWC; 38 cal.
95 SJHP. 110 SJHP. 125 SJHP.
148 LOWC, 158 LORN, 158
LOHp'158 LOSWC; 41 mag. 210
SP' 210 LO; 44 cal. 180 SJHP.
240 SP' 240 SJHP. 240 LOGe.
240 LO, 45 cal. 185 MCWC, 185
JHP. 230 Me. 230 LD, 250 LO.

Remington is a trademark registered in the
United States Patent & Trademark Office
by Remington Arms Company, Inc.,
Bridgeport. Conn. 06602.



.45 ACP-9mm & .38 Super

FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT:
A. JACK ROSENBERG

& SONS
12229 COX LANE

OALLAS, TEXAS
75234
214·241·6302

:~-L1NE GU~~\\'..."UNDER RIB" ) .
PPC GUNS BUILT 1 .. BULL BARRELS "\\ I

HANDGUN BARRELS RELINED
HANDGUN CYLINDERS RECHAMBERED
JAY SCOTT GRIPS & COLT PARTS - $10 MIN" ORDER
S&W SIGHTS INSTALLED ON COLT SLIDES
S&W MOD. 28 TO 44 SPECIAL & 45 L.C.

6" Python Barrels $52.95 prepaid

BRASS'

DONJlJDD 45 ACClJRACYJOBS
SPECIALIZING IN

TARGET/COMBAT PISTOLSMITHING THE 45 ACP
ALL POPULAR SIGHT OPTIONS

GUARANTEED ACCURACY AND PERFORMANCE
COLT ... S&W ... RUGER

LONG SASE FOR DESCRIPTIVE PRICE LIST
3202 W. DENGAR 915-694-1766
MIDLAND. TEXAS 79701 NRA LIFE MEMBER

NU-L1NE GUNS
1053 Caulks Hili Rd, Dept. AH

Harvester, MO 63301
SENO LARGE ;A S E (314) 441·4500
FOR BROCHURE (314) 447-4501

~·····DREAtiNAljGiiT·····~
: 357/44 B & D :
: Conversions of S&W 27-28 Ruger 357 :
: T.C. Contender-Marlin 1894 :
: BAIN & DAVIS :
: 559 W. Las Tunas, San Gabriel, Ca. :. ..•.••...................•...... ~ .... ~.

Full floating vent rib
for hunting I silhouette
With the popularity of handgun hunting
and silhouette shooting, Simmons Gun
Specialties, Inc. has seen the need for a
full floating ventilated rib and has
designed such a rib for your favorite
handgun. Each is custom fitted to your
individual gun and finished to your
specifications-either dust blued, polish
blued, or your choice of the three new
Simgard finishes which are non-glare
sandblast, brushed satin, or ultra-brite
that looks like stainless.

The rib (blued) for most handguns is
$86, or with Simgard finish: $167.50.
Write or call Simmons Gun Specialties,
Inc., 700 Rogers Rd., Olathe, KS 65061;
(913) 782-3131.

WHAr5
NEW

Lee
.. Echols

,'.45 Nat'l Trophy Winner 1941
J Send $6.00 to Lee Echols, 1640
Maple Dr., Unit 68, Chula Vista, CA
92011. CA buyers add 6% sales tax.

FUNCTIONAL, RELIABLE, COMBAT PROVEN

PISTOLSMITHING

Send $1 for full list of services available.

TUMULTOUS HILARITY
AND LOTS OF IT!!!
THE FUNNY. FUNNY .
BOOK ABOUT
THE PISTOL
SHOOTERS ..

• - ~f~A~"DODGE CITY'
,~ .~:lT GUARANTEED I

~E? . Don't be fooled by the low price!
CATAUll> • Genuln. heavy c_hlde. Complete
II!" with leg & hammer tie. and bullet
'\ loops. Stote:MakA>, Madel, Caliber &

\ barrel length. Meo._ where warn.

EI DORADO LEATHER
.., a PANORA"'A. P.O.Box S81C, LoMe.a C.... 92041

EXCLUSIVE WEST COAST DISTRIBUTOR FOR

ESSEX ARMS .45 Receivers & Slides
Dealer Inquiries Invited

CHUCK RIES
P.O. Box 205, Culver City, CA 90230

MAKER OF CUSTOM
LEATHER PRODUCTS FOR THE
PRACTICAL PISTOL SHOOTER

#455
"SECURITY"
Many new

. products for both
autos and revolvers.
Send $1 for new '81 Catalog.

GWM DAVIS
P.O. Box 446 • Arcadia· CA 91006

Wilson Combat sights
offer high visibility
Manufactured out of 4140 steel and
fitting factory dovetail slot in .45 autos
with very minor filing needed, the
Wilson Combat High Visibility Combat
Sight has a sight picture very similar to
that of a low-mounted or buried Bo-Mar
adjustible sight setup at less than half the
cost, installed. Wilson's will fit within
three weeks shop time for $45 plus $4
return shipping complete, or install your
own at retail price of $25 per set (you get
front and rear) plus $2.50 postage and
handling.

Rear sight has 5x40 Allen head set
screw for positive locking after zeroing.
Both front and rear sights have fine
50 Ipi serration. Contact Wilson's Gun
Shop, Rt. 3, Box 211-D, Dept. AH,
Berryville, AR 72616. Dealer inquiries
invited.

WE HAVE IT!
Call For Quantity Prices

(512) 858-4441
THE BRASS WORKS

p.o. Box 315H
Dripping Springs, TX 78620

SHARE YOUR
INTEREST IN
SHOOTING

TELL A FRIEND ABOUT

BlNDGUNNER
MAGAZINE

Better yet ... give
them the enclosed
subscription order

card.
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Hendrik Kleyn
5500 Kenowa S.W., Grandville, MI 49418

Telephone (616) 530-8824 or 532-2281

• All types of firearms.

• Traditional or High Bas~

Relief.

• Quotations upon request.

• Reasonable pricing.

European
Master Engraver

303-893-3146
Remanufactured and
New Ammunition.
Hard Cast Bullets

1801 W. 13th AVE.
DENVER, CO 80204

13031 893-3146

=DENVER'=[®=BULLETS'=ITV

GunEngraving

At Denver Bullets we also produce 19 sizes of black INC.
powder round and maxi balls.
Please feel free to contact us anytime we can be of service.

Ruger adjustable sights Miniature
Machine Co. has adjustable sights for the
S&W Model 39 and 59. These use the
factor.y front sight, have a white outline
and are available in black or nickel finish
... Lee's Red Ramps offers the original
liquid sight insert kit. Available in four
flourescent colors, the inserts are easy to
install. Lee also offers a white outline
blade for Colts, Rugers and Micro rear
sights ... Gutridge, Inc. has their "Quick
line" combat sight for .45 autos that leads
your eye to the target quickly and ac
curately ... M-S Safari Arms offers fixed
or adjustable sights that are cut full radius;
both are available in blue or stainless for
the .45 auto ... New from Wichita Arms is
the .45 auto target and combat sights.
Designed by Ron Power, these all-steel
sights feature positive, audible clicks and
rugged construction. For silhouette shoot
ers, Wichita has a Multi-Range Quick
change sight system that permits pre
setting of four positions ... Millett Indus
tries started with their unique fixed sights
for the .45 auto and now have a complete
line of adjustable sights for Colt, Browning
Hi-Power, S&W and Ruger revolvers and
the Dan Wesson ....Detonics has a new
Combat Selector rear sight that fits the
Detonics and Colt ,45's. It has a three-dot
line-up that is fast and accurate ...

Within the next six months there will be
at least a half-dozen new makers Of metal
lic sight trying to get their piece of the
market; whether these will be any better is
yet to be seen, but you can be sure that
they will offer some unique features.
However all of the scopes, mounts and
metallic sights mentioned above have
found proponents throughout the hand
gunning field; choose the one that's right
for you, and shoot with the confi-
dence that comes with using
quality components.

HARD CAST DENVER BULLETS
Please do not confuse our hard bullets with the softer swaged bullet. Swaged bullets require asofter lead and therefore are
prone to leading. Our bullets are sized to the exact diameter required and at the same time they are pressure lubricated with our
high temperature. non sticky, hard bullet lubricant.

PREPAID FREIGHT POLICY 10,000 or more rounds of ammunition pre-paid to continental U.S. All bullets prepaid to continental
U.S. regardless of quantity. ~.
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45 A.C.P.
230 grain round nose

45 COLT
250 grain flat nose

44 MAGNUM
240 grain semi~wadcutter

44 MAGNUM
250 grain semi-wadcutter

45 A.C.P.
185 grain semJ-wadcutter

45 A.C.P.
200 grain
semi-wadcutter
(H & G deSign)

·44 MAGNUM
~ 290 grain seml-wadcutter

•38/357
158 grain semi-wadcutter

41 MAGNUM
220 grain semi-wadcutter

38 SPECIAL
'48 grain double end wadcutter

38 SPECIAL
148 grain hollow base swaged

38 SPECIAL
148 grain button end wadcutter

30 CARBINE
1 15 grain round nose

380 AUTO
95 grain round nose

9mm
125 grain round nose

-
.,

Continued from page 16

heavy bullets. They sought to determine
whether velocity and kinetic energy, con
sidered alone, were significant factorsi 1

the evaluation of a bullet's ability to drop a
large animal.

Experiments were carried out at the
Chicago Stockyards and involved the shot
ing of beef cattle scheduled for slaughter.
Close-quarter, rapid-fire tests included
both revolvers and autoloaders in calibers
that ranged from .476 through .455 and .45
on down to .38 and .30. A variety of bullet
weights, compositions, shapes and ve
locities added to the thoroughness of the
experiment.

As if to confirm tests conducted by
British Ordnance in the mid-19th Century,
the fact of heavy bullet superiority was
immediately apparent. Quoting Dr. La
Garde's report: "The tests showed that the

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER· NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1981
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.476-caliber lead bullet has the greatest
stopping power. Its weight is 288.1 grains,
muzzle velocity 729 f.s.; muzzle energy 340
foot-pounds. The .4S-caliber lead bullet
with a slightly blunt point was next in
stopping power. It weighs 250 grains with a
muzzle velocity of 720 f.s. and muzzle
energy of 288 foot-pounds."

Another segment of the doctor's account
of these tests, in detailing the effectiveness
of light, high-speed bullets versus weighty
slow-movers, states that "the animals in
variably dropped to the ground when shot
from three to five times with larger caliber
(heavier) Colt's revolver bullets, and they
failed in every instance to drop when as
many as ten shots of the smaller diameter
jacketed (lighter) bullets from the Colt's
automatic and Luger pistol bullets had
been delivered against the lungs or abdo
men. This failure on the part of the auto
matic pistols of small caliber set at rest at
once the claims of the makers to the effect
that the superior energy and velocity of
their weapons was a controlling factor in
stopping power:'

British Ordnance, as noted, had its say
over 100 years ago. Significantly, conclu
sions regarding the superior stopping
power of heavy bullets were not based on
penetration or even wound-channel com
parisons in ruptured gelatin blocks. Bullet
performances in these areas generally are
associated with composition, shape,diam
eter and speed. All of the foregoing are
important. However, in rating the stopping
power of bullets, the British emphasized
the importance of what they termed
"dwell time." The expression suggests that
much importance must be placed upon the
span of time during which a given degree
of force is applied to the target object when
pure stopping power is being evaluated.
Within this concept, high velocity (regard
less of sensational kinetic energy figures)
actually exists as a deterrent to bullet
effectiveness.

If velocity, penetration and high energy
figures fulfill the objective of your hand
gun hand loading, lighter bullets will
doubtless provide what you're seeking.
Expansion properties, regardless of bullet
weight, also must be considered. Even a
light bullet ofeffective shape and comp05i
tion can often outperform a heavy bullet
that is resistant to expansion.

Meanwhile, however, no one has suc
ceeded in disproving the findings of the
early experimenters whose work has been
cited here. It is puzzling to note that many
handloaders, working with soggy tele
phone directories, soap blocks and kinetic
energy charts, find cause to disagree.

We're grateful to Martin W. Boxer for
sharing results of his experiments. He has
raised important questions about the
limitations of handgun barrel length
and the availability of suitable powders
in the loading of relatively heavy bullets,
all of which call for investigation and
discussion in future ~

articles. ~

Accept no substitutes 
use only genuine King's
White Outline Blades for
Colt, Ruger and Micro
Sights
4.95 if purchased with Kit

4" & 6" Barrel Rev.
& Lg. Auto's $54.95 Retail

8" Barrel $64.95 Retail
10" Barrel $74.95 Retail
Optional 2nd Half Harness with Single Ammo
Pouch - $19.95; Double Ammo Pouch - $27.95
(if Cuffcase also desired, add $10.95). Lining
add $10.00.

State make, model, BBL and whether right or left·handed.
Add $3.00 per holster tor handling and shipping. New York
residents add appropriate sales tax. Foreign orders -add
15% shipping, U.S. funds only. Send money Qrder or certified
check. MasterCard & Visa-give expiration date-accepted.

DeSantis manufactures a complete line of
holsters creatively designed to fill the

, specific needs of gun enthusiasts and law
enforcement personnel. Mail $2 for our
complete 12-page, full color catalog.
Dealer inquiries invited-call or write.

DE ~
.....5i1ntls-

Holster and Leather Goods Co. I,.~

Dept. AH11, 155 Jericho Turnpike : ......
Mineola, NY 11501 • (516) 742-7900 k'.-,

"'.. ~~~Tj'~tI.. l',,)'" ,.....,~J~- ... . I"'i'j' /~ ~-:: .. ~
. «l~..-_ ~~ ....:1:,1 ,l- ••

SWIVEL-IHIULIEI

1b:::!~::~
Favorite of hunters and SWAT teams! One,
fluid motion tilts gun butt forward and
out for swiftest, smoothest draw action.
Available for most revolvers and large
automatics ... brown only.

Accept No Substitutes, Use King's Products Only

Install better-than-factory front sight inserts with our
highly visible colored insert material! Choose from four
extremely durable acrylic colors: Red, Orange, Yellow
or White. Detailed instructions included with each kit.

Std. Kit one color, your choice, @ 25 inserts. . .. 9.95
Pro Kit one color, your choice, @100 inserts, complete
with mixing bowl and dropper 20.00
Additional colors at extra cost
Acrylic Hardener 'h oz. 5.00; 1 oz. 8.00; 2 oz. 12.00
Colored Powder 'h oz. 4.95; 1 oz. 10.00; 2 oz. 18.00
Mixing Bowl 1.80 Dropper 50¢
Dealer Inquiries Welcome. Order from:

KING'S GUN WORKS
1837 W. Glenoaks Blvd., Glendale, CA 91201 (213) 244-6811 or 244-7686

~tNG~ RED g§5
SINCE 1949 RAMP ...

KITS

SHIPPING &
HANDLING 1.50

CA. RESIDENTS
ADD 6%.

COD,
MASTER CARD,
VISA ACCEPTED.
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.. •provides handsome appearance of stainless steel
THIS IS THE FINISH! It protects ALL metal surfaces
by a combination of heat and chemical treatments.
The surface you see; the bore where deterioration
is most deadly; moving parts - without harm to
close machine tolerances, without loss of temper
to springs. Far outlasts blueing. Lab and field
tested for several years. Provides like-new restora
tion for favorite older guns; special good-looking
protective finish for that new purchase. Results
guaranteed! Investigate.

WRITE FOR
Full color illustrated
brochure and name
of nearest
dealer

Continued from page 8

an understatement. This stage was
basically an old-fashioned fast draw
match. Set at seven yards were two
l2-inch discs, one over the other and three
feet apart. The contestant was required to
simply draw and shoot the bottom plate
(three feet above ground level) first, then
the top plate (six feet above the ground) to
stop the timer. Because of the extremely
competitive pace being set, many shooters
felt they couldn't afford the luxury of
seeing whether their first shots hit before
snapping off a second shot at the stop
plate. Missing a first hit was disastrous,
with a five-second penalty being included
in the score. After the smoke had cleared,
Nick Pruitt remained on top with the
victory. His factored time was 13.04 sec
onds. Of special note was l5-year-old Sean
Dexter, placing third with a score of
13.40 seconds.

. Stage Four was the Cobra Gunskin Five
To Go. This stage was frustrating and
beguiled many competitors into thinking it
was easier than it looked. Five lO-inch
discs were spread out before the shooter.
They were in a diagonal line, ranging from
seven to 18 yards downrange, left to right.

AMERICAN HANDGUNNER . NOVEMBER/DECEMBER 1981
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Continued from page 48

"Only I still didn't know anything about
plating. The first guy I had managing the
place took me to the cleaners, so I decided
I'd better learn how to do this myself."

He studied chemistry and the science of
plating metals, then went to local plating
shops and begged to be allowed to work
'1ust for the experience." Then he plated
and replated his own guns, meticulously
learning the fine art of polishing and
buffing-hours spent that are now paying
o~ .

In addition to plating, Accurate also
does general gunsmithing, including a va
riety of services on the .45 automatic.
Cogan himself remains an avid hunter and
silhouette shooter, which, he says, is the se
cret of running a good gun plating service.
"You've got to know guns and like guns to
do a really good job at this;' Cogan says.
"And that's the first question to ask any
plater before you commit your gun to be
refinished."

Cogan suggests that the shooter who
wants to plate his gun talk to a number of
places and consider all the pluses and mi
nuses of each finish before going ahead:
"It's important as you, the shooter, knows
both what you want and what you'll be
getting," he adds. "Make sure you're deal
ing with a gun plater, not a bumper re
chromer or a jeweler or an industrial hard
chrome service." Cogan's hard chrome
finish runs from ....
$59 to $67. ~

FINISHES



c/o MARYLAND GUN WORKS, LTD.

Police Combat Revolvers

To the far right was a 12-inch stop plate at
seven yards. Recovery shots ate up most
people. Once again, though, John Shaw
rose to the occasion, nipping Mickey
Fowler with a score of 11.945 seconds. The
best five of six runs counted with the time
divided by two for the factored score.

Contestants each chose two stages, one
to shoot on Friday, the other to shoot on
Saturday'. In addition, a special event was
scheduled for Sunday. After Saturday's
final shots were fired, official competition
was complete. However, as a special Sun
day bonus for the Top 16, the Police Prod
ucts West Man vs. Man was contested for
separate cash prizes. This turned out to be
a real crowd pleaser, with many television
cameras in evidence.

The double course was unique, designed
to handle two shooters simultaneously in
separate lanes. Each contestant was re
quired to knock down three Pepper Pop
pers, hinged metal targets best described
as 30-inch-tall pregnant tombstones, be
fore each could engage a 12-inch stop disc.
There was, for the shooters, a minor obsta
cle. The second Pepper Popper was posi
tioned directly behind the first which the
shooter was forced to knock down in order
to reach the second. Because the targets
fall somewhat slowly, it was necessary for
shooters to either wait for a clear shot at
the second Popper or shoot. the third tar
get, then return for the second after it was
cleared by the falling first target. The
shooting was preceded by both contestants
running forward to knock a can offathree
foot post with the shooting hand.

The Top 16 were in a double-elimination
J-Iadder, and the resulting contest gave the
huge crowd something to cheer about. The
matches were closely fought, and the
crowd had an opportunity to see well
known shooters such as Leonard Knight,
Mike Dalton, and Ray Neal shooting
against newcomers Brian Enos, James
Vaughan, and Pete Flynn. The event was a
spectacular conclusion to the entire match
and saw Nick Pruitt emerge the winner. He
was followed by Steel Challenge winner
John Shaw. Not far beind was Arizona
shooter Brian Enos.

The separate money match, appropri
ately named Speed Trap, had Paul Wa~ker
and John Shaw winning the individual
championships on Friday and Saturday.

Team events were won by John Shaw/
Lanny Provience and Paul Walker/Mike
Fichman.

It's history now. John Shaw, the
"World's Fastest Gun;' showed everyone
what skill, practice, and determination can
accomplish. Next year's Steel Challenge
undoubtedly will attract increased attend
ance, prizes, and publicity. In joining the
concept originally fashioned by the
Bianchi International, a big money shoot
ing tour is finally coming of age.

For details of the 1982 Steel Challenge
Match, contact Mike Dalton, Id050
Kester Ave., Mission Hills, CA ....
91345. -,

(fol Coli 45 auto and Identical frames)

BEAUTIFUL CONTROL

See Your Dealer for Demonstration
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BUllSHOOTERS' SUPPLY ~

Dept. AHf,1241 East Prince Road/P.O. Box 13446/Plastics Division g
Tucson, Arizona 85732/602-298-6924 ~

Bullshooters' Supply is a division of the B.E.W.B. Corp. ~
Copyright, 1980, BEWB CORP I"

Retail Price
Walnut , , _ , , ..$24.95
Standard Grade Exotics , , _. _ $35.00
Exhibition Grade Exotics , _ $50.00
For more information and complete list of exotic woods, send S.A.S.E .
Dealers write for discount information on all Bullshooters' products.

SUPERIOR CONTROL OOESN'T HAVE TO BE UGLY.
Now you can have beautiful control In Cocobolo. Zebrawood. Rosewood. or other unusual exotic
woods. like the exhibition grade Bocote illustrated above. Ouality engineered. finely finished. your
new Bullshoolers flngergroove GriPS will give you positive. beautrful control.

You Will solve the problems of slippage and Inconslstanf hold by simply installing a palf of
Bullshoofers flngergloove GriPS on your 45 auto.

Your scores WIll Improve automatically as the fmgergrooves Insure proper hand placement and
fofally eliminate shltting of the weapon especially dUfing rapid fife

These leatures. combined with the natural pOlnfing and handling characterlsflcs give the advantage
you need In hunling or competitive shooting

DEALERS IN HOGUE AND ROGERS CUSTOM GRIPS
CHARTER MEMBER AMERICAN PISTOLSMITHS GUILD/M.D. FIELD REP PMA

For more Information write: Lou Clamlllo - Gunsmith
c/o Maryland Gun Works, LTD. I 26200 Frederick Road I Hyattstown, Maryland 20734

(301) 831-8456

Combat Conversions on all guns include Douglas or Apex
1-1/16" round or square barrel. Bo·Mar. Davis, Mascot or
Aristocrat Rib. complete action job including smooth trigger wi
trigger stop and speed hammer.

All above work on most Colt. S&W and Ruger Revolvers:

Round 1-1 I 16" Barrel (Blue) . $245.00
Square Barrel w/ejector rod shroud $295.00
(Add $10.00 for stainles..)

'Prices include taking original sights and barrel in trade.

SPECIALIZING IN RUGER,
S&W, AND COLT
CONVERSIONS

Lou Ciamillo
Pistolsmith
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HANDGUN
MARKET

Classified ads ·35¢ per word per insertion, including name and address. Minimum charge
$4_90 per ad. Copy must be submitted with payment in advance. No cash or frequency
discount allowed. All ads must be received with advance payment by not later than the 14th of
the fourth month preceding date of issue_ Example: Closing for July / August issue (on sale
May 1) is March 14th. Ads received after closing date will appear in the following issue, Please
type or print clearly. No proofs furnished. Include name, address, post office, zip code, city
and state as counted words_ Abbreviations count as one word each. Mail to AMERICAN
HANDGUNNER Magazine, 591 Camino de la Reina, Suite 200, San Diego, Calif. 92108.

ACCESSORIES
PROTECTION! We manufacture a full line of
BULLETPROOF VESTS. Mail $2.00 and a SASE for cata
log to: John'Wayne Body Armor Company, PO. 'Box 406,
Oregon City, OR 97045.

Bulletproof Vests. Concealable, Lightweight, Inexpensive.
Stops .44 mag. Ballistic sample: $3.00, Info: $1.00. CWS, 898
A Lanakila, Pearl City, HI 96782.

Safariland Bulletproof vest Model MZA with shirt tails,
sidepanels. size small. Write on Dept. letterhead sold to law
enforcement personnel only. $150.00. Write: Vest, Box 395,
Silverton, Colorado 81433.

PROTECTION! We manufacture a full line of
BULLETPROOF VESTS. Mail $2.00 and a SASE for cata
log to: John*Wayne Body Armor Company, P.O. Box 406,
Oregon City, OR 97045.

5 LBS. SHELL MEDIA for Vibra-Tek case cleaner and
tumblers. Finely ground walnut shells impregnated with iron
oxide. $13.65 Prepaid. Hayden-Holmes Co., 1844 Arroya Rd.,
Colorado Springs, CO 80906.

SMITH & WESSON OWNERS-Have your revolver
equipped. so only you can fire it (with our tiny magnetic finger
worn ring). This is no "gimmick." Police have been using our
patented safety concealed in their revolvers for years-so can
you! Enclose $5.00 (no exceptions) for pictures and ordering
instructions. Mention "Handgunner" for $10.00 purchase
credit. MAGNA-TRIGGER SAFETY, 10090 North Blaney,
#6 Cupertino, California 95014.

We carry most all brands of handgun grips, such as
Pachmayr-Herrett-Hogue-Jay Scott Mustang-Sile
Rodgers Combat-Bianchi-Genuine Stag and Ivory
Factory grips for most modern handguns-Exact reproduc
tions of original hard rubber grips and butt·plates. Send self
addressed stamped envelope for list and prices. Shootin Shop,
205 So. Meadow St., Grangeville, Idaho 83530.

AMMUNITION
Make Lead Shot at Home! Illustrated booklet shows how for
sm. sizes. Send $5.50 to: F. Koegel, PO. Box 621, Cranford, NJ
07016.

True Chronographed. velocity of factory ammo from 2 to 8%
barrels 9mm .38 357 45acp 1.25 each list. All 4 .350 Ten Years
of .357 handloads 50+ 2.00 .38 sp 2.00 B/.300 25 9mm .380
.38acp loads 1.85 3/4.00 CAST JHP LIGHT TO MAX
LISTED, CAMPBELL'S, 4051 Reidville Road, Spartanburg,
SC 29301.

BOOKS
GUNSMITHING by Roy F. Dunlap. A volume that will be a
constant source of info for many years to come. A complete
one-book reference for the professional and amateur alike!!
$24.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA,
591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

SURVIVAL GUNS by Tappan. A guide to the selection,
modification and use of firearms and related devices for
defense, food gathering, etc_ $9.95 (softbound) + 75¢ post.
HANDGUNNER BOOKS/Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina,
San Diego, CA 92106**

MAUSER BOLT RIFLES by Olson. Over 672 photos, draw
ings, exploded views and cutaways. Charts, spec tables, data
tables and symbols. $24.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER
BOOKS/ Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA
92108* *

PERSONAL DEFENSE by Collins & McLoughlin. A guide
to personal safety with common sense do's & don'ts, defense
against firearms and edged weapons, what to do after it's over
and more. $9.95 + $1.50 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKS/
Dept-CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92106* *

STATE PISTOL LAWS, latest pistol carrying, purchasing,
etc., regulations for all states and FEDERAL GUN LAWS.
Both booklets $4.00. POLICE EQUIPMENT CATALOG
$2.00. Schlesinger, 415 East 52nd St., New York, NY 10022,
Department E.

INGRAM-MAC MIO & Ml1 .380, 9mm, .45. Operation &
Maintenance Manual. Contains 35 illustrated, detailed
pages. Info on Operation, Disassembly, Cleaning, Mainte
nance, and Silencer, $5.75, MO or Credit Card only. Catalog
$1.; Survival Books, 11106 Magnolia Blvd., North Hollywood,
CA 91601. (213) 763-0604. In store or by mail.

HALLOCKS .45 AUTO HANDBOOK, $11.95 PPD. All new
material. By a retired USAF Gunsmith. 237 p, SC. History,
1.0. etc. but primarily maintenance. The MIHAN CO., 4917
Karen, OKLA City, Ok 73135.

SELF DEFENSE IS NOT A CRIME-You've got the gun,
do you understand when you can use it legally? A layman's
guide to each state's laws on self defense and the use of deadly
force, gun control and citizen's arrest. Don't unknowingly
step outside of the law and find yourself in handcuffs along
with your assailant. Send $6.95 to First American Press, P.O.
Box 40621, Dept. HGl1, Tucson, Arizona 85717. Specify state.
Allow 4-6 weeks for delivery.

ACTION TITLES FROM PALADIN PRESS! Send for
catalog on self-defense, weaponry, sniping and marksman
ship, creative revenge, survival plus much more. $1.00.
Paladin Press, Box 1307-AHC, Boulder, CO 80306.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
START GUN BUSINESS TODAY! Part-time O.K. Proven
plan! Cash in on fantastic demand! FREE INFORMATION
(S.A.S.E. appreciated). MESA, Drawer 774019-NR, Steam
boat Springs, CO 80477.

FORMER SHAKLEE PRESIDENT STARTS NEW
COMPANY! Need founding sponsors. Write: Enhance
Marketing, Box 6372 (AH), SLC, UTAH 84106, 801-466-2474.

COLLECTORS
Collectors' Almanac is loaded with classifieds and articles on
firearms, knives, militaria, etc. Biggest listing in Canada and
U.S. Monthly issue. Subscription, $20.00 yearly. Money order
to Collectors Exchange, 82 Lansdowne Ave., Saint John,
N.B. Canada, E2K 2Z8.

FIREWORKS
BEER CAN MORTAR. Complete information and detailed
instructions, no complicated machining, range to 1000 yards.
Information on bursting projectiles included. Send $4.00.
Pioneer Industries, Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH
03061.

FIREWORKS, BUY DIRECT, Price list, Send $1.00 to ACE
FIREWORKS, PO. Box 221, Dept. H, Conneaut, Ohio 44030.

FOR SALE
GREAT SPORTING POSTERS-24/set, full color.
Collection of scenes from Remington, UMC, Lefever, Aber
crombie & Fitch, Winchester, etc. Printed on heavy duty
stock. $12.95 + $2.35 post. HANDGUNNER BOOKSiDept
.CA, 591 Camino Reina, San Diego, CA 92108* *

WHALE SPERM OIL, Genuine, 100% pure. Stockpile
supply collected prior to endangered species act. Excellent
firearms lubricant/preservative. Legal sale certificate
accompanies shipment. Pint $15.00; quart $28.00; two quarts
$50.00; gallon $87.75. Postpaid. COD orders, add $1.15. Order
from distributor: Nick Wyshinski,.Dept. AH, 1319 Sixth Ave.,
Berwick, PA 18603.

FREE HARD HITTING FACTS on how to receive firearms
consultant agency reports just like law enforcement and
military agencies. Don't let armamen t problems happen "ON
THE LINE" to you. FREE INFO. DON BILLICK &
ASSOCIATES, Box 39541AG, Phoenix, AZ 85069.

CROSSBOWS-For hunting, target competition or just plain
fun. Cat. send $2.00, RW Dist., PO. Box 1817, Des Plaines, IL
60018.

D.M.S.O.-Miracle Solvent-Special offer 4 ounces $9.00,
postpaid. ARCHLINE SOLVENTS, BOX 562, ST. PE
TERS, MO 63376.

SURVIVAL GRENADES. Simple, reliable, effective devices
from common and available tools, materials. Complete plans
and instructions, $5.00. WILDCAT GRAPHICS, PO. Box
527, Walkertown, NC 27051.

COLT .45 AUTO PISTOL. COMPLETE MANUAL. More
than 100 pages, 80 photos and illustrations. Details on
disassembly, repair, construction, and marksmanship. $6.50
Catalog $1.00. MONEY ORDER or CREDIT CARD ONLY.
SURVIVAL BOOKS, 11106 Magnolia Blvd., North Hol
lywood, CA 91601. (213) 763-0804.

GUN PARTS

COLT SINGLE ACTION PARTS: Pre-War Style Cyl. pins,
Bushings, BULLSEYE Ejectors, All screws, Firing pins,
Hammers, Springs, etc., Free List; John Kopec, Box 218,
Valinda, CA 91747.

GUNS FOR SALE
Hunt Spring Bear-Fair Chase Big Bore Handguns. Full
Time Outfitter. Ken Allaman, West Fork, Darby, Mont.
59829.

GUNSMITHING
YOUR S&W "N" & "K" frame gun butts cut down to round
butt, M19 size for Pachmayr, SK/C grips, $50.; Prairie
Gunsmithing, 2009 Box Butte, Alliance, NE 00301. Ph. (308)
762-4462 Evenings.

INSTRUCTION
REMEMBER THE OLD ASH CAN, MOO, etc.? Complete
detailed instructions on above and many others. Send $3.00
to: Pioneer Ind., Box 36, 14A Hughey St., Nashua, NH 03061.

Sharpen your instincts for survival and improve your shoot
ing skills. Join the 15,000 member strong-POLICE
MARKSMAN ASSOCIATION. In its 5th year, PMA is
dedicated to officer survival through innovative and continu·
ous training and knowledge of the law. For FREE Literature,
write: Police Marksman, P.O. Box 4747, Dept. AH, Montgom
ery, AL 36101.

FEDERAL FIREARMS License Application Kit (forms,
ATF "800" phones, wholesale list, instructions) $5.00; Per
sonal Firearms Record Book, $2.50; PFRB 8, PO. Box 2800,
Santa Fe, NM 87501.

HOMEMADE MACHINE GUN PLANS, Comprehensive,
detailed, easy to follow 24 page booklet. Can be built without
machineshop. Send $5.00. Wildcat Publications, Dept. AH, 7
Michigan, Dundee, Illinois 80118.

THOMPSON SUB MACHINE GUN, now you can convert
your 27A-l or 27A-5 Thompson to full auto. No parts to buy,
no machining only minor changes done in minutes. Cyclic
rate 850 or 1200. Send $24.95 for instructions to H. & H., PO.
Box 296, Pendleton, In. 46064.

KNIVES & SWORDS
REPRODUCTIONS OF chivalrous swords are expensive.
Beat the high cost and gain self-satisfaction by building your
own with precise plans describing how to use inexpensive
materials. Moneyback Guarantee. Send $3.75 to J. Scott
Jardine, PO. Box 310, St. Vital Manitoba, Canada R2M 5C8.

SURVIVAL KNIVES!! Swordcanes, daggers, commandos,
balisongs, razors, icepicks, wiresaws, & more. Photographic
(40 + page) Catalogue, $2.00/ Airmailed. SELECTLINE,
Box 391AHG, PC., Hawaii 98782.

MILIT~RIA ..
Military Medals & Decorations Bought, Sold, Traded.
Current List 50¢; subscription 8 issues, $2.50. Vernon, Box
387AH, Baldwin, NY 11510.

MILITARY SURPLUS
J -E-E-P-S-$58.00!-C-A-R-S-$35.00!-7(io,OOO ITEMS!
GOVERNMENT SURPLUS-MOST COMPREHENSIVE
DIRECTORY AVAILABLE TELLS HOW, WHERE
TO BUY-YOUR.AREA-$3-MONEYBACK
GUARANTEE-"SURPLUS INFORMATION
SERVICES," BOX 99249-UF6, SAN FRANCISCO,
CALIFORNIA 94109.

"MILITARY SPORTSWEAR CATALOG-WORLD'S
LARGEST SELECTION OF MILITARY INSIGNIA
T-SHIRTS, SWEATSHIRTS AND JACKETS-SPECIAL
FORCES, MILITARY POLICE, U.S.M.C. RIFLE TEAM,
SCOUT SNIPER AND DRILL INSTRUCTOR, U.S.N.
SEAL, SEVERAL AIRBORNE, COMBAT PISTOL
TEAM, WEAPONS INSTRUCTOR PLUS MANY FOR
EIGN ELITE COMBAT UNITS FROM RHODESIA,
ENGLAND AND GERMANY, ETC_ ALSO, MILITARY
AND CIVILIAN AWARD CERTIFICATES FROM
PISTOL EXPERT TO AUTOMATIC AND HEAVY
WEAPONS EXPERT (SUITABLE FOR FRAMING)
SEND $1.00 FOR NEW 1981 CATALOG, MILITARY
GRAPHICS, DEPT BB, BOX 228, DUNKIRK,
MARYLAND 20754."
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35.95
7.50

34.00
29.00
26.50
26.00
16.00

Hand crafted, fully
lined, leg & hammer
tie downs, 24 loops.
Prompt Shipment,
$59.95 p.p. Cashier's
check or money or
der. Please add $2.00
extra tor 7Y," bbl.

Specify waist
size Gun make,
bbl. length &
caliber.

Send $1.00 for complete catalog.
Dealers, please inquire.

AMERICAN SALES & MFG.
BOX 677 AH LAREDO, TX 78040

BROWN CUSTOM, INC.
ddlfJ 40CI-..\ 4 aae HOJa t oPg SASE
'ld .1·l<l:lQ! <> 'N J6:?' 7 t:O f Brochu'£> &. PI ces

~.tltl(~~~""'1
~\'~ '--.~~_-._-------.
Send $1.OO(cash,check,money order)

AWA' P.O. Box 6373· Augusta. Georgia 30906

CHOOSE A WINNER

IPSC-45 AUTOS-COMBAT
[ .JII 4J'10e 0' Combat Modifications

CUSTOM SIGHTS-ACCURIZING
TRIGGER WORK

sa ~o~T1d TpS! r:'re E. RJ'1som TJrget on Accuracy \Vorl.,
Inprm ed Rellabllltv

EXPLOSIVE FORMULAS, FRICTIONAL IMPACT. Com
plete instructions-Security bombs, smoke screen, impact
grenade, detonator. Supply sources. $5.00 postpaid.
CARDCO, Box 4582G, Stockton, CA 95204.

"Cast Bronze Paperweights: Great Seal of the Confederacy
or Bronze-Relief Portrait of General Forrest. $11.50 Postpaid.
Free Brochure. Jane Baxendale, Sculptor, 4114AH Sneed,
Nashville, Tenn. 37215."

IDENTIFICATION CARDS. Agent, Officer, Employee.
Clip-on, Card Case Types. Official appearance. Seals, em
blems available. FREE Samples. CARDCO, Box 4582G,
Stockton, CA 95204.

MINNETONKA MOCCASINS-80 Styles. Free catalog. No
wholesale. Dept. 6AH, Belle Plaine, IA 52208.

TICK STOP-carry in pocket, safely keeps ticks and jiggers
off your body. $2.50 each plus 50¢ postage. Hayden-Holmes
Co., Box 6969, Colorado Springs, CO 80934.

"Custom T-shirts air-brushed with handgun of your choice.
Satisfaction Guaranteed. $12.50. Mix, 1432 Palm, Henderson,
Nevada 89015."

HANDCUFFS! $13.50 Pair Postpaid Two $25.00.
Lightweight Double-Lock Handcuffs that Compare To
$24.95 Handcuffs. Cold Rolled Steel, Chrome Plated, Two
Keys Best Sports Supplier, Box 492-AH, Hazelwood, MO
63042.

CHEMICALS OF ALL TYPES AVAILABLE WITH
PLANS AND SUPPLIES CREATING YOUR OWN 4TH
OF JULY DISPLAYS. SEND $1.00 FOR CATALOG TO
PIONEER IND., BOX 36, DEPT. AH, 14A HUGHEY ST.,
NASHUA, NH 03061.

CHEMICALS, FUSE, CASINGS, etc. Send $2 for catalog,
refundable with first order. WESTECH CORP., Box 593,
Logan, Utah 84321.

BADGES. Custom made-your specifications. Huge
selection. Send $3.00 (refundable) for GIANT 80 page cata
log. CARDCO, Box 4582G, Stockton, CA 95204.

MISCELLANEOUS

ALTERNATE IDENTITIES, Name Changes, whatever.
Custom made Badges. l.D.'s. List $1. (refundable); C.w.L.,
Box 3230, Pasadena, CA 91103.

Your Personalized Custom Made Hand Stamp, Hardened
Tool Steel, 1/16" Letters. SSAE Custom Stamps, Box 5, Bear,
DE 19701.

SURVIVOR'S CHECKLIST. Be prepared for ANY Emer
gency or Crisis! Have your supplies ready for the bad times.
$4.25. BLUEJAY Box 6179-AHG3, Long Beach, CA 90806.

HANDCUFFS-Smith & Wesson $22.50 pair, two $38.00, Leg
Irons $29.50 set. G. Noramaco, Box 30243·AH, St. Paul,
Minn. 55175

LEATHER APPAREL Fringe Jackets-Vests-Muzzleloader
Gun Covers-Photos-Price List, $2.00. R.w. Dist., PO. Box
1817, Des Plaines, IL 60018.

Decot Hy-Wyd Custom Sport Glasses. 30 lens shades
"Finest under the Sun." Interchangeable lenses-Permanent
mount. Write for brochure: P.O. Box 10355, Phoenix, Arizona
85064. .

SHORT-RUN CUSTOM BELT BUCKLES WITH YOUR
LOGO MY SPECIALTY. SOLID SANDCAST SILICON
BRONZE ALL HAND FINISHED. BUCKLES BY MIKE,
1225 MANZANITA, DEPT. AH, LOS ANGELES, CA 90029.

10.45
4.50
1.50

14.00
15.00

1.00
18.50

18.50
34.50
19.50
9.95
5.50

15.00

Kings Extended Safeties
Ambidextrous Safeties
Extended Slide Release
Recoil Buffers
Wilson Shok-Buff
Ext. Mag Release
Micro Sights (melted
& Blued)

King-Tappan Sights
MMC-Bar Cross Sights
Mellett Fixed Sight
Beavertail Grip Safeties
Long Match Trigger (with
backlash adj.)

Wolff 18112 Spr. Kit
MK IV Recoil Spring
Magazines (Colt) Blue
Laka SS Mags
Mag Pads
Pachmayr Grips (combat)
Pachmayr Mainspring
Housings (flat) 10.50

Colt Commander Hammers 14.00
MK IV Barrel and Bushing 44.50
Dwyer Group Gripper Gov't 22.95
Com 27.95

Banchi Chapman Hi-Ride
Holsters

IPSC Hat Pins

Now you can purchase the
accessories you need in one
convenient place. We offer:

We are pleased to be associated
with Colts Ptd. Firearms Co. as an
authorized Warranty Repair Sta
tion, and we carry a wide variety of
Colt Parts.

Attention!
C(())MBAI

SHOOTERS

We have considerable experience
in performing IPSC style modifica
tions. We are here to stay, and we
take pride in doing first class work
at reasonable prices - inquire at the
address below for particulars.

..UNI-VEST
BY GARTH

Designed for law Enforcement &
Sporting Use

Il'I""'" \~t '~The most practical
~1 ttl, -'comlortoble way to

corry a gun. Uni'-Vest
lits revolvers or auto
matics with '1' to 6y,"
barrels in three spe
cially designed holster

. pockets. Uni-Vest also
has a two magazine

- pocket which opens to
accommodate loose

• ammo. Heavyweight
,"/ blue denim Sizes

S-M-l-XL. Specify right or left handed. $500
deposit on COD·s. Stomped envelope brings
literature. $39.95

GARTH CO.
DeptAH, P.O. Box 14354

Tampa, Florida 33690L- --'- _

WE NEEDMORE
HANDGUN
ENTHUSIASTS
ON OUR
SIDE! YOUR

COpy OF
HANDGUNNER

MAGAZINE
WITH A FRIEND

Maybe they'll get their own
copy, by using the enclosed

subscription card.

Forward correct remittance in
cash, check or M.a. along

with 10% or $2.50 postage to:

We offer a complete money back
guarantee -- if you are not 100%
satisfied, your money will be cheer
fully refunded.

SH((})OIISr
SUPPILY

6225th
Belle Fourche, SD 57717

C.O.D. 's Welcome
or call your Visa and Mastercharge

orders to
(605) 892-2822
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Sll.50

TRAPPER
GUN INC.

YOUR COMPLETE
CUSTOM HANDGUN CENTER

=--_ BULLSEYE HANDGUN ACCESSORIES ......iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii~
NOW AVAILABLE- THE SAME TOOLING WE USE IN OUR SHOP

KIT #6 Fast Snap Hammer Spring for BULLSEYE STONE KITS: Stones so different
TIC Contenders. Insures primer you have to use them to believe it. Complete-
fire with,all primers $2.B5 Iy stone out a handgun in less than 1f3 the

KIT #6-A Fits Thompson Center Contender time of a regular type stone.
-Complete Tune Up Kit. Heavy duty TRIAL SIZE $14.45
Hammer & Safety spring. plus 40% MASTER GUNSMITH SiZE $26.45
Lighter Trigger spring .. $9.45 BULLSEYE HEADSPACE WASHERS for S&W,

. Ruger Sec-Six & Colt Python (2 sizes) to
KIT #7 Fits all Colt Python & Older remove end, shake from cylinder to insure

Style Troopers Rev. Reduces DA & proper headspace. 30-piece set .... $21.50
SA trigger pull up to 45% $9.45 BULLSEYE CRAIN LOCKING BALL KIT for

KIT #8 Browning Hi-Power. Reduces use with S&W, & Ruger Sec-Six Rev. when
trigger pull up oto 45% & increases installing custom barrels and not using front
slide power 15 Yo . $13.50 barrel lug, enough for 20 guns ..... $19.45

KIT #9 Fits all Colt Government Models. BULLSEYE DREMEL TOOL KIT:-Over 80 pcs
Reduces trigger pull up to 45% & to help polish out the works in fine guns &
increases slide power 15% . $14.45 jewel the hammers & triggers. a must in a

KIT #9-A Fits all Colt Government gunshop . . .$24.50
Models/70 Series Hardballer & Crown BULLSEYE POLISHING WHEELS: Used for
City Arms-Target Kit. Reduces trigger crowning and throating barrels also very
pull up to 45% & reduces slide good for polishing out frames where stones
power for target Idads $14.45 are to slow (6 pcs. kit) ' $19.50

KIT #10 Fits all Colt Commanders Models'. BULLSEYE LAPPING COMPOUND: A 900
Reduces trigger pull up to 45% & mlcrofl range lapping compound that will
increases slide power 15% . . $14.45 give a glass smooth finish to your work (2

KIT #11 Fits all S&W Model 39 & 59 ~tLb~i~VE GUN POliSH: The finesty$0~3j~
Re~uces DA & SA trigger pull up to ever use to help keep your guns beautifUl.
45 Yo & Increases slide power 15 Yo $13.50 Also the best glass polish for your shooting

KIT #12 Fits all Dan Wesson centerfire glasses and scope lens $5.50
revolvers. Reduces trigger pull BULLSEYE GUN LUBE: The best you will
up to 45% . $8.60 ever use. 20z bottle $5.50

r-------------NEW SIGHT SYSTEMS-----------.....
HORIZON, The newest in rear sights for RUGER
handguns. Designed to get on target fast! , $7.45

PISTOLSMITHING
AT IT'S
FINEST

SEND
$2.00
FOR
FULL
COLOR
CATALOG

SPRING KITS
KIT #l-A Fits all new model Ruger Single

Action Revolvers. Complete tune up kit
with new style Hammer spring to
eliminate Hammer shock. Included: Your
choice of either (Hunting or Target Trigger
Spring-you must specify) $10.45

KIT #1-AHS Fits all new model Ruger Single
Action Revolvers. Hammer Spring
only. . . ... $4.00

KIT #l-H Fits all new model Ruger Single
Action Revolvers. Hunting Model reduces
Trigger pull up to 45% .$8.45

KIT #l-T Fits all new model Ruger Single
. Action Revolvers. Target Model reduces

Trigger pull up to 60% $8.45
KIT #2 Fits all centerfire Colt Mark III

Troopers & Lawman Rev. Reduces DA
& SA trigger pull up to 45% .$8.60

KIT #3 Fits all centerfire Smith & Wesson
J Frame Rev. Reduces DA & SA
trigger pull up to 45% . . .$8.60

KIT #4 Fits all Ruger Security-Six &
Speed Six Rev. Reduces DA & SA
trigger pull up to 45% . . $8.60

KIT #5 Fits all Smith & Wesson K & N
Frame Rev Reduces DA & SA
triQQer pull up to 45%

ALL CHECKS HELD TWO WEEKS
DEALERS INQUIRE ABOUT SPECIAL PRICES

Include $1.50 postage and handling.
Michigan residents include 4% Sales Tax.
Overseas postage add $10.00 (no stamps).
All checks and money orders in U.S. FUNDS.

These sight blades will not fail you or blur out.
FROM CUSTOM WORK TO TUNE UP KITS ... WE SUPPLY THE VERY BEST

TRAPPER GUN INC.
18717 East Fourteen Mile Road
Fraser, MI 48026
Hours 9 till 5 Monday thru Friday
Phone: (313) 792-0134
VISA AND MASTER CARD WELCOME
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